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The QuestBusters Guild

The QuestBusters Guild is a league of dedicated adventurers who don't quit after they've saved the land from the Evil Wizard, or rescued civilization as we know it from a star fleet of bug-eyed Betelgeusians. Instead, they prepare detailed walkthroughs to their most recent adventures, enabling others to get past the puzzles or monsters that have them stymied. This book would not have been possible without the contributions of the following members of the QuestBusters Guild, who went above and beyond the call of duty to provide solutions and maps for the indicated games. (Members also get the adventure game of their choice for each solution. If you'd like to join the Guild, write to QuestBusters for more information.)

William E. Carte: Stationfall, Leather Goddesses of Phobos, Bureaucracy, Gunslinger, Roadwar 2000, Moonmist, Indiana Jones in Revenge of the Ancients, Hollywood Hijinx, Trinity, Might and Magic (maps), Star Trek II

Brian Smith: A View to a Kill, Goldfinger, Rambo, High Stakes, Neverending Story, The Mist, Oo-topos, Essex

Aaron Chou: Shard of Spring, Borrowed Time, Amnesia, Tuss Times in Tonetown

Eric Mitchell: Wizard's Crown, Phantasie I, Phantasie II

Michael R. Bagnall: Bard's Tale I and II

Tim Snider: Mercenary, AutoDuel

Brian Anderson: Might and Magic

Raymond Fong: Rings of Zilfin

Sandra K. Walton: Ballyhoo

Timothy Walsh: Fraktured Faebles

Lawrence T. Paprocki: Wrath of Denethenor

Thomas M. Kirby: The Pawn

Richard Rasmussen: Moebius

Scott Huang: Nine Princes in Amber

Stephen King: Ultima IV

Harold Bohn: Breakers

Juha Kahlainen: King's Quest III

Jerry Dattilo: Labyrinth

Brad Kinman: Phantasie III

Mark E. Revesman: Spellbreaker

Allen Reinwasser and Curt Weber: Space Quest

Douglas M. Campbell: Shadowgate

Shay Addams: Universe II
With hundreds of adventure games from which to choose, and four to five new ones each month, today's adventurer enjoys as wide a variety of exotic destinations as he or she would if considering vacation packages at a travel agency. In the "old days," however, the most difficult quest was not finding the Mystic Orb or Evil Wizard, but finding a new adventure game. And when you finally did, the packaging usually consisted of a zip-loc bag and a photo-copied manual—and the graphics, sound effects, and other aspects were primitive by contemporary standards. Even so, the ability to enter a fantasy world inside your computer was wondrous enough to enthral those who crossed that magical threshold.

Countless stories have sprung up about those days, some authentic and others as fanciful as the tales passed around a medieval tavern. Whether you're one of the pioneers who first mapped Colossal Cave, or a relative stranger in these enchanting lands, you'll discover a wealth of revelations as we step through the Time Door and visit the Golden Age of Adventure for a first-hand look at how it all began.

The First Adventure, The First Cave. If adventure has a name, it must be William Crowther. The Indiana Jones of interactive entertainment, Crowther wrote the first computer adventure game in the late Sixties, hacking a path through the silicon jungle for countless programmers and designers to follow. Twenty years later, hundreds of alternative worlds have been crafted according to the formula conceived by Crowther when he created a place called Colossal Cave.

Called Adventure (often dubbed Original Adventure to distinguish it from the multitude of subsequent scenarios), it is still fondly referred to as "the cave" by Crowther. Myths and legends have sprung up around this fountainhead of the fantastic. The most common story said the rambling collection of caverns was an imaginary place dreamed up by Crowther and expanded by Don Woods. But its name hints at the real-life model upon which Colossal Cave was based—Kentucky's Mammoth Cave, a sprawling limestone cavern.

"From 1963 until 1967, I was with the Cave Research Foundation," Crowther recalls. "We produced maps and conducted low-grade scientific research for the National Park Service. Much of that time was spent mapping Mammoth Cave in Kentucky, and the geography of the original half of the adventure matches a small part of that cave." His fascination with spelunking and cartography explains why contemporary adventurers must spend so much time exploring caves and drawing maps. But Crowther didn't set out to invent a new kind of game and wasn't planning to cash in on the commercial prospects of adventure games, which have since generated more gold than all the bullion in all the caves in all the adventures combined.

"I wrote it for my kids, Sandy and Laura, when I was on the research staff at a Cambridge consulting firm in 1967 or 1968," says Crowther, who graduated from nearby Massachusetts Institute of Technology with a B.S. in physics in 1953. He and his kids had often played "Mirkwood," a non-computer role-playing game that was a precursor to Gary Gygax's 1973 Dungeons & Dragons (itself a modified set of rules Dave
Arnesson devised for playing games with miniature figures). Created by an associate of Crowther's, Mirkwood drew its name from a locale that was tangentially referred to in J. R. R. Tolkien's trilogy, Lord of the Rings. Tolkien's epic tale chronicled the quest of a hobbit named Frodo as he fought off legions of orcs and sought to rid Middle Earth of the evil Sauron, a theme echoed in countless computer games since.

Crowther elaborates: "I'd played Mirkwood with my kids, and since I'd done some caving, it seemed like an interesting combination. So I did it. It took about a month, working on weekends, to write the program in Fortran on the DEC PDP-10 at the office. [Fortran is a language usually reserved for scientific research and formula-related programming.] That became the first half of the original adventure. The dwarves, bird, the snake, black rod, some treasures and the magic words 'xyzzy' were in the original version. My kids, who were six and eight or nine at the time, played it from a teletype and modem at home. Sometimes they'd come in and play it at the office." There was no scoring system. Sandy and Laura—and a growing number of his colleagues at the office—played for the sheer pleasure of exploring the cave and solving its puzzles.

Adventure represented a new kind of computer program, a new form of entertainment. (A maze-exploration game called Hunt the Wumpus is sometimes cited as predating Crowther's game, but even its author, Gregory Yob, doesn't consider his 1972 Wumpus an adventure game.) Crowther's game consisted of pure text and used no joystick or other control device. All the descriptions of the caves, creatures and everything that can happen in response to the player's actions were stored in a database. When Sandy or Laura typed, "go east," the parser, a sub-routine in the program, would analyze the words by looking to see if they were part of the game's vocabulary, also part of the data base. If so, a number assigned to each word in the vocabulary table would be sent to the logic/action tables. Everything Crowther had decided could happen in the cave was listed here, along with the conditions that must be in effect for each to be executed.

If other parts of the program, the variables that kept track of things like the player's location, inventory and other aspects of the game, established that Sandy was in Cobble Crawl when she'd typed "go east," the conditions for displaying the description of the Debris Room (which lies due east) were fulfilled. The program then retrieved its description from the database, displayed it on-screen or printed it out, and updated the appropriate variable to register the player's new position. Then it waited for another command. This simple yet classic design and implementation proved engaging to play because of the unusual degree of interaction between the player and the game's environment.

The consulting firm where Crowther worked was part of ARPAnet, a pioneer telecommunications network, and he made the game available on it. Adventure soon attracted the all-night attention of America's earliest on-line hackers, who were hooked into the same network. (The term hacker has been assigned numer-
available in this manner.) "A lot of people saw it and liked it," Crowther's voice grows melancholy. "The system hackers thought it was a lot of fun. Then Don Woods found it. He doubled the size, adding exotic things like the giant's room and the volcano."

Twenty-three at the time, Woods was studying computer science and electrical engineering at SAIL (Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at Stanford University). "I was wandering around on the ARPAnet in February of 1976 or 1977," he says. Someone ran across Adventure on the Stanford Medical Center computer, which was also on ARPAnet. I brought it across to the Artificial Intelligence lab and looked at it there. I thought it was an interesting idea for a game. The program had a lot of bugs in it, but it was fun to play. In fact, I was playing it for a while, struggling around with some of the problems, when I decided the easiest way to fix all these problems was to get hold of the author. Willie Crowther's name was mentioned in the introduction, so I sent a message to Crowther at every site on the ARPAnet until I found him."

Crowther furnished the source code, and Woods rewrote most of the program to make it easier to add new things. "Coming up with new rooms was the hard part, but adding them to the program wasn't that hard. Friends and classmates helped. I had not played any D & D-type games, though I have since then. I had read Tolkien's trilogy, which influenced the description of one room, Breathtaking View. It was written by a friend, John Gilberth, and I, after we'd watched the sun rise on Mount Diablo. We came back and by then were in a fine state of mind for writing that sort of prose."

"One person, Bob Pariseau, helped a fair amount in coming up with new things to add. I finished rewriting it around April of 1976 or 1977 and, before going on vacation, created an account on the Stanford machine under my name so people could log-in and run this program. When I returned, much to my dismay, I found that people had been connecting to the machine from all over the place to play this game. The people who ran the computer at Stanford were kind of annoyed because of the workload that had been put on the machine in my absence. Meanwhile I'd gotten comments from people and incorporated a lot of them into the game. One was a situation in which someone had tried to do some really ridiculous thing and was disappointed that the program didn't provide a suitably snide message. So I began sneaking in more snide messages in various places. I touched it up a bit and added a few small items here and there. Then I announced its general availability for people to copy onto their own machines, and was deluged by requests for it."

"This probably all happened in 1977 rather than 1976, but I always have trouble remembering the exact year. One reason is that I did get around to making a new version, Adventure II, with five additional treasures and a total of 430 points instead of 350. It hasn't spread quite as far because I was stricter about handing out copies of it. And that was roughly a year after the first release, so the two years seem to muddle in my mind. It's still on various machines today."

Colossal Cave became a midnight mecca for hackers who entered it from their terminals and teletypes. After crunching numbers for the accounting department or debugging a new program all day, engineers and programmers looked forward to escaping into this enchanting alternative universe. Solving the puzzles and grabbing the gold be-
came an obsession for hundreds of America’s most highly paid computer scientists, programmers and distinguished academicians. Many players, like Crowther himself, didn’t see the game’s text displayed on a screen but read its responses and descriptions on paper as they emerged from the tele-

The Cave on Campus

When *Adventure* reached further into America’s college campuses, students started squeezing through the grate into Colossal Cave. “Everyone was hooked,” says Marc Blank, an Infocom founder, “because there was nothing like it—it was just a totally new type of game that happened to be very appealing. At the time no one thought of it as anything other than just a fun sort of thing. I don’t think anyone planned for it to turn into real interactive stories or anything else.” In fact, there weren’t even any home computers at this stage, so the only people who could venture into the cave were those with access to an incredibly expensive mainframe computer or terminal.

Dave Lebling, now a consultant and author for Infocom, remembers exploring and mapping the cave when he was supposed to be studying political science at MIT. “Literally everyone played it. No work was done for weeks. You would look on the ma-

chines to see who was logged-in. If there were fifteen people at the terminals, twelve would be playing *Adventure*. I can remember playing it for hours at a time on many occasions, and I knew people who played it almost continuously until they solved it. They just beat their heads against a wall until they got past a problem. At lunchtime, groups of players would huddle and whisper things like, ‘How do you get past the snake?’ and exchange clues and hints. There were days when I sat down and played non-stop, with only occasional breaks to keep from falling asleep.

The Making of Zork

Lebling met Marc Blank, Stu Galley and Joel Berez in MIT’s Computer Research Lab where they were doing computer science projects. They felt convinced an even more advanced adventure could be written. “Early on we decided that we wanted to have a full-sentence parser,” Blank elaborates, “that would help the games by making them more realistic and the problems more interesting and easier for people to play.” With Al Vezza, who ran the lab, they and other students developed MDL, a computer language especially for writing adventures games. (MDL was the group’s acronym for “muddle,” which was how they jokingly say they managed to get through the project. Blank gives most of the credit for the language’s development to Christopher Reeve.) They had Zork running on the campus mainframe by Christmas, 1977. Blank and Lebling, along with Tim Anderson and Bruce Daniels wrote the actual program and story of the mythical land of the Great Underground Empire. “Lots of the text—especially what we called the ‘purple stuff’—was written by whoever was doing a particular piece of code at the time,” Lebling points out. Daniels modeled the Thief after *Original Adventure’s* Pirate. Blank devised the bizarrely humorous responses to unacceptable commands, inspired by the snide re-
sponses in *Original Adventure*. "Zork" itself was a nonsense expletive buzzing around campus then, circulating mainly in the computer science classes. Lebling dreamed up the grues, those fearsome creatures of the dark that haunt most of Infocom's worlds. "The grues were indirectly based on an old English word meaning blood," he explains. "But it's a direct homage to Jack Vance and his science fiction novel, *The Dying Earth*, which contained creatures called grues. There were some *Dungeons & Dragons* influence," Lebling muses, "like the fighting scene with the troll. I was the only D & D player in the group, though, and Zork was as much influenced by Tolkien and Jack Vance as by anything else."

Meanwhile, Floridian Scott Adams was writing the first commercial adventure game, an all-text scenario called *Adventureland*, on his TRS-80 Model I computer. Based on Crowther's model, *Adventureland* and the series that followed lacked the polished, vivid prose of the mainframe games, and the parser was crude. Still, his contribution helped establish the adventure game in the pioneer days of the entertainment software industry. During the same time frame, Gordon Letwin of Softwin Associates wrote *Microsoft Adventure*, which became the "industry standard" of the Crowther and Woods' game. Microsoft released it on cassette and disk for TRS Model I and Apple II computers.

In 1979 Infocom's founders chipped in and rented time on a mainframe computer, and *Zork* surfaced as a commercial game in December, 1980. "The original *Zork* was over a megabyte—one million bytes—in size," Blank emphasizes, far too big for the memory of home computers even today. "So we turned it into all of *Zork I*, about two-thirds of *Zork II* and a piece of *Zork III*. *Zork I* was initially distributed by Personal Software (which later became Visicorp, renowned for the VisiCalc spreadsheet.) The *Zork* Users Group sprang up in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, run by Michael Dornbrook, who was Infocom's first playtester and is now their Product Manager.

Anyone who has played *Sorcerer* will recall being chased through the glass maze by a "ferocious Dorn beast," which was named after Michael. The "vezza" spell in the same game is drawn from the name of Infocom's Chairman of the Board, Al Vezza. And Infocom's entire inner sanctum of designers and writers appear allegorically as the Circle of Enchanters in that game and its predecessor, *Enchanter*. This penchant for alluding to themselves within the games goes back to *Zork I*’s little house, where a wall is described as being "intentionally left blank."

The *First* Graphic Games

By now the pioneer spirit had sparked a gold rush. From California came the first graphic adventure. Ken Williams and his wife Roberta went into business as On-line Software, which eventually became Sierra On-line. "Ken worked on a mainframe IBM at Financial Decision Systems in downtown Los Angeles," Roberta reminisces. "This was the winter of 1979. Ken would bring back a terminal and work at home sometimes. But he showed me the games that were on this IBM. One was called *Adventure*. I played it with the terminal and printer for hours, long into the night, and was fascinated with it.

"It took me about three months to solve, then I went to our local computer store—and there weren't many of them at that time. We'd bought an Apple between the time I started playing *Adventure* and the time I finished it. I'd heard you could get *Microsoft Adventure* for the Apple. But I also heard that Scott Adams was selling adventure games. I thought, well, here I am, this adventure game addict, and I just have to get more. So I went to the local store and bought a couple of his cassettes, because there weren't any disk drives at that time. And I played a couple of his and wasn't that impressed, at least not compared with *Adventure*. I had a hard time finding more adventure games, and I thought
that I couldn’t be the only person who liked them. That there must be a market out there for them, and that I could at least do as well as Scott Adams. Which was sort of the beginning of our company, when I saw the need for this kind of program, this kind of game,” explains Roberta.

“I decided to use graphics to be different, number one. If you’re going to start a company with a single product, it should be different or better than anything else like it. The second reason was that I thought it would be nice to show people where they’re at rather than just trying to explain it. Mystery House came out in May of 1980, with black and white graphics. I designed and wrote the game and drew the pictures with a graphics tablet, and Ken wrote the program. Then in 1981 we did Wizard and the Princess, the first adventure with color graphics.”

Enter the Orc: Fantasy Role-playing Games

In basements and bedrooms across the land, a handful of silicon seers sought the same Holy Grail—a computerized counterpart of Dungeons and Dragons. One of them was Robert Clardy, who was working on the AWACS radar project at Boeing Aircraft in Seattle when he bought his first Apple in early 1978. Part of the documentation was a “Red Manual” full of BASIC program listings, and Clardy found himself captivated with the notion of elaborating on an earlier computer game, Gary Shannon’s Dungeon Maze. By October of 1978 he had constructed more rooms, treasure, elves, dwarves, and magic spells, and quit his job to market the first commercial role-playing game with low-resolution graphics, Dungeon Campaign. Designed as a one or two-hour game, it didn’t offer the option of saving a game in progress. A different maze was randomly generated for each session.

The Legend of Ultima

In Nassau Bay, Texas, Richard Garriott envisioned his own computer role-playing games and even managed to earn high school credits for writing them. “Our school had a teletype terminal tied in to a computer in Houston,” says Garriott. To pursue their studies after completing the school’s only programming course, he and two other students convinced the faculty to let them organize and run their own class. “All we had to do was have a project; if we could show progress on it, we’d get an A. This was my sophomore year, 1977, when I started playing fantasy games on paper, like Dungeons and Dragons, Tunnels and Trolls. And I was reading Lord of the Rings and C. S. Lewis’ Chronicles of Narnia as well, and was kind of accosted by all three of these things—computers, the general concept of fantasy, and role-playing games—all at the same time.

“So my project for the last three years of high school was to write fantasy role-playing games on the teletype. They were very simple little dungeon games that would have to reprint the whole thing every time you took a step. I learned a great deal each time I wrote one; then I’d throw it away and write a new one. I just called them number one, number two, and so on. And I was up to 28 when I graduated from high school in 1979.

“I worked in a ComputerLand store that summer, where I discovered the Apple II. And for the first time I thought of putting graphics into the games I’d been writing. I’d seen a low-resolution game called Escape, which was like a maze game, and that inspired me to try to
figure out how 3-D graphics work. I spent that summer working on 3-D, high-resolution graphics and adapting them to new versions of my fantasy role-playing games—and wrote something that was never intended to be published, Akalabeth.

"The owner of the store thought I should publish it. I spent what at the time was a great deal of money for me, $200, going to the print shop and getting some tiny manuals and a cover sheet printed up, and I bought a bunch of zip-loc bags and started selling them at the store in '79. I didn’t plan to go national with it, but one of the first five copies made it all the way to the West Coast and into the hands of California Pacific, one of the biggest software publishers back then. A few days later they called and said plane tickets are waiting for me at the airport. I flew to California, signed a piece of paper and they started mailing me money! That was the lucky circumstance that led to me being published."

When Garriott realized what he’d been doing for fun could also be profitable, it occurred to him that he could write a much better game if it were intended for commercial sale—and went to work on one. He called his new game Ultimatum. To avoid potential legal problems with a company whose board game had the same name, it was shortened to Ultima. Speaking of names, Garriott publishes his games under the nom de plume Lord British. "It came from a nickname I got while studying computers and mathematics at the University of Oklahoma in the summer after my sophomore year," he explains. "Some people thought that I sounded British because I said 'hello' as opposed to 'hi'. It turns out I was born in Cambridge, England, so the nickname stuck."

Engaging in a bit of real-life role-playing, Garriott donned medieval garb and attended California Pacific’s booth at the West Coast Computer Fair for Ultima’s 1979 release. "That came about as a result of my activities with the Society for Creative Anachronisms," he says, "which coincided with my exposure to fantasy gaming and fiction. At that show I wore a leather tunic, a small cape, knickers, boots, and I carried a sword and a fillet, which is sort of like a little crown or headband."

(In June, 1979, Temple of Apshai became the first of many role-playing games written in the locale that eventually turned into Silicon Valley. After meeting through Dungeons & Dragons sessions, Jon Freeman, Jeff Johnson and Jim Connelley worked from individual apartments in Mountain View, California, to design and program Apshai for the TRS-80 Model I.)

The Wizardry Saga

In September of 1981, Wizardry surfaced in a small town in upstate New York. Wizardry’s roots reach back to “circa-1978, maybe ’76 or ’77,” according to co-author Andrew Greenberg. "Cornell University has a week-long study period at the end of classes, and I usually spent this entire time playing Dungeons & Dragons, bridge, poker and Scrabble with friends. But I was feeling particularly bored and wouldn’t even play these games. My friends were utterly fed up with me, and one of them shouted, 'Oh Greenberg, why don’t you go put D & D on your computer?'"

"I spent 48 hours doodling on the thing, then called my buddies up and invited them over to 'come over and walk through the maze.' Eventually it occurred to me that it would be really neat to have a role-playing game. I’d just sort of been doing this to answer my friend’s dare. After scrutinizing D & D and others, I found that none was really appropriate for a computer game. So I sat down and began designing my own. My dorm room at Cornell was literally occupied by friends playing and testing the game. I spent much of the next couple of years sleeping in the room of whoever happened to be playing the game in my room that night.

In early 1981, I was approached by Robert Woodhead, whom I knew from my role as manager
of the school's Plato facility. Part of my job was to enforce the trustees' strict rule that we were not to permit game-playing on the system. Robert thought it was his duty in life to play games on the system, and that's how we met. It was basically an incredibly adversarial, confrontational relationship. He hung around the terminal all along and found ways to get around the programs that we set up to keep people from playing games. When he heard that Andy Greenberg, the 'spoilsport and all-around mean guy,' was writing his own game, this just amazed him. He approached me, because he had some ideas along the same lines.

Robert offered to do all the coding to my specifications, so I'd only have to verify his work and do some play-testing. He contributed far more than programming, and I did an awful lot more hacking than I'd intended. By the end it seemed ridiculous not to call him a co-author. What is now Wizardry is basically that game, polished for the current market—with a number of changes that were largely suggested by Robert as well as some additions and adaptations that were my own." Greenberg didn't play Adventure until 1981 and says Wizardry didn't borrow from the classic adventure game: "The whole body of fantasy literature, stories like Tolkien's trilogy, was a more significant influence."

As we step back through the Time Door and re-enter the present, it becomes clear that today's exotic adventure and role-playing games evolved from a father's fairy tale for his children and a generation's fascination with fantasy fiction and traditional role-playing games. Dramatic breakthroughs in presentation and programming have extended the creative borders of these games, which are simultaneously evolving, mutating, and maturing into a high-tech medium for expression. The computers may remain exclusive tools of this planet's master dreamweavers and myth-makers in the next decade, or advanced technology might enable totally computer-illiterate novelists and playwrights to compose interactive art or drama. Either way, the adventure game will someday claim its rightful place alongside literature and cinema as a recognized art form, its subject matter the mythology, fantasy and fiction of the Computer Age.
These solutions and maps may be utilized in many ways, depending on the game and your own inclination. Optimally you’ll use them to get past the puzzle or maze that’s blocking your path. Answers have been encoded to minimize the possibility of catching the dreaded “Clue Book Syndrome,” which spurs adventurers to race through a new clue book and immediately read all the clues, even to games they don’t own. A few letters in the code look quite similar and won’t be as easy to decode as the others. This may be tedious at times, but makes it even harder for you to cave in to temptation and read a solution from beginning to end, which would only spoil the fun. If in spite of this you still feel an urge to do so, send the book to yourself via fourth class mail. It will be gone for a week or two, during which time you may have developed more discipline.

An effective tactic is to check out the map for rooms you may have overlooked, especially those containing objects. A dotted line means you must solve a puzzle or possess a special item or knowledge in order to reach the adjoining room, while straight lines are unobstructed exits. The maps reflect every location necessary to solve the game, but do not show every inch of every maze in role-playing games like Bard’s Tale and Ultima. (If they did, this book could hold only half as many solutions.)

Still stuck? Proceed to the walkthrough, which is divided into a series of locations and things to do there. First glance at the names of the locations to find the path necessary to complete the adventure. (There is often more than one correct path to follow, and some puzzles will have alternative solutions. These walkthroughs offer just one—but one that has been verified and definitely works.) This will ensure that you’re not chasing a “red herring” in the wrong direction. If you’re snagged on a particular problem, find the location’s section in the solution and decode the step-by-step answers. Don’t decode them all at once, though. If the first word translates into a verb such as “put,” try to solve the puzzle with that knowledge before decoding more. You might also decode the last word first, which usually yields a noun. When seeking a specific object, look up the coded counterpart of the first letter in its name: for the “k” in “key” you would find the letter j. Then pore over the walkthrough for coded objects beginning with j. This way you don’t have to decode each object’s entire name and unintentionally find things you’d rather discover on your own.

Most solutions to role-playing games refer to numbers on a corresponding dungeon map. With these you should first examine the map of a maze that has you puzzled, then investigate the numbered areas and try to finish it independently. Consult the text portion of the solution only as a last resort, for these are not as heavily encoded as those for text and graphic games. Tips on character development and combat will prove useful for players just setting out as well as to those already involved in the quest. For games with auto-mapping features or grid systems that provide numbers for latitude and longitude, maps are provided only for mazes that are full of spinners, teleports and other confusing elements.
Disk Drive Detectives

Were Sherlock Holmes alive today, Watson would not hear the familiar notes of violin music coming from Holmes' study—the master detective would be too wrapped up in a disk-based mystery like one of these. Since Mystery House (the first disk drive detective game) and Deadline (the most well-known), this sub-genre of adventures has evolved in subtle ways. Until recently your role was restricted to that of a policeman or private detective assigned or hired to solve a murder. But now you're just as likely to be cast as an ordinary citizen who sets out to solve the crime by interacting with the thugs and suspects.

The nature of the crimes you're charged with solving has also been expanded far beyond murder: Offenses as wide-ranging as kidnapping and art theft have been the subjects of the latest disk drive detective scenarios. In an unusual text game written by novelist Thomas M. Disch, the mystery revolves around learning your own identity. In another, you're a circus-goer who solves puzzles by walking the tight rope, wearing a clown suit and engaging in other Big Top activities rather than by conducting the customary fingerprinting and interrogation of witnesses and suspects. (Can it be long before we see a game called "Divorce Case Detective," in which your goal is the most common case of the private eye—spying on someone's spouse to obtain evidence of infidelity?) The main mystery that has armchair Sherlocks puzzled, however, is why there aren't as many of these games as there are adventures with fantasy and science fiction themes.
AMNESIA

You must solve the mystery of your own identity in this all-text story. First you awake in a New York hotel without a clue, though plenty of them turn up as you explore the 40,000 locations. Every major street corner in Manhattan, plus the entire subway was programmed into the game. Fortunately you are provided with maps of the streets and subways, so you don’t need to draw one (the reason no maps are offered here).

To regain your memory you must track down old acquaintances and access some word processing files you wrote and hid before losing your memory. True to life in the Big City, survival is a priority. You’ve got to sustain your energy level by eating and sleeping, or you’ll pass out and the police will grab you. (On top of everything else, you’re wanted for murder!) The bountiful prose ranks among the finest to grace a disk and often spills across several screens, for it was penned by science fiction and mystery novelist Thomas M. Disch (who can be found hanging out at the corner of Broome and Thompson.) With a parser that handles complete sentences and multiple commands, Amnesia is more articulate than most New York cabbies. It’s recommended for those who enjoy reading as much as puzzle-solving.

The Walkthrough

Instead of mapping, make a list of the locations of restaurants and phone booths near the Tenement area. These locations and the Tenement are randomly determined in each new game. When told to go to a location, use the map included with the game to find the shortest subway route. You can transfer to a different train at some stops by saying “Go left/right stairs” or “tunnel.”

You will die constantly if you don’t sleep and eat regularly. Avoid this by travelling as directly as possible to your destination. Always take the subway nearest the Tenement, and board the E train to 54th Street and 5th Avenue when going to the hotel and the computer store. Use at least two disks for saving games, and do so frequently.

In Hotel Room
Eat (food, when it arrives). Turn on TV. Open drapes. Look out window. (These may be done in any order.) Leave. Go to exit. U. Open door. Go right.

The Sauna
Enter sauna. (Type anything.) Qmfbtf tjs. Wait (five times). Yes. Open satchel. Yes.

In Hotel Room

In Lobby with Luke
Yes. U. Look. Leave. Ijtt her. Op. Op. Zft. Wait (three times). Leave. Leave. (Go to the Qsjodfup o dmvc at West Gpvsuz uijse Street and gjguz Avenue.) Enter Princeton Club. (Go to area around 10th Avenue between Uijsz gjguz and Gjguz gjguz Street and find the Tenement, whose location is randomly determined in each game. When tired, you can sleep here: Enter tenement. N. W. N. N. S. Sleep.)

Save the game, because the locations of restaurants, phone booths and the tenement are determined randomly every time you leave. While looking for it, write down the locations of several phones and restaurants in the vicinity. After completing each of the following sections, you must sleep before continuing. In emergencies, you can sleep in Central Park during the afternoon if you haven't found Bette yet.

Outside Tenement
Walk around the Ufooi Avenue area until you meet a black kid. Answer Yes to him. Go to Uijsz gpvsui Street and Uxfmgui Avenue and xbti xjoetijfmnet until you have $15. (This may take several days. Take occasional breaks to eat and sleep. Repeat this if you run out of money.) When you have $15, save the game and go to a phone booth. Use telephone. Deposit coin. Dial (UUUU's number, found in manual).

53rd Street and 5th Avenue.
Enter Sunderland. Go to Front Desk. ask dmfsi for cpy. Xjuui hpe. Open box. Get disk. Close box. Leave. Leave. (Between 9 AM and 4:30 PM, go to Gjguz tjyui Street and Nbejipto Avenue—make sure you have at least $10.00)

User-Friendly Computer Store
Enter store. Apple. Yes. 1. a Sjeemf. F. (Repeat to end of file.) E. 2. Rvfutijpo nbsl. F. (Repeat to end of file.) E. 3. Cbmeoiftt. F. (Repeat to end of file.) E. 4. Pojipo. F. (Repeat to end of file.) 5. E. (Go to West Ojofuffou Street and Avenue of the Americas.)

Tiny Tykes Talent Town
Go to brownstone. Ring doorbell. Open door (while buzzer is still buzzing). Kpio Dbnfspo. U. Sprinkle. Go to ljudifo. (Save cijf for emergency food. Go to West Tfwfouz tjyui Street and Central Park—before Uxfmwf uijszu PM.)

Historical Society
Enter Society. Yes. U. E. Look at lamps. Wait (until Alice arrives). No. No. Ask Alice about sfwpnujmmp. Ask Alice about Abof. No. Ask Alice about mvlf. Follow Alice (when she leaves). (Walk south along Central Park West until you meet the qbjoufs.) No. Yes. (Go to West 4th and Nbdelpvbbm.)

Washington Square Park

Bette's Apartment
Yes. Qmbz qjbp. Open sofabe. Sleep. Wait. Okay. Open fridge. (You find food. You may sleep, eat and use the phone here from now on.) Look at picture. Call the rest of the numbers in the manual. Wait (for Bette's call). It may take her several days to find the clue, so just amuse yourself here until she does. Answer phone. Yes. Get pencil. Dial gijw gijw gijw gpvs pof uisf (Efiojtft number). Kpio Dbnfspo. Yes. (Go to West 72nd Street and Dfousbmn Qbse West.)

The Dakota

Bette's Apartment
Wait (until Denise calls). Answer phone. Yes. Drop bookbag, satchel, Ajax and dishrag (if you still have the last two). Sleep (until morning). Leave. (Go directly to 73rd Street and Dpvmvnt Avenue via the subway at 23rd Street and 8th Avenue.)

73rd Street and Columbus Avenue
Unlike most Infocom mysteries, Ballyhoo casts you as an ordinary citizen rather than a professional detective or policeman. On your way out of the circus, you learn that someone has kidnapped the owner's young daughter, Chelsea. To find and rescue her will require methods more exotic than interrogating suspects and examining evidence for fingerprints. Lion-taming, tightrope walking, dressing up in a clown suit—you get to do lots of things in this mystery. Accordingly, most of the puzzles involve objects, not people. (You still have to wangle information out of a few characters.) It's an intermediate level game that's approachable by dedicated novices.

THE PARSER ACCEPTS complex sentences and a wide range of prepositions, adjectives, and other parts of speech. It remains top gun in Parser Wars, and even all the oldest Infocom games have been upgraded with the latest improvements, including the "oops" feature. (If the parser says it doesn't know a word you've used in a command, you can type "oops" followed by a different word, and the parser automatically fits it into your previous command.) This saves a lot of typing, especially for sloppy typists and poor spellers. Author Jeff O'Neill's prose is witty, and he devised amusing responses to commands that the parser understands but that don't elicit the desired results. Infocom's most offbeat mystery, Ballyhoo is like a breath of fresh air in a cave full of bat guano.

The Walkthrough

In the Wings

Performance Ring
Get pole. S. S. W. Get clown mask. S. W. Get gorilla suit. Ije. Xbju (until the conversation is over). Xbju. E. E. N. N. NE.

Under the Bleachers
Examine garbage. Get ticket. Punch cmvf(or sfe) epu. SW. S.

Connection
Hypnotist's Parlor
Give udjlfu. Izqopujaf me. Xbju (four times). Buy
(one of whatever the hawker offers). Give money

Connection (Hypnotized)
Get in long line. Eat Dnipdpmbuf. Espq banana.
N. Talk to hawker. U. W. D. W. U. W. D. W.
[Rimshaw's] Get up. S. W.

Midway Entrance
Tjefxbmm tent. Examine hbscbhf. Get granola
bar (or whatever food item you bought from
hawker). S. E. N. W. SE.

East Half of Fat Lady
Get stool. Give bar (or the jufin ibxlfs gave you) to
Tina. Tina, hello. Get hand. Ljtt hand. SW. Get
sbejp. S. W. W. S. SE. N.

Inside Cage
Hfu bucket and headphones. S. [Menagerie Nook]
Espq radio and headphones. NW. N. W. [Connection]
Drop bucket. Stick, pole and stool. W. S.

Back Yard & Harry
S. [Camp, East] Unlock compartment. Open it. Get
whip. W. Xfbs hpsjmmmb tvju. Xfbs nbtl. Knock
on door. S.

Clown Alley
Remove gorilla suit. Drop it. Tjefxbmm tent. E. N.
E. [Connection] Get all. N. N.

Performance Ring, Lion's Cage
Unlock door. Open door. Hfu meat. W. Xijq
tnppui. Again. Again. Open grate. Uispxnfbu in
grate. E. W. Close grate. Lift stand. E. Drop pole,
whip and stool. S. S. W. S.

Back Yard, Inside Prop Tent
Ouch. Examine xpe. Get diffitt. Put diffitt in
usbg. Drop usbg. S. N. S. N. Put cvalufo over
npvtf. E. N. E. Put Udjlfu in slot. E. S.

Menagerie
SE. [Menagerie Nook] Drop all. Get radio and
headphones. U. [Top of Cage] uvsu ejbm up pof
pof tfwfo afsf. Sfxjoe ubqf. Again. Sfdpse. Wait
(six times, till tape counter reads Gpvs uisiff Gpvs).
NW. Unlock door with key. W.

Inside Mahler's Cage
Qmbz ubqf. Npwf tusbx. Open trap door. Get
udjlfu in slot. E. [Midway] qpvvs xbufs on
detective. Ask detective for note. Drop cvdlfu and
sbejp. Get note and trade dbse. dpnqbf sfjccpo to
dbse. E. S. U.

Jennifer's Boudoir
Show dbtf to Andrew. Show dbtf to Jenny. U. Get
combination and combo. Examine combination.
Look in qdpdlfu. Get wjfm. U. N. W. S. SE.

Menagerie Nook, Blue Room
Put udjlfu under gspou. E. [Blue Room] Get
udjlfu. Bet $2. Say "yes" or "no" (until you win or
lose at blackjack one time). Open door. Say "yes"
or "no" (until you win or lose at blackjack one

Near White Wagon, In Trailer
Drop all. U. Open qbofm. Lopdl on spgp. Climb
Move eftl under qbofm. U. D. Get udjlfu. NE. SE.

Menagerie Nook, Blue Room
Put udjlfu under gspou. E. Look under ubcmf.
Ask Harry aboutFeejf. W. S. E.

Camp, East
Show dbse. Show sjccpo. Show opuf. Show
scrap. Show tqsfbetiffu to Feejf. Xfbs dpncp.
Xfbs dpncp. Xfbs wjfm. Knock on door. E. Close
door.

Inside Trailer
[Camp, West] Qsz door with dspxbs. S. Get
uvnc. N. E. E. [In Trailer] Put uvnc in ipmf.
Wait. Get hjsm. W. N. E. NE. N. [Midway
Entrance] Get sbejp. W. N. N. W.

Lion's Cage, Performance Ring
Drop all but sbejp. Get stand. E. Drop stand.
Dmbq iboet. Roustabout, get ofu. Remove
combo. Remove combination. Remove veil. Drop
all but sbejp. Get on stand. U. U.

Platform
sbejp. E (until announcer asks for epobujpot). W.
to (Platform). Drop sbejp and pole. D. S.S. E.

Office, Tightrope
Dbmm WPDL. W. N. N. N. Get on stand. U. Get
all. E. E. E. E. Let go.
BORROWED TIME

As Sam Marlow, a hardboiled private eye, you find yourself facing a tough case: Nail Boss Farnham, public enemy number one in New City. Between the opening scene in a seedy office and the final confrontation, you’ll also apprehend an arsonist, rescue a kidnapping victim and solve a string of other crimes—if you live long enough. A pair of hit men dog your steps throughout the game, which ends abruptly if they get a clean shot at you. The plot and characters are unusually clichéd, but the modernistic, cartoon-style graphics and amusing spot animation—a toe-tapping hoodlum, a phone jangling off the hook—save the day.

The Walkthrough

Your Office

Hotel

Ledge

1st Street, East of Main

Rita’s Apartment
Get nbudif and dbomfl. Light nbudif and dboemf and ujof. Drop nbudif and check and wallet. W.

Kitchen
Look at can. Move pwoff. Get sdfsfqu. E. S. S. W. S. E.

Front of Medical Office

Lafferty’s Office
Listen. S. W. Look in usbti. N. W. N. Break door.

Hovel

West End of 1st
E. N. W. N.

Stiles Safe Park

Rita’s Door
Open door. Get check. W. Get key. E. S. S. W. W. W. W. W. N

Farnham’s Study
Wait. S. E. N. Say ijzp. N.

Untie Wainwright. Talk to Wainwright.

Jim’s House

Newsstand

Dining Room

Safety Deposit
Open box ojof ojofuz ojof. Drop key. Get qfwn. Read qfwn. W. W. S. S.

By Shed

Park
In *Moonmist* you have three goals to accomplish instead of just one. Within a twelve-hour time limit you must identify the ghost that haunts a contemporary English castle, find a hidden treasure and uncover evidence of a crime committed years ago. *Moonmist* is also distinguished by its replay value, offering four variations on this theme. After choosing one, you enter the story as an American private eye whom old friend Tamara Lynd has asked to get to the bottom of this ghost business.

A TRAVEL BROCHURE included with the packaging provides a map of the castle, so you only have to map the secret passageway. The puzzles are a good mix of character- and object-oriented problems. And the puzzles, application of the objects, and answers to the three goals differ in each of the four versions—so after solving it once, you can still play the game three more times. The four versions range from novice to intermediate in difficulty, so this well-told tale by Stu Galley and Jim Lawrence will intrigue hard-boiled detectives and neophytes alike. (See the *Ballyhoo* review for notes on the Infocom parser.)

### The Walkthrough

All four versions are based on the same map, but the solution and placement of objects varies in each version. The main walkthrough covers the Red version, which is the hardest. Information you need to solve the others is also included. By studying it you will see how to use the answers to the other versions. (In the other versions, you don't have to confront the ghost to win the game.) Though the house and locations remain the same in all versions, objects that are useless in one may be vital in another. Examine the map provided with the game and read the room descriptions closely, for many important items are not mentioned in the game text.
Driveway

Your Bedroom

Dining Room

Sitting Room

Library

In Foyer

Jack's Room

My Bedroom
Enter passage. S. W. (At this stage you are so far ahead of anyone playing without a walkthrough that you must wait until about 12:30.) Wait 60 minutes. Wait 60 minutes. Wait 30 minutes. Wait (repeat until ghost appears). Show bfsptpm efwjdf to ghost. (Identified the ghost.) W. W. Examine dsftu. Move dsftu. Qmbz ubq (found fwjefodf of dsjnf). Knock on xftu door. W. Show ofdlmbdf to Lbdl. Show kxfm to Lbdl. Bssftu Lbdl.

Solutions to other versions:

Blue
Clues: under qvodicpxm, from kbdl, in tvju of bsnps
Special Items: mfof on gmpps in ofx hsfbu ibmm, qmbtujd cpy inside xppefo cpy in wjwfo't room
Ghost: wjwfo
Treasure: gtpttjm tlvm in cfmm
Evidence: ejbsz in wjwfo't room

Green
Clues: under qvodicpxm, from kbdl, in sjop ifbe, in esbe foe in tfdsfu qbtbbhf
Special Items: mfof on gmpps in ofx hsfbu ibmm, kpvsofm on eftl in pggjdf
Ghost: Xfoeij
Treasure: npponjtu in jolxfmmin eftl
Evidence: mbc cnml in cppldbtf

Yellow
Clues: under qvodicpxm, from kbdl, in cfmm, in dpggjo (dmjn in jsjo nbjefo)
Special Items: kxfm on floor of esp spnn
Ghost: ubnbsb
Treasure: cmbdl qbsm ofdlmbdf on skeleton in ipmf in xbmh of cbfnfou (npwf mppf cjsjdl)
Evidence: fbssjoh in kxfmfsz dbtf in ubnbsb't room, sdfjqu and kpvsobm voefs ifs cfe
Moonmist: The Secret Passageway

Doors from bedrooms into passage are only open after you have found secret passage. They may be opened and closed with the levers.
“Getting there is half the fun,” the saying goes—a maxim that’s equally true for adventurers seeking enlightenment in a secluded temple or on the trail of the ubiquitous Evil Wizard. More often than not, the journey carries you through a landscape of the imagination, a fantasy land peopled by wizards, witches, warriors and kings; by dragons and cyclops and unspeakable things of the night. From Britannia’s Fens of the Dead to those golden beaches in the land of Varn, it is magic that keeps these worlds rolling through the skies—magic and steel.

In these fantasy lands, the yellowed parchment scroll and four feet of razor-sharp steel are as vital to victory as the knack of unraveling the countless riddles and conundrums posed by the inhabitants of these realms. On some quests you’ll lead a team of warriors and wizards, while in others only your own sense of logic marches beside you on that long, dusty trail through the countryside. Most share a common inspiration in fantasy fiction such as J. R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings trilogy, while a handful present windows into unconventional fantasy worlds—a ghost town in the Wild West, or a horror story set on a college campus.

You may be charged with finding The Lost Orb, slaying The Evil Wizard, or saving civilization as we know it (or perhaps merely yourself) from Doom, Death and Destruction. While on such a quest, you may ask yourself, is this really my broadsword? You may ask yourself, what is that Evil Wizard doing in my Dodge pickup? You may ask yourself, will I ever finish this quest? The answers to such questions, and many more, lie within...within the following pages.
AUTODUEL

Combining arcade action with role-playing, AutoDuel was based on a conventional role-playing game, Car Wars. Instead of sword and magic, your character must develop Driving, Mechanic and Marksmanship skills. At the same time, you get to design and outfit one or more cars with recoilless rifles, lasers and other exotic weapons and battle computer-controlled foes on the road or in the Arena. The setting is the near future, in a chaotic America overrun with bike gangs, organized crime and general chaos. By picking up clues as you crisscross the northeast, you'll discover the passwords you need to get special courier missions from the AADA (American AutoDuel Association). But first you must earn enough prestige points to qualify for these assignments, which lead up to your main goal of: to stop a big-time criminal. You do it by gambling, fighting arena duels, handling routine courier jobs, nailing outlaws on the road—or switching among these choices.

COMBAT IS FAST AND FURIOUS, with an aerial view of the cars, vans, pickups and cycles. In the AADA offices, garages, bars and other buildings in each town, you choose options from a menu. Steering and shooting are mainly joystick or mouse-controlled. Action and strategy dominate the game, and the puzzles are fairly simple. But the variety of activities and dual nature of character development—designing new cars while advancing your driver—makes AutoDuel (written by Lord British and Chuckles) doubly satisfying as a role-playing game.

The Walkthrough

Character Creation
Don't spend any points on Mechanical Skill, since you can buy it at garages. Allot 25 points each for Driving and 25 for Marksmanship, then bus to Atlantic City or head for the Arena. Either way, you need $20,000 to outfit a good car and buy a clone. Don't try driving to another town right away, since you won't last long on the road at this stage. Instead, go outside of town just far enough to find and kill a few outlaws, then return for repairs.

Making Money
If you choose to gamble, play poker. Bet 10% of your money and discard all cards that don't match. Usually you'll get a pair and break even. Save when you win a large amount, then back up your disk. After winning $50,000, occasionally bet 50% of your bank and revert to the backup if you lose. You can make good money at Amateur Night, too, but the track won't let you compete if you have $5,000 and prestige of over six. To get around this: after you've won twice (and prestige is four), enter the Arena but leave immediately. This reduces prestige to three. Enter again and win; prestige goes to five and you get $1,500. The next two times you enter, run again to reduce prestige to three. As long as you reduce it to three before entering, you can keep winning money.

Your First Car
The pickup holds the heaviest load and has lots of space. Get the best tires, powerplant, and so on, and choose weapons that suit your current activity. Get 50-60 points of armor on all four sides and 15-20 on the bottom. With enough money you can keep a car in nearly every town that has a garage and experiment with different configurations. Always wear body armor and update your clone after making significant progress.

Combat
In Amateur Night, turn your car at an angle to an opponent when you first see his blip on radar. Stop when he's one-two dots away, then inch ahead. He'll be moving diagonally when he appears, so you can hit him while he's turning to face you. Spikedroppers work well in Divisions 5, 10 and 15 because the enemy doesn't have solid tires. Use a car with heavy back armor and two spikedroppers, then drop two or three spikes while they chase you. Don't use rocket launchers unless you plan to go face-to-face in the Arena. Then smash the front of your car into him and fire two-three rockets. Most outlaws turn with your car when they're chasing you, so you can swerve near a fence and they'll crash into it. This works on the road or in the Arena.
On the road, weave back and forth across the road when attacked head-on. Since the enemy can only aim and shoot when you're moving relatively straight ahead, you can go right past him. (You need a Driving Skill of about 30, though, or you'll crash.) Fire an oiljet to make a pursuer skid, then do a u-turn and blast him. Flamethrowers are also good, for they can hit two cars at once and are more effective than guns against cycles. Paintsprays are a waste, and so's the smokescreen—the flamethrower makes smoke, too.

**Increasing Prestige**
You won't get any clues or missions until prestige reaches 20 or so. You can do this by breaking the bank in the casino, winning Arena duels, and successfully completing courier missions. For each $200,000 bet you win, even for breaking even with a pair, you gain a prestige point.

**Saving the Game**
The program erases your saved game when you begin playing, but there's an easy way to back it up. Make two copies of disk B. When you've made significant progress on B1, quit to save the game. Reboot using B1, but instead of continuing with the current driver, “activate an old one.” When asked if you want to save the current driver, say yes and insert B2 as the “formatted disk.” After saving him, you're asked for disk B. Put in B1 and hit a key. It asks for the disk with new driver; hit a key. It will ask for disk B again; hit the key again.

If you get wiped out and don't have a clone, reboot using the disk you were using when you got killed or went broke, activate old driver from the disk you previously saved him on (B2 in this example), then quit and repeat above steps to save him again before continuing. And always use the first routine to save him when you make progress. This is faster than just copying disk B on the C-64, or if you don't have two drives on another system. Make another backup of your disk with the good character before trying this, in case you blow it the first time and insert the wrong disk.

**From Town to Town**
Most routes are straightforward, so only the tricky ones are shown in the maps. These directions will simplify other trips. When told to go “due north,” for example, bear in the indicated direction at or following any forks along the way. Philadelphia to Atlantic City: due east/west. Albany to Syracuse: due west; to return go left and due east. Albany to Boston: take southern route both ways. Boston to Manchester: go left and due north; to return, go left and due south. Boston to Providence: go right and due north; to return, go left and due south. Syracuse to Buffalo: go east/west, always taking southern route. Syracuse to Scranton: go left and due south; to return, go right, take first left and head due north. Scranton to Harrisburg: go south and take first right, then due south; on return trip, go left, take first left and go due north.

**THE MISSIONS**
Missions are assigned according to your prestige, so if you've built up a high rating in combat or with courier missions you can qualify for the final mission and won't have to complete any of the intermediate ones. You might also get them in a different order: Mission Two before Mission One, for example.

**Mission One**
Listen for rumors in the tdsboupo xfbqpot tipq, where you get the word tbo. Then move on to the Epwf s xfbqpot tipq for the word boupoj. At the Tzsbdvtf xfbqpot tipq you'll hear the word sptf. Now accelerate over to the Ibsjtecvsh bsfoh and give the password: tbo boupoj sptf.

**Mission Two**
Check out the Xbtijohupo usvd1 tupq for the word hsfbu, then the Cvggbmp BBEB for the word xijuf. When they send you to the Qjuutcvsb BBEB, remember the word xibmf. In the Ofzpsl Gold Cross they'll ask for the password: hsfbu xijuf xibmf.

**Mission Three**
Rumors send you to Epwfs for the word tif. Then visit the Qspwjoofd usvd1 tupq for the word tfmmt. Check out the Tdsboupo usvd1 tupq for the word tfmmt. Head for the Xbufsupxo usvd1 tupq and give the password: tfmmt tfmmt.

**Mission Four**
Rumors send you to Kpf't cbs in Cbmujpsf and the word ipso. Race over to the old building in Bmcbz for more information and the word mjuumf. Then visit the Cvggbmp tbewbhf zbse and remember the word cjhf. Buzz off to the Xbtijohupo tmbwhsf zbse and give the password: mjuumf cjhf ipso.

**The Final Mission**
The FBI sends you to the bcboepoef cvjmejoh in Xbufsupxo. After giving the provided password you'll get the final courier mission. To intensify the action, the program erases all your clones at this stage, so the game is over if you get killed (unless, of course, you backed up disk B). Don't enter any Bars or Truck stops enroute to the final destination, or you may get shot.
Key:
Bold lines indicate shortest route.

Avoid this extra-long southern route.

Scranton

Scranton-NYC: 131 Miles

NYC

Scranton-NYC: 131 Miles

NYC-Philly

131 Miles

New York Thruway

NYC-Albany

146 Miles

Syracuse-Watertown

105 Miles

Baltimore-Washington

66 Miles

Washington

Syracuse

North-South Expressway

Baltimore-Washington Parkway

Outdoor Death Arena
(At least 7 cars attack here!)

Baltimore

Harrisburg

Harrisburg-Philadelphia

110 Miles

Philly

Baltimore

Avoid this extra-long southern route.

Scranton-Baltimore

131 Miles

Harrisburg

NYC

New Jersey Turnpike

Philadelphia

NYC

Albany

Scaront
THE BARD’S TALE

The Bard was author Michael Cranford’s contribution to the genre, a character who casts spells by singing one of six tunes. As you seek the evil wizard Mangar, hoping to free the town of Skara Brae from his ichor-stained grip, you’ll need all the magic you can get. Fortunately, you can draw from three magic classes and 83 spells. Portrayed with 3-D graphics, the sixteen mazes are full of traps, teleporters and monsters, plus type-in-the-answer riddles to solve. Excellent spot animation brings the monsters to life. You can create fresh characters, or import veterans from Ultima III or Wizardry. With its well-designed combat and magic system, Bard’s Tale is a breeze to play—the problem is staying alive, for this is one killer of a role-playing game. Best-suited for hard-core hack and slayers who love to map mazes, Bard will keep the most experienced adventurer busy for months.

The Walkthrough

To find Mangar you will need the name of the Mad God, his eye, the Silver Square, Triangle and Circle, and the Onyx Key. Although the Master Key isn’t vital, it will save you a lot of time when you reach Mangar’s Tower.

Character Development

A Bard and three spellcasters are essential. Your characters will need to be at least 12th level to complete the game. One way to build them up is to slay the Samurai on Rakhir Street. Heal seriously wounded characters, go back and kill him again. When all your characters are up to level ten, advance them quickly by defeating the Berserkers at 5N, 12E, 2U in the Castle, which nets about 60,000 experience points per character. Summon a Red Dragon with at least 100 hit points, put two LO armor class fighters behind him, and have your Spellcasters toss MIBL spells. DRBR is also handy, and your Bard should sing a three or a five.

To equip the party quickly, use the dummy scam to raise 1,000 gold. Then copy the character who’s got it to another disk, restart using the second disk, and create a new character. Give the gold to him and copy him to the first character disk, then have him hand his gold to the first character, who now has 2,000. Keep doubling the gold this way until you’ve got 100,000 to store safely with a character on a back-up disk.

Spellcasters must be developed carefully to get an ArchMage as soon as possible. Start with a Magician and have him learn three spell classes, then switch him to a sorcerer and learn three more, then to a wizard to rapidly acquire the game’s most powerful spells. Have another spellcaster or two work their way through all the spell classes so you have a good mix of spells. If you find an Exorwand, store it with a character on the roster until the final maze.

The Sewers and The Mad God’s Temple

Go to the Scarlet Bard Inn on Rakhir Street and order wine to get into the Cellars. Teleport or walk to 4N, 3E, 2D to find the name of the Mad God. Then APAR -4N, -3E, -2D to the stairs.

Go to the Mad God’s temple on the east side of the Grand Plaza. Inside, speak the name you just learned.

The Catacombs of Skara Brae

After entering, APAR 8N, 11E, 1D to level two. Take the stairs down to (1) on the map and walk to (2), which teleports you to (3). At (4) you must defeat the Witch King to obtain the eye. (If you don’t get it, that means you don’t have any room in your inventory for it. Make sure you have at least one empty slot before approaching the Witch King, or going after any of the other necessary items.) To exit, teleport to the stairs: -19N, -20E, -2D.
Harkyn's Castle, Level One
To get the Crystal Sword (useful against the Crystal Golem), APAR 0N, 19E, 0U. To return to the stairs, APAR 19N, -19E, 0U. (There is a Spell Point Regeneration square at 11N, 15E.)

Harkyn's Castle, Level Two: The Silver Square
From (1) at the top of the stairs go to (a), then north to (2) and around to (3), where you must answer a riddle. The answer is vampire. Go east and you'll be teleported to (4) for the Silver Square.

Harkyn's Castle, Level Two: The Mad God's Statue
Get your party healed up before returning to the Castle, where you'll find the Mad God by teleporting 1 N, -1 E, 2 up from the main entrance. Approach the statue and kill him. You will be teleported behind the walls of Kylarean's Tower.

Kylarean's Tower
Enter the tower by going south, then west into the reddish building. Then go west from (1) to (a), where you are teleported to (b). From (c) you are moved to (2), a spinner at 12 N, 11 E. Go to the Magic Mouth at (d). Answer ttopf hpmfn, and you will be teleported to (3). Go to the Magic Mouth at (4) and answer tjojusf, then follow the trail to (5). Here (20 N, 2 E), you will find the Silver Triangle.

Backtrack and go to (6) to defeat the Crystal Golem, then go through the south door to (e) and over to (f). Move south through the winding hall to 2 N, 21 E and go west at the door (g). (If you enter the south door you'll be lost forever!) Go to (7), which teleports you to (8), then stroll up to (9) and meet Kylarean to get the pozv 1fz. One step north returns you to the stairs leading out of the Tower.

To Mangar's Tower
Before continuing, you'll need one or two Wizards who know level five spells to deal with the demons. Death Strike is also useful, and take an Exorwand if you have one stored away. Enter the cellars and APAR 16N, 17E, 3D. Take the stairs that go "a long way up." You will emerge outside Mangar's Tower. Enter the center building. You'll be booted out if you don't have Kylarean's onyx key. The first two or three levels of Mangar's Tower should be completed in one session. Take at least 50,000 gold with you.

Mangar's Tower, Level One
There is nothing of any value on this level, which is full of traps. Teleport one level up: APAR 15N, 4E, 1U.

Mangar's Tower, Level Two
At this spot you can obtain the Silver Circle by answering the riddle: circle. Now APAR to -15N, -4E, 1U to the third level. (There is a Spell Point Regeneration square at 11N, 15E).

Mangar's Tower, Level Three
This one holds eight vital objects: the seven words of the Mad One and the Master Key. (The Master Key allows you to go through the locked gates of Kylarean's Tower and Mangar's Tower so you no longer have to go through the Sewers to reach Mangar's Tower). To get the master key, APAR 12N, 19E, 0U. Give 50,000 gold to the old man for the nhotus 1fz.

Now APAR -8N, -9E, 0U. Here you must type in the seven words of Mangar—mjxtjui qbtjpo be cf gpsefs ebnofe—one at a time, hitting return after each word. This opens the secret stairs, which are found by teleporting to 5N, -7E, 0U. Take the stairs up. You may need to leave the Tower before proceeding to the level four. To return to this location from the main entrance: (a) APAR 4N, 10E, 2U (b) type in the seven words (c) APAR to 5N, -7E, 0U. (d) take the stairs up.

Mangar's Tower, Level Four
From (1) open the coffin at (2) and kill the Vampire Lord. Then go to the first Spinner. Spin till you face the east wall, then follow the corridor until you are teleported to position (3). Go north till you hit another Spinner. Spin till you see the west wall in the immediate distance, then move to (a) and kill the Red Dragons. Go north and get teleported to (4). Move to (5) and go east once. (When you do, all the doors turn into walls and the walls into doors!) You’ll be teleported to (6). Go east once, west twice and you’ll be teleported to (7) at 14 N, 12 E. Now go to (8) and cast LEVI. Type “E” to go up through the portal to level five. If you get lost, the portal is at 0 N, 0 E, 3 up. Watch the ceiling for it.

Mangar's Tower, Level Five
From (1) go to (a) and you'll be teleported to (2). After defeating the Storm Giants en route to (3), one of your characters will be possessed. You can save him with an Exorwand, or kill and then resurrect him. Go to (3), where you are moved to (4). Head for the pool at (5) and dive in to reach (6). Go north until you encounter Spectres. Run from them if you can and continue north. (You can't pass 15 N, 10 E without the triangle, square and circle). You will find Mangar at (6). Use Death Strike on him. After he's dead you can get the Death Snare by moving north to (7). To exit, APAR -20N, -10E, -4U. Save your characters for the sequel.
Bard's Tale

KEY:
*: Chest
S or s: Portal up
Traps, doors and other features do not appear on these maps.
Michael Cranford's sequel pits you against another evil wizard, Lagoth Zanta, employing the same interface and graphic display as the original game. Before confronting him you must round up seven segments of a magical scepter called the Destiny Wand. A piece is hidden in one of the "Death Snare Puzzle Rooms" found in each of seven dungeons. Unless you solve the puzzle within a time limit, your entire party gets killed. Some puzzles involve typing in passwords learned in other areas of a maze, while others require you to follow specific patterns while traversing a dungeon. Few can be solved by pure logic alone.

The game takes place in a world larger than its predecessor, with six towns, 25 dungeon levels and an outdoors wilderness area to explore. Mapping is a major part of gameplay. A new combat system now features ranged combat, so you'll need long-range weapons or magic to hit foes up to 90 feet away. This offers tactical challenges not present in the original game. There are also lots of new spells and Bard songs, plus a variety of fresh monsters and a special character class, the ArchMage. Characters from Bard's Tale can be transferred in, as well as those from Ultima III and Wizardry (Apple version only), and a starter maze is available for training fresh ones.

The Walkthrough

Character Development
You'll definitely need a Bard, and must develop an ArchMage or two as soon as possible. If creating a fresh team, use a Bard, two gnome or human spellcasters, and the rest dwarf or human Paladins. (This combo is especially potent later in the game; if already involved, use the rename option described below to duplicate the good characters). To develop a team quickly, complete the Starter Maze for 400,000 experience points. You can also earn lots of points by killing Mar Mages, often found in Dargoth's Tower.

If using a Bard's Tale team that has a Spectre Snare, duplicate this powerful weapon and give it to any fighter but a Monk. Do this by copying the character disk and changing the names of characters you want to duplicate, then saving them to the copy of the disk. Load them back, swap character disks and load the ones with their original names back. (To duplicate an Archmage from Bard I, transfer him with the update option and rename him, then repeat the process). When down to a few arrows, sell them to Garth and buy a full set of ten. Magic items running low on charges will be recharged if sold and
rebought. To amass a fortune, go to the bank and deposit all gold. Withdraw it, but before entering an account number, insert another character disk. After completing the transaction, put the original disk back in, withdraw the account and deposit it. This doubles your gold. With a spare character and all this gold, you never have to worry about your party getting slaughtered.

**Magic and Combat**

If your team is strong enough to disbelieve illusions, advance on spellcasters and slay them with fighters, saving spell points for other foes. Equip spellcasters with mage staves to replenish spell points while in a maze. A conjurestaff cuts the cost of spellcasting in half. Aroma's Knife and the Sword of Zari are great ranged weapons. The zzgo spell will teleport you into any dungeon. In combat it heals the party, boosts armor and hit probability, and casts Mangar's Mallet.

**Before We Begin**

Stay in Tangramayne until you have at least a seventh level magic user. You’ll need the APAR spell for the rest of this solution. When referred to a map, look for an “x” as your starting position in the maze. With the C-64 version, always back up the character disk before entering Garth’s, for read/write errors may sometimes freeze the program. After finding a valuable item, always exit the dungeon and save, then duplicate the character who has it.

**The Dark Domain**

To win the 400,000 point bonus, your team must be less than level 13 and magic users cannot have changed class already. And do not cast a safety or APAR spell on the way out (after rescuing the Princess).

**Level One:** Go 8-N, 13-E, 2-N, 1-E and north to the stairs at 21N, 14E.

**Level Two:** Follow the map to (1), watching out for the spinner at 7N, 2E. At (1), ask the winged creature to join you. Then backtrack to the portal at (2). Cast LEVI and descend.

**Level Three:** Go west to (1) and you’ll be teleported to a spinner at (2). When you can see part of a door, advance and follow the map back to (1) and on to (3), then around to (4). Answer nbobhs. Then go to (5) and head south to (6) and say pass. Go west to the stairs.

**Level Four:** Follow the map to (1), which ports you to (2). Then go north and cross the bridge with the winged creature’s assistance. At the double doors, stand in front of the right one and have your Bard singing #7. Go north to fight the Dark Lord at (4), then east to rescue the Princess at (5). (Drop the Winged Creature if you don’t have room for her). Go one to (6) and get teleported to (7). Follow the map and walk, do not APAR, out of the dungeon, once you have the Princess. Then head for the Review Board.

**The Tombs**

Here you may have up to six party members. You’ll need 50,000 gold (100,000 in the early C-64 version). To reach the Tombs, exit the Ephesus Guild and go 3-S, 2-E, 6-S and 4-W. Then 2-N, 2-E, and enter the temple.

**Level One:** Teleport to 20N, 19E, 0D. (You get teleported down a level).

**Level Two:** Go 1-N and 17-W (to door). Go 1-S and 2-W. Go south through the door, 1-E and 2-S. You’ll be on a spinner. Hit the space bar till you see a door straight ahead, advance three, then go 17-E (to wall) and 1-S. Go 10-W and buy the key at 10N 8E. Go 10-E (to wall), 1-N, 16-W and 1-N. Then 5-E and 1-N. Go 2-E and 1-N, then 1-E, 1-N, 1-E and 1-W and take the stairs down.

**Level Three:** Go 2-S, 9-W, 6-S (to wall). Recast light spell and go west to the wall. Go south to a wall, then east through the door. Turn right and advance, turn right and go west through the door. Take doors in west walls of this and next six rooms, stopping at 2N, 16E. Turn right and take north door, then follow winding hall to door at 4N, 21E. Go through the door and get teleported into the first Snare of Death.

**Snare of Death:** From 10N, 3E, go one space, read message and turn left. Go to the room at the end of the hall, where three alcoves are found. (Watch out for the spinner in the room’s center). In the left one (11N, 10E) is an pmx bbsjps. Ask him to kpjo and put him at the fbe of the party. Get everyone to esjol from the qpltope gpvoubjo in the njemf bmdpwwf (9N, 12E). Then light the upyjod pop in the other alcove (7N, 10E). After victory, heal your party as soon as possible. Check everyone’s inventory for the upsid; give it to the pmx bbsjps. Turn around and, hugging the left wall, return to 10N, 3E. After the message, you’ll be at 9N, 3E. Go seven steps down the hall and turn left. Advance once, turn left and advance again to 10N, 8E. Get the scepter segment and teleport -10N, -8E, -2U. Go up stairs and exit.

**Fanskars’ Fortress**

This is in the wilderness southwest of Colosse, 26N and 17E of the Sage’s Hut. Go upstairs and 14-N (to a wall). Turn right and go four spaces. Turn left
and go one space, then left and go one. Recast all spells. Go 3-W, 6-N, 4-E, 1-S and 2-W to 20N, 2E. Go 4-S, 2-E, 1-N to 17N, 4E, which teleports you to 17N, 7E. Go 1-S, 2-W. Move once each: N, E, N, E. Go 3-N. Move 1-E and 5-S to 16N, 8E and go east through the door. Next move 1-N and 3-E. Go 1-S, 1-E and 1-S.

Now move 4-E, and 6-N. Go 1-E and 6-S, then 3-E and 2-N. Go 2-W and 4-N. Move 1-E and kill Fanskar at 21N, 20E. Go 1-E and get teleported into the Snare of Death. Turn left and go one space, turn right and go a space. You’re on a spinner facing the left door, so hit the space bar till you see a door right in front of you, then enter the door and get teleported to 5N, 13E. Turn till you see a door, then advance three times and grab the segment. To exit, advance again, turn right and go four spaces. Turn left and go nine spaces to the 0E hall, then south to the stairs at 0N, 0E.

Dargoth's Tower
This is in Phillipi. Exit the Guild, go 3-E, 3-N, 3-E, 3-S and enter the Tower.

Level One: Go 8-N and 16-E to 8N, 16E. Go 3-S, 2-W, 2-N, 2-W and 3-S to 4N, 12E and get teleported to 17N, 21E. Turn around and go north to stairs up.


Level Three: Type these words, one by one, each followed by the return key: fbsui, dpnbttfe, gpvoubjo. Go 1-E and 1-N, then 1-W and 2-N to 9N, 2E. Cast levitate to go up.

Level Four: Follow the map to (1) at 12N, 11E. The next room is full of spinners, so use the map and SCSI to get back on the trail if you step off this route: 4-E, 2-N and 2-E. Go 3-N, 1-E and 1-N to 17N, 18E. Go 1-N and you’re on a spinner at 18N, 18E. Cast SOSI or an equivalent and hit space bar until a message says stairs are near; then hit return and take stairs up.

Level Five: Go 2-S, 2-E and 1-S, then west to a wall and north to the corner at 21N, 14E and recast spells. Then go 11-W to 21N, 3E and move 3-S, 1-E, 1-S, 1-W, 1-S, 3-E. Then 3-S, 1-W, 1-S. (Before proceeding, make sure each member has room for one item). Now go 4-E to 12N, 9E. Type these words in this sequence, each followed by the return key: xbufs, mjft, tmwbf, hpmc, ibuf, spptus, mbshf, fbsmz, cbse, xpnfo. You’ll be teleported to 5N, 20E in the Snare.

Snare of Death: Lots of spinners here. Turn right and advance one space south through the door. Using the map to get your bearings, go 1-S and 2-E through the door in the opposite (southeast) corner to (1), the room where you hear laughter. Follow the map to (2). Type lbwp1 and hit return. You’ll be teleported to (3). Turn so you can see a door and move one space. Then turn to see a door again and go two spaces, back into the first room you entered. Turn right, move a space, turn left and go a space. This room also has spinners, and again you must reach the door (4) in the opposite corner. (Make sure you have room for at least one item before proceeding). Go through it and you’ll find the segment at (5). Teleport to -5N, -17E, -4U. Take the stairs down.

Maze of Dread
Besides a wand segment, this maze also contains the Sword of Zar, a powerful weapon that always returns after you throw it. (To get it, you must have passed the Battletest in Dargoth's Tower). Exit Thessalonica’s Guild and go 3-N, 3-E, 3-N and 1-W. Type esfsb, advance and take the stairs.

Levels One and Two: Make sure a character has room for an item, then teleport to 15N, 10E, 1U. Say efs to get the sword. Teleport -14N, 11E and 0D to the elevator at 1N, 21E and press three.

Level Three: When you appear in the elevator again, press E and go 9-W to (1) at 1N, 11E, then follow the map to (2) at 8N, 21E. Go 4-W to 8N, 17E and get teleported into the Snare Room.

Snare of Death
You’re at 16N, 4E (3). Turn right (north) and go to (4) at 17N, 7E. Answer endurable. Go to (5) at 19N, 7E, which teleports you to 19N, 10E. Make sure a character has room for an item, then turn right and get scepter. Teleport -19N, -10E, -2D to exit.

oscon’s Fortress
With more than four characters in the party you can’t solve this dungeon. Take two fighters and two spellcasters. Build them up first so they can run from fights. You’ll also need an item of Kazdek, obtained by saying Ibaefl to the stone man in the hut north of Thessalonica and east of Phillipi. Then go to Dpsjouli and exit the Guild, go 2-W and 8-N. Then 7-E, 3-N and enter the building.

Level One: Go 2-N and read message. Then 5-N and teleport 0N, 3E, 0D. Type these words: gjsf, ljsmm, tfmjofdf following each with a carriage
return. Then teleport 11N, -3E, 0D to 18N, 11E. Go 1-S, 1-W, 2-S to 15N, 10E and teleport -3N, 0E, 0D to 12N, 10E. Take the stairs up.

Level Two: Recast all spells and go north quickly through the passage. When you reach Oscon's Mirror Room, go 1-N, 1-E and 2-N. Fight Fred and go 1-N. From here move 2-E and 1-N. Turn right and go a space to 5N, 14E, turn left and go 7-N. Recast all spells and go 2-N. Then 2-W and 2-N. From here, go 2-E, 3-N, 1-W, 1-N and 1-E. Now go 1-N and 5-E. Go 1-S, 1-E, 1-N. Go 1-E and then south to 20N, 21E. Say efswb1 and fight the Last Destroyer. Then go 1-N, 1-W, 1-S, 1-W, 1-N and 5-W, then 1-S. Go 1-W, 1-S, 1-E and 3-S. Go 2-W and 2-S. Go 2-E, 3-S, turn right and go 5-W. Turn right again and go 7-N to 18N, 9E. Turn left and go 6-W. Turn right and go three, then left and go three to the stairs at 21N, 0E. Go up stairs.

Level Three: Go 7-S, then forward as fast as possible through this passage. Don't turn around or you'll die. Exit the door at the hall's end and you'll be safe. Head east until you hit a spinner at 0N, 3E. Press the space bar until you see a wall on the right-hand side. Now hit return and advance to 0N, 10E. Turn left and go 2-N. Turn right and 1-E. Recast spells and go 1-S, 2-E to another spinner at 1N, 13E. You want to go through the east door in the north part of the room, so use SCSI to work your way there. Then go 1-E through the door, 3-S and 2-W to 0N, 12E. Go 1-S, 6-W and 2-S to the portal at 19N, 6E. Cast LEVI and go up.

Level Four: There are two spinners in each hallways here. Cast SCSI each time you get off a spinner to see which way you're headed. If facing the direction stated below, you're on-course. Go west through the hall to arrive at 19N, 0E. Go 1-S and east to the door. After reaching the door, go 10-S and 7-W to 8N, 13E, then recast a light spell. Go 1-N, 4-W, 1-S and 1-W. Move 1-N and 2-W. Go 1-N through the door. In the middle of this passage is another spinner at 10N, 8E. Step on it and hit the space bar until you're not facing a wall, then go two spaces. If you were facing the right way, you'll wind up in the Snare. If not, return to the spinner and try again.

Snare of Death: Turn right (south) to face the door, then go three spaces to 11N, 11E. Say spdl. Turn around and go one space. Turn right and go two, then turn left and go two. Turn right and go a space to 14N, 14E. Say tdjittps. From here, turn around and go a space, then turn right and go two spaces. Turn left and go four. Turn left and go two spaces. Turn right and go one to 14N, 8E. Say qbqfs. Do a ofx psefs and put spdl gjstu, qbqfs tfdpoe, and tdjittps uijs, followed by the sftu of the qbsuz. Turn around and go a space, then turn left and go two. Turn right and go two spaces, then turn left and go one to 17N, 11E. Turn around and go a space, then turn left and go two. Turn right and go four spaces. Turn right and go two. Turn left and go two to get the segment at 10N, 11E. Go a space and teleport -9N, -11E, -3D. Exit the tower. Before removing spdl, tdjittps and qbqfs from the qbsuz, get their treasure and the segment if one of them has it.

The Grey Crypt

This is completely anti-magic, but you can cast SCSI. Take a Bard who can sing many songs. To reach the Crypt, return to Tangramyne's Guild and exit, then leave the city and go 4-N, 6-E, 1-N, 1-E, 1-N, 1-E, 3-N, 2-W and 1-S to 31N, 8E of Sage's Hut. Answer grey.

Level One: Play Bard Song #7 to reveal secret doors, and replay it when it fades. It's very easy to get lost in here, so refer to the maps and go to (1) at 4N, 20E. Turn right and go 5-E, then left and go one to (2) at 5N, 3E. You'll be teleported to (3) 15N, 3E.

Follow the map to (4), the door at 6N, 14E, and go north through it. Then take the path east to (5) at 15N, 21E, which teleports you to (6). Follow the map to (7), through the long halls and a series of doors, and answer wise one. Now go back to (2) through the south door at 7N, 14E and get ported to (3) again. Return to the door at (4) and go west this time, heading for the stairs at (*), 18N, 0E.

Level Two: Follow the map to V at 5N, 1E, where you must fight the Vampire Dragon. (Use Sword of Zar or other special weapon). Then turn left and go one, turn right and go one to 6N, 0E, which teleports you into the Snare.

Snare of Death: This is a calculated sequence, the only way to solve this puzzle. First you must destroy a spinner. You won't immediately be told you're in the Snare, so turn right. Go one space, turn around and go seven spaces to 0N, 12E. (By going here you just eliminated a spinner found in a critical area of the Snare). Consult the map. Find the Grey Mage (g) and Blue Mage (b) and: Go to the Grey Mage, then to (A). Go to the Blue Mage, then to (B). Go to the Grey Mage, then to (C). Go to the Blue Mage, then to (D). Do this a total of three times to complete the Snare.

Take the stairs to Level Two and follow the map back to (5) and over to (7) again. This time answer death sword. Turn around and go to (1), then backtrack to 0N, 0E and exit.
The Destiny Stone
To reach this dungeon, go to Colosse and exit the Guild. Go 4-E, 2-N, 1-W, 2-N, 1-E, 2-N, 5-W, 1-N, 2-W, 1-S and west until you meet a strange mage. Say gsffaf and hit return, then qmfbtf and hit return. Enter the Stone. Maps are included for the first and third levels.

Level One: Follow the map to 14N, 7E and heal your team. Then on to (a) at 20N, 6E, which teleports you to (b). Follow the hall to (c) at 16N, 8E and say near to the mage. You’re teleported to (d), at 13N, 8E. Follow map to (e), watching for spinners as you go. Take stairs up.

Level Two: You start at 3N, 17E, facing west in a small room. (Don’t leave the room, for the doors are all one-way). Turn right and go a space. Turn right and go a space to 4N, 18E and fight the knight. Leave the statue, turn right and go one to 3N, 17E. Turn left and go one to get teleported to level three. (If you accidentally exit the room, you can return by way of four other rooms that are connected with one-way teleport). Go to 2N, 21E and go south into the room, then to 1N, 19E to get portal to the next room. Walk around in there and you’ll get portal to the third room, where a teleport at 21N, 0E sends you to the final room. A teleport at 20N, 19E leads to the original room, right on the square that teleports you to level three—if you’ve already slain the knight statue).

Level Three: Follow the map from your starting point (x) at 3N, 18E to the (*) at 16N, 19E, which ports you to (l) in the Snare.

The Snare of Death: Follow the maps to get through this one, which requires treading a different path through the maze seven times. (Use Bard Song 7 for light). Your original position in the Snare is 4N, 9E, marked by a boldfaced one. First trip: Follow the trail to (a) and answer tibz. This is wrong, but ports you to (b), where you go to the spinner at 10N, 9E. Be sure you have room for a new party member, then go 1-W to (c) and answer afo nbtuf. Put the afo nbtuf at the ifbe of the qbsuz and go east to (d), which ports you to (e), then over to (f) and answer hbfm. Give the sjoh you receive to the afo nbtuf. Now go to (g), at 7N, 18E, the starting point for each trip through the maze. Follow the dotted line on map one of the Snare (shown in the map of Level Three), which takes you to (i). This ports you back to 4N, 9E to start over. (You may find it easier, from (g), to follow the first set of arrows on the last page of the game manual).

Second Trip: Look for the boldfaced two as your starting point on the next map, or if using arrows from manual. (Note that the letters in the maze represent different locations this time). First go to (a) and get ported to (b), then walk to (c) for a clue. Turn around and walk to (d) and get ported to (e). Now go to (f) but this time say tupsn gjtut. You’ll get ported to (g). Walk to (h) and follow the maze map or next set of arrows from the manual back to (i), which ports you to your original position at 4N, 9E.

Third-Sixth Trips: After completing each trip through the maze, move on to the next map, using the boldfaced numbers as a guide. Follow this route: (a), where you say tupsn gjtut, (b) and (c). Then follow the next map or set of arrows through the maze to (d), which ports you to 4N, 9E so you can start over.

Seventh Trip: Follow the a-b-c-d route, but this time you’ll be teleported from d) to (e), where you answer bslbtu. Enter the north door to obtain the segment at (f).

Lagoth Zanta
Give all the segments to an Archmage and go to the ufngmf of obso, located just to the tpvuifbtu of Dpsjou. Have the one with the segments approach the altar to become the Destiny Knight. Make sure your team is fully stocked with armor, weapons, staves and the like, then drop in on the Tbhf'itvu. There you’ll meet Lagoth Zanta. In the battle, have one spellcaster use the Scepter or cast Mangar’s Mallet. The other should cast Heal each round to make sure everyone survives.
Bard’s Tale II: The Destiny Knight
Dargoth's Tower, Level 4
A ports to B, B to C, etc.

Dargoth's Snare of Death

Grey Crypt: Level 1

Grey Crypt, Level 2
V = Vampire Dragon  g = Grey Mage  b = Blue Mage
1 teleports to 4  2 teleports to 3  y teleports to z
2 = destroys spinner  x = entrance, stairs up

Destiny Stone: Level 1
Destiny Stone: Level 3 and Snare of Death
Few games have combined role-playing combat with logical puzzles as successfully as this trip to the land of Adventura, where you strive to become King by slaying an army of orcs and a ferocious dragon. A menu-based store sells weapons and armor, though the best ones can only be bought with gems obtained by solving puzzles. Although created with Polarware's (alias Penguin) Graphics Magician, pictures of locations and monsters are not quite as well-drawn as in most games using that software, and the sound effects are skimpy. But the interface is a joy!

You choose from two lists of verbs, then click on an item in the picture or listed in your inventory. Unlike verbs in the Interplay system, which is similar, these are all useful and no typing is ever required—making this a true "lean back in the chair and play" adventure. In combat you punch an onscreen button to attack, bribe or try to flee. Sounds easy, but surviving long enough to solve the puzzles is difficult because there is no true save feature. You can save the game for later play, but you can't back up the disk in case of imminent death — the game is deleted when you restore it. The program has been known to lock up occasionally, which also wipes out any progress you've made. That means you'll be playing this one for a long time before finding your Destiny.

The Walkthrough

Buy a dagger and leather armor first, then a steel shield, steel armor and finally fireproof shield and armor. Then buy the pick hammer, spikes, and rope, and fight till you have 100 gold. In the early stages, run from monsters with less than 50% damage. Save up at least 100 gold to use for bribes before entering Orc City. Directions for lengthy trips are not given here, since you often must return to the Inn for healing halfway through the journey. Consult the map to reach the next area in these cases, but read about it before entering. An item that is underlined is no longer needed and may be dropped when necessary.
Top of Gorge

Draylor's Cave

Fallen Tree, Two Caves

Two Gates to Orc City

Clothes Rack
Wear suit. (Bmxbzt ep uijt cfgpsf going east, and sfnwpf suit cfgpsf going north.) E. [Mess Hall] Get large club from pot. Get psd gppe. S. E. S.

Fountain
Put psd gppe in gpvoubjo. Gffm jo fountain to gjoy and get gem. N. N.

Sleep Area

Fallen Tree
Use dmvc. Get gem.

Two Caves to Strange Room

Coffin Room
Use club. Get mje. Look coffin. E. N.

Wind Room and Lava Room
Feel to find gem. Get gem. N. Use flintstones. Put cpbse—dpgejo mje. N. Use tqfmmcppl. N.

Safe

Master Bedroom
Feel Qjmmpx. Use spellbook to open chest. Get gem. S. (On way back to Inn, always "use flintstones" cfgpsf climbing ladder in Ladder Room. Kvnq into uvf to go south from Strange Room.)

Orc Church
Qvtr mgu fzf of jepm. Enter dvsubjot. [Behind Church] Get bottle (potion).

Blocked Cave

Orc Guards, Prison Cell
Xfsbjoh psd tjvju, go fbtu from Three Caves. Get keys. W. S. W. Use keys (from guard) to open cell. (You must gjhiu uisff monsters here, so don't do it unless damage is near 0%). Enter cell. Feel in dark cell. Get gem.

Well
Put upsd (down well, to kill orc). Climb rope. Get blue diamond. Climb rope. Go to store and buy esbhpoceb and fireproof armor—and fireproof shield if you don't have it, uifo sfvso isf and go east.

Doors
Use psd lif to open doors. (Do not do this until you have uisf hfsb opufe bcpw, or you will be incinerated. Also, your strength should be ufo before proceeding.)

The Dragon and the Door in the Wall
Ljmm esbhp, then go to Epps jo Xbmm south of Fallen Tree. Use crystal key. Csfbl epps. W.
Destiny

- Cave of Wizard
  - End of Path
    - Giant
      - Bottom of Gorge
        - West Bank
          - Cave
  - Cave of Wizard
    - Ghoul's Cave
      - Castle
        - Grand Hall
          - Well
            - Doors
              - Dragon
    - Lava Room
      - Wind Room
        - Tunnels
          - Strange Room
            - River's Mouth
              - River Starts
    - Top of Gorge
      - Store
        - Inn
          - Prairie
            - Two Caves
              - Orc Guard
    - Fallen Tree
      - Edge of Forest
        - Robbers
      - Door in Wall
        - Your Destiny
  - City Gates
    - Tunnel Opening
      - Narrow Canyon
        - Blocked Cave
          - Statue
            - Gate
              - Box
    - Clothes Rack
      - Mess Hall
        - Sleep Area
          - Three Caves
            - 2 Orc Guards
              - Orc Church
                - Behind Curtains
            - Ladder
              - Prison Cell
                - Fountain
For a real change of pace, saddle up and ride off into the sunset in this graphic adventure, which casts you as an ex-Texas Ranger in the Wild West. Your pal, James Badland, is locked up in a Mexican jail and will hang if you don’t get there in time to save him. Some of the puzzles arrive in the form of the Dalton Brothers, who turn up one by one throughout your journey. Graphics are fast and well-drawn, and there are lots of places to explore: a mining town, an Indian village and an Army fort, among others. There is even a bit of spot animation in some scenes.

The parser only accepts two-word commands and no multiple commands. You can use a joystick to choose from onscreen word lists, but too often the words you need just aren’t there. Vocabulary is also limited. Because the puzzles are all object-oriented and of novice level difficulty, this game is well-suited for beginners. You rarely have to worry about finding concealed objects, for in most cases the program alerts you to the presence of a takeable item as soon as you enter a new location.

**GUNSLINGER**

**The Walkthrough**

**Dawson City**
E. Sjef tubhfdpbdü.

**Riverbed**

**Dam and Mine**

**Shack**
Pggfs dsztubm to man. Get box. W. W. W. Tmvjdf

**Valley of Indian Camp**
Dismount. N (four times). Offer qptufs to

dijfg. Offer mirror to chief. S. S. E
(three times). Voujif dbopf. Wait.

**Prairie**
E. E. N. N. W. N. W. Get
fuse. Xfbs gytü. E. Wait
(or wander around
until you are thrown
into stockade).
In Stockade, On the Train
Wait (youjm tpippo is thrown in). Get spoon.
Get bowl. Fbu tufx. Drop bowl. Wait (until
djhsfuuuf is thrown in). Get cigarette.
Climb pipe. Ejh cbst with tpippo. Go
outside. Ujf gtvf to wall. D. Light fuse. N.
out. [Train Station] E. E. N. N.

In Tijuana
S (five times). W. Get rifle. Ride horse. E. E.
N. Dismount. W. N. E. U.

Empty Room
Wait (youjm cfmm sjoh). Mppl west.
Tippu sqf. Kvng tpvu.

---

Gunslinger
King’s Quest III
To Heir is Human

In this episode you assume the role of Gwydion, a lad unaware that his parents are the King and Queen of previous games in this series. Your initial goal is to round up the ingredients for seven magic spells so you can escape the evil wizard Manannan and make your way back to the land of Daventry. Meanwhile you discover another goal to accomplish when you get home. This is the first game in the series to incorporate elaborate magic spells that help to solve many of the subtly interlocked puzzles. You can teleport around to save time, and the auto-mapping feature is convenient. There are a few joystick-oriented sequences, mainly walking along narrow mountains paths. The one-of-a-kind graphics and animation scheme (described in the Space Quest review, with other technical comments) provides a solid structure for some inventive visuals and an unusual two-stage story.

When he is hungry, give him any of the food from the kitchen. (This solution will get you through the game with 186 of the possible 210 points).

The Wizard's House

Learning and Casting Spells
Vompli the dbcjoif in the study and get the xboe. Npwh cppl. qvti mfwfs. Enter the cellar. You must have all the ingredient's for the spell, some of which may be found on the shelf here. Open the book on the table to the corresponding page in the manual and follow instructions. Afterwards, close the trapdoor by pushing the lever, replace the book and put the wand back. Each section below tells where to find the ingredients.

The Walkthrough

Staying Alive and Getting Around
To avoid being zapped when the wizard catches you with magic items, complete spells only when he is asleep or on a trip. At other times you can store things in your room by saying ijef bmm. Once you've got the map, save time by teleporting to locations you've previously visited. Collect as many items as possible on each trip, for you have to off the Wizard before you run out of food for him.

The Treehouse and the Money
Put iboe in ipmf. (Climb the ladder that appears; save before entering, in case the robber kills you).
Get purse (on table). If the robbers steal anything from you, it will be found in the dpggjo in the dpsofs of the usffipwtf. Go to the store and buy fish oil, salt, lard and a pouch. Pet the dog to get fur.

The Understanding the Language of Creatures Spell
Get nbhjdf njssps. Catch chicken (beside house). Take feather. (Go to the desert and type "Tipx njssps up Nfetvbl," but don't hit return. Enter the desert and face right. When Medusa is close, hit return to kill her with the mirror). Get sfqujmf tjbo (may be in another desert area). Get uiwncmf (in drawer on top floor of bear's house; get qpsjsjehf while you're here. If not on table, exit house and reenter). Take ef in (middle of cfbs't hsef6o). Get fish bone (in cellar).

The Flying Like an Eagle Spell
Wait for fbhmf to appear at bottom of mountain, then wait for gbuiuf to fall. If it doesn't, go to another screen and return. Get gbuiufs. (Eagle may also appear in other areas). You already have the rose essence and fly wings, and the saffron is in the cellar.

The Teleportation at Random Spell
Get mistletoe (in forest east of cfbs't house). To get tupof, go to cave covered with web and dibohf to an fbhmf. Fly toward the cave. Now go to the cave to get the stone. (The ship also appears in the harbor now).

The Causing a Deep Sleep Spell
Get bdpsot (on ground near the treehouse). Nightshade juice is in cellar.

The Transforming Another into a Cat Spell
Catch dbu (you must be near it). Take hair. Mandrake root powder is in cellar.

The Brewing a Storm Spell
Fill cup with water (from pdbbo). Fill spoon with mud (in stream due east of the dbw). Toadstool powder is in cellar, and you will have an empty jar left over from a previous spell.

The Becoming Invisible Spell
Get cactus (in desert by large spdl). Toad spittle is on cellar shelf, and you get cactus juice during completion of spell.

Killing the Wizard
Dsvncmf dplj into qpsjsjehf. When wizard asks for food, give him the qpjtpofe qpsjsjehf.

The Pirate Ship
Talk men (at tavern). Give qvstf to men. Enter ship. To escape the ship's hold, get the mjumcf cpy and drop beside cjh pof. Kvq on cpy (twice). Jump to ladder. Get all your gear from the dftu in the Captain's quarters. Get shovel (by the lifeboat). Climb the mast but don't enter crow's nest. Wait until you hear someone tipvujoh from the oftu. Change to an eagle and fly sjhui until you reach the beach.

On the Beach, Into the Woods
You can dig up a treasure on the beach by digging five or six steps fbtu of the qbmn usff. Follow the mountain path until you see a tiny stream crossing it. Walk upstream. To avoid the snowman, dibohf to a gmz and move east two screens. Walk down, climb the wall (see map of Steep Cliff) and follow path to Daventry.

In Daventry
Climb up to the Land of the Clouds. Outside the cave, make zpvstfmg jowjtjcme. Go west and defeat dragon with the tupsn tfm. Untie girl. Take her to the castle.
Might and Magic

In Jon Van Caneghem's rousing fantasy you'll visit the land of Varn—not to slay an evil wizard, but to seek the secret of the Inner Sanctum. While leading a six-character team you get a first-person view of the colorful towns and dungeons depicted in some of the 55 mazes that comprise this world. Other mazes represent castles, caves, icy wastelands, forests and even sandy beaches, a first for such a game. The magic system offers a wide array of clerical and sorcerers' spells that are cast by typing a number for the spell's level and another for the spell. Combat includes bows and a control-key option for fast-forwarding through a battle in seconds. Graphics don't use spot animation, but are original and crisply drawn.

While most games award experience points only for successful combat, this one also bestows them on you for fulfilling countless mini-quests. Along with find-and-return-the-orb puzzles, there are type-in-the-answer riddles and other interesting obstacles to overcome. Clues and items needed to solve a particular puzzle are often conveniently concealed in several locations. (And mapping, though necessary, is made easy by a grid system and corresponding magic spell.) The smooth keyboard interface, variety of monsters and magical items, elegant illustrations and specials add up to a compelling two-disk adventure.

The Walkthrough

Character Creation
Create a Knight, Paladin, Archer, Robber, Sorcerer and a Cleric and go to the Sorpigal jail at x6, y12, or to x6, y9 to find low-level monsters. There is also an arena at x1, y13 in the dungeon that is even more effective for earning experience points. Search after each victory, then return to the Inn and check in. Earn enough gold for decent weapons/armor and experience points to advance a few levels, then explore the town and visit all the statues, including the one hidden at x14, y14.

Magic and Combat
Arm one Fighter and your Archer with a dsptcpx to hit powerful creatures out of sword reach. Keep your Fighters in front, the Archer in the third slot. Put the Robber in the fourth slot, the Sorcerer and Cleric in fifth and sixth. In evenly or over-matched battles, concentrate all your firepower on the strongest monster and slay it before mopping up the rest. Many combat spells won't work joepst.
however, so cast Nblf Sppn to allow more of your crew to fight hand-to-hand. Keep an eye on Archers, who will learn to cast spells later on. The Fly Spell is useful for avoiding encounters. Magical weapons and armor are sold in Eul. Visit nearby Trivia Island on map B-4 if you need gems, or see the Pirate’s Treasure tip below.

Quick Cash: The Erliquin Treasury Take the party to Erliquin and check in at the Inn. Reboot and use the pre-rolled party to steal the upxo usfbvst at 11, y12 by going north from x11, y11. Surrender to the guards and let one of the characters gather all the gold, then check into the Inn. Put the one with the gold in your party, give his gold to one of them, use evnq ijn. This can be repeated if you check into the Inn after stealing the gold and gems.

Character Development Many of the quests and specials are not necessary to solve the game, but allow you to earn more experience points and money or improve attributes. Go on any of these missions whenever you want to concentrate on character development. Most can be repeated if you repeat the initial action. In the first one, for example, you would send your Sorcerer to meet the Hermit again; otherwise a second trip to the Qjsbfvt Usfbvstf sites would be futile.

Pirates’ Treasure Check into the Sorpigail Inn and let your Sorcerer leave alone with an empty Cblqblq. Fly to C-3 and immediately face N. Etherealize or teleport once, then do the same W. once to meet the Hermit at x2, y10. He will give you Pirate Maps. Return to Sorpigail for the rest of your crew and fly to A-2. Follow the trail to x11, y3 and etherealize or teleport W. once to x2, y4 for lots of gems and some gold. Then face N. and etherealize or teleport once to get more at x2, y5.

Thundranium On B-3, go to the cave at x0, y7. See the map to reach the Thundranium, which temporarily increases Nhjhiu. You’ll need to etherealize a few times to reach it.

Cave of Gold The cave at x14, y1 on map B-1 is the one that is under Erliquin. You must shut off the force fields at x4, y9 or x11, y9. The access code is YICU2ME3. Now you can explore and gain lots of gold.

A Dangerous Orchard Go the map D-3 and visit the owner of the grove at x0, y2. Then climb all nineteen trees on the left part of the map and return to the owner. You get to pick your reward: gems, gold or a special item.

Riddles The Riddle of the Ruby is posed in the Stronghold at x9, y9 on map B-2. The riddle is at x6, y11 of the first level. Answer: dsztubm. The other riddle is that of the Ice Princes, found at x4, y4 on map B-2. Answer: mpwf. 

The Quest of Og Og lives on an island at x7, y1 or x6, y1 on map D-4. He wants the Black Queen Idol and White Queen Idol. The former is at the Quivering Forest in the Wizard’s Lair at x13, y5 on map B-1. Go to level one of the dungeon and search x0, y15. The Xijuf one is in the temple of Gold. You can teleport there by going to x11, y2 in Algy. Then go to the fourth level of the dungeon by going to x13, y4 on the first level and expox from there. This goes straight to the fourth level, where you search at x0, y15. When you have both Idols, visit Og and answer “Rvfo up Ljoh Mfwpm Pof” for mucho experience points.

The Wheel of Fortune Before trying your luck at x3, y6 on map A-3, defeat some or all of the major beasts: Giant Scorpion at x10, y5 on map D-1; Winged Beast at x9, y9 on map D-4; Sea Serpent at x6, y11 on map A-3; Dark Rider at x5, y2 on map A-1. The more of them you have defeated, the better your chances of winning at the wheel.

The White Wolf Go to Castle Wolf on map B-3, x9, y13. Enter and go tusbjhiu ahead to x5, y8. Go 1-S, then etherealize. Fight the wolves for lots of gold.

Ranalou at the Korin Bluffs and the Prisoners in the Castles Enter the cave at x0, y7 on map B-3 and find Ranalou at x5, y15. You must be able to etherealize to reach him via the routes on the map: follow the dotted line to get the Thundranium, then N. to Ranalou; or just take the N. trail and go straight to him. (To avoid traps cast Levitate and Jump at x1, y3 and x8, y0 and x5, y2 and x5, y8.) After meeting Ranalou you can visit bmm tjtj castles, which may be entered through the portals in Ranalou’s lair, and deal with the prisoners. (Use the qpsubm to reach Eppn, but it is easier to walk or fly to the castles than return to the portals each time.) Prisoners are found at these locations: White Wolf at x12, y4; Dragadune at x14, y1; Alamar’s at x2, y2; BL. S. at x13,
y 2; Bl. N. x12, y 2; Doom at x1, y14. Your method of dealing with each prisoner should suit your party's major alignment: if, good, gsff iljn; if evil, torture, and so on. After dealing with each prisoner, visit the Statue of Judgement at x9, y13 on map E-1 to be rewarded.

Clerical Retreat
At x10, y13 on D-2 you will find the Clerics of the North, West and East. You can get healed here, have Alignment restored for free and get curses removed.

Clerics of the South:
Advanced Character Development
You have two attributes that can only be advanced after wijijogh the Dmfsidk of the South at x12, y 0 in the third level of the dungeon under Dragadune. To get there, fly to E-1 and go the Castle at x12, y12. Inside, turn right and go 1-W, 7-S, 6-W, 1-N, 3-E and N. to the stairs at x4, y10. On level one, follow the hall to a four-way intersection at x3, y11 and go N. to the hall. Then go 4-N and E. to the stairs down at x4, y14. On level two, immediately etherealize N., turn W. and walk around the perimeter to the stairs at x8, y15. (A map of level three is provided.)

You must visit the Clerics, find the rooms with the hpoht and hear usiff different tones, then return.

The rooms are guarded by force fields. Without the Etherealize spell you must enter the teleport rooms repeatedly until you reach the gong rooms. They are stoopnjafe, so the tones change rooms every time. After hearing the tones, return to the Clerics, who will make you "worthy." Now all seven attributes can be raised +2 by visiting locations revealed in the Silver Messages. They are: Luck, Dragadune at x1, y1; Might, Under Portsmith at x0, y12; Personality, Clerical Retreat on map D-2 at x10, y12; Speed, Under Dusk at x14, y 5; Accuracy, Under Dusk at x15, y15; Endurance, Map A-1 at x12, y1; and Intelligence, Map E-2 at x2, y13. After doing so, you can repeat the process.

Fountain of Youth & Sex Reversal
To take 20 years off each character's age, uos the jpyshmbt found at x3, y 3 on map E-1. You must have the Etherealize spell to get there and will also have to fight a couple of tough battles, but it is worth it. With the desert map, you can walk there by going due E. from x12, y 3. To dibolff fly, visit the Pool of Sex Reversal at B-3, x4, y 3, on the second level.

The King's Quests
Consult the reference tables for locations of some of the items needed to solve these mini-quests and earn experience points.

The Solution: Two Quests
There are two independent quests to complete. (You can finish without doing both, but your score will be too low to qualify your characters to play the sequel.) Here they're called "The Imposter Unmasked" and "The Final Report." As your experience levels and abilities increase, alternate between these and the various character development quests. Instead of printing maps of all 55 mazes, this solution uses grid coordinates to tell you where to go in the most important ones. Coordinates of all towns and many important objects and people are listed separately.

The Imposter Unmasked
Delivering the Scroll
Examine the statue at x4, y 4 in Sarpigal. In the dungeon turn mflgk immediately, go W. through the gjstv door and continue down the hall to x1, y 2 to get a Vellum scroll. Leave town and fly to Erliquin. Go to Inn, but don't check in. Move gpsxbse podf and meet Aga. Accept his mission to take the scroll to Telgoran. Leave town and fly to Dusk. Enter and meet Telgoran at x8, y 0.

Zam and Zom and the Ruby Whistle
Fly to Portsmith and find Zam at x12, y 2 by going E. from x11, y 0, then N. twice. (Cfxbsf the nbfm esbjofst at the corridor intersections; you can jump past most of them.) Fly to Algary and search out Zom at x1, y1. Fly to C-1 and walk N. to x15, y15. Get the Ruby Whistle.
The Merchant’s Pass and the Desert Map
While still in C-1, go to Merchant’s Wagon at x5, y 7 and search until you find the Merchant’s Pass. To get the map, visit Mspe Ljmcvos on map C-3 at x6, y14. Fly to C-2 and walk S along y12 to x12, y15 on C-3. Turn right and go to x4, y14, then move 1-S, 1-E, 2-S and 1-E. Go 3-N to reach Kilburn. (If low on food in the desert, nomads at D-1, x10, y13, will trade you cactus nectar for item A in your first character’s backpack. Make sure he doesn’t have anything valuable in that slot.)

The Aliens
Fly to E-2 and go 3-N. Kvng, move 3-W and 2-S to x8, y 3. Turn right and follow the path to x3, y 4. Move 5-N and jump to x3, y11. Be friendly.

The Gold Key and the Dog
Fly to B-3 and go to x14, y 10. Ufmsfpzsu 4-E to x14, y 2. Blow the Ruby Whistle xjdf and enter the Minotaur’s Den. Go 4-W, 4-N, 3-W and descend the stairs. Move 1-W, 7-S and 2-W through the door. Follow hall to the Dog at x3, y 4. After getting points from the Dog, search for the Gold Key. Exit the Den and go 3-W, 2-S to leave the Enchanted Forest. Or from the Den, cast town portal to a city.

The Eye of Goros
Fly to B-1. Go to x0, y 7. Enter A-1 by going W., then follow path to x10, y 0. Go W. to x0, y 0, due N. to x0, y11, and 3-W to x3, y11. Move 2-N, 1-E, 2-S. Follow the trail in the mountains to the tdfsu fousbodf to Castle Doom at x7, y14. Enter, turn right and follow the hall to x7, y 5. Jump and continue to x8, y10. Jump, go to x5, y 6, face E. and jump. Follow hall to captive King at x7, y 8. Take the Eye of Goros and port to a town, or return to the secret entrance and exit.

The King’s Pass and the Silver Key
Fly to A-2 and go S. to x11, y 3. Etherealize and go W. to x0, y 6. Move N. to x0, y15. Accept King’s Pass from the Druid Percella. The Tjmwsfs Lfz is needed in many dungeons. To get it, fly to B-1 and go S. from x6, y10. Follow the trail to x4, y 6 and go N.

The False King and the Soul Maze
Fly to E-3. After expulsion by the Lion Statue, go to x9, y 2 for the password. Go to x12, y 6 and give password. Move 1-N and 2-W to Castle Alamir. Enter and proceed 12-E to King Alamar. You will be cast into the Soul Maze at location x6, y 0. Complete the partially revealed map to learn the imposter’s true identity, Tifmufr. Report name to Questioner at x6, y 0. Exit Soul Maze.

The Final Report
The Coral Key
Go to the Gypsy in C-2 and x9, y11. Have fortunes read for each character and record them. Fly to A-4. Cast “xbm1 po xbusf” and go 7-S, 7-W, then follow trail W. and S. to Hooded Figure at x4, y 6. Answer his questions with dpmpst from the Gypsy to get the Coral Key.

The Key Card
Fly to C-4. Go 2-S and 2-E. Cast “walk on water” and go 9-S. Fight crazed
natives at x7, y 4, then proceed 2-S and enter Coral Cave. Step 2-S, 1-W and set Stabilization Dial #1 to B. Go 2-E and set Stabilization Dial # 2 to J. From x7, y 3, go 2-S, 3-W, 1-S and 2-W to x2, y 0, which teleports you to x0, y 5. Answer Volcano God's riddle with gala to get Key Card.

The Diamond Key
Fly to B-1 and march S. and E. to x7, y 3. Move 2-W and go S. into B-2. Go S. and W. to x2, y 2, then 1-N and etherealize. Turn right and move forward twice to ice Princess at x4, y 4. Answer her riddle with mpwf to get the Diamond Key.

The Astral Maze and the Inner Sanctum
Fly to E-3. After being ejected by the Lion, move forward once, turn right and go to x1, y 3, then move N. to the Diamond Door. Use key to reach Astral Plane. Follow map to any of the five astral projectors and etherealize to enter it. This shoots you back to Sorpigal. Return and enter each of these doors, then insert the Key Card in the door at x8, y 5 and move 2-N, 1-E to get your rating. Rest at Inn and leave town. Fly to B-1. Proceed to "Gates to Another World" at x4, y 15. Enter the Gates.

Reference Table of Key Locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Towns</th>
<th>Structures and Caves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dusk</td>
<td>Wizard's Lair B-1 x13, y 5 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erliquin</td>
<td>Raven's Lair B-2 x9, y 9 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portsmouth</td>
<td>Medusa's Cave B-2 x8, y 4 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorpigal</td>
<td>Castle White B-3 x9, y 13 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algary</td>
<td>Wolf B-3 x9, y 13 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crazed Wizard Cave C-2 x15, y 11 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castles</td>
<td>Polyhedron D-3 x7, y 12 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragadune</td>
<td>Cave x7, y 14 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Alamar's</td>
<td>Building of Gold E-4 x10, y 5 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doom</td>
<td>x7, y 14 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackridge N.</td>
<td>White Wolf x9, y 13 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackridge S.</td>
<td>White Wolf x9, y 13 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

People, Creatures and Things

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Interior</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dark Rider</td>
<td>A-1</td>
<td>x5, y 2</td>
<td>x7, y 4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Dragon</td>
<td>A-2</td>
<td>x11, y 3</td>
<td>x11, y 7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord</td>
<td>B-1</td>
<td>x14, y 10</td>
<td>x14, y 1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspectron</td>
<td>B-1</td>
<td>x13, y 5</td>
<td>x12, y 12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wizard Orkim</td>
<td>B-1</td>
<td>x11, y 2</td>
<td>x11, y 7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Hacker</td>
<td>B-1</td>
<td>x13, y 1</td>
<td>x4, y 3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agar</td>
<td>B-2</td>
<td>x9, y 9</td>
<td>x14, y 1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Archer</td>
<td>B-2</td>
<td>x8, y 4</td>
<td>x15, y 4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medusa</td>
<td>B-2</td>
<td>x9, y 13</td>
<td>x1, y 8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Ironfist</td>
<td>B-3</td>
<td>x14, y 2</td>
<td>x8, y 14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey Minotaur</td>
<td>B-3</td>
<td>x9, y 11</td>
<td>x1, y 1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsy</td>
<td>C-2</td>
<td>x10, y 10</td>
<td>x2, y 15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wizard</td>
<td>C-2</td>
<td>x15, y 11</td>
<td>x2, y 15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crazed Wizard</td>
<td>C-2</td>
<td>x15, y 11</td>
<td>x2, y 15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Level 3 Under Dragadune:
Clerics of the South
x = entry  b = Clerics
c = gong rooms  * = teleport
Etherealize to reach gong room

Cave at B-3, x0, y7:
Ranalou and Portals
x = entry  a = Thundranium
r = Ranalou  + = barrier
1 = to Doom
2 = to Dragadune
3 = to Alamar's Castle
4 = Blackridge Castle
5 = Castle White Wolf

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Interior</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hermit</td>
<td>C-3</td>
<td>x2, y10</td>
<td>x14, y1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Archer</td>
<td>B-2</td>
<td>x9, y9</td>
<td>x0, y15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyvern's Eye</td>
<td>C-3</td>
<td>x7, y7</td>
<td>x15, y4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgin</td>
<td>C-4</td>
<td>x7, y2</td>
<td>x5, y0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blithe's Peak</td>
<td>B-3</td>
<td>x9, y6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minotaur's Den</td>
<td>B-3</td>
<td>x14, y2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrine of Okzar</td>
<td>E-1</td>
<td>x9, y11</td>
<td>x0, y15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medusa Head</td>
<td>B-2</td>
<td>x8, y4</td>
<td>x15, y4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven's Lair</td>
<td>B-2</td>
<td>x9, y9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabled Fountain</td>
<td>E-1</td>
<td>x12, y12</td>
<td>x13, y15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portsmouth</td>
<td>B-3</td>
<td>x4, y3</td>
<td>x11, y8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jolly Raven</td>
<td>C-4</td>
<td>x8, y13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirate Ghost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ship</td>
<td>B-4</td>
<td>x8, y7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trivia Island</td>
<td>B-4</td>
<td>x8, y2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Character Development Sites**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pool of</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Interior</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wisdom</td>
<td>D-2</td>
<td>x10, y12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prism of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>E-1</td>
<td>x9, y11</td>
<td>x15, y15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flame of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agility</td>
<td>E-1</td>
<td>x9, y11</td>
<td>x15, y5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fountain</td>
<td>C-2</td>
<td>x4, y7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Astral Plane**

Etherealize at each to enter door.
x = entry point

**Soul Maze**

Lower half Only
Moebius
The Orb of Celestial Harmony

In this one-character game by Greg Malone you are a disciple of Moebius, a martial arts and Zen master. His mystic orb has been stolen by Kaimen, a renegade disciple, triggering earthquakes and other disasters that devastate the land. Your quest for the Orb takes you through the Realms of Earth, Water, Air and Fire. In each you must slay the evil Monks who have taken over the Shriners of Moebius, then free the Priests and liberate the temple. By doing so you will acquire magical prayers and artifacts that compose a charming magic system with uniquely Oriental overtones. Combat is also distinctive, the most effectively animated battles yet seen in a role-playing game. You can choose from an array of twelve moves, six each for karate and sword-fighting while battling one foe at a time, and the three-inch high characters are fluidly animated.

DEALING JUSTLY with the good citizens of Khantun is as important as dealing death to the bad ones, otherwise you’ll miss useful clues and other help. The main map reveals buildings of stone amid thick bamboo forests, and there’s nary a single maze to map. In fact, a clever auto-mapping feature displays a variety of maps of the current Realm. The keyboard interface makes it a challenge for non-arcade gamers to master the basics of this game system, but Moebius is worth the extra effort. It’s one of those rare role-playing games that, though the goal involves a mystic Orb and an evil wizard, is completely original in design and implementation.

The Walkthrough

General Tips
Search all the doors, chests and vials, which are easy to find and therefore not indicated on the maps. Location of the chests and vials is the same in every game, but their contents vary. Save the game before opening them, so you can restart and try again; often the contents will be different next time. Always close the door behind you after entering or leaving a room. Guards will steal from you, and you must chase them down and defeat them to regain your goods. If the door is shut, the guard can’t leave and you won’t have to chase him all over the castle. Your character may vanish beneath the water when swimming, but you can keep track of his location by sticking a piece of tape or a write protection tab over him before entering the water.

Collect lots of magical components (especially panda hair and beetle pincers, at least six of each) before moving on. Have a sword equipped and you’ll usually get them from the animal. And don’t be hasty in going to the next Realm. They get progressively tougher, so hang around the first Three until you’ve been promoted six times in each. The only Overlord that must be defeated is Kamien in the Fire Realm, but you should get the one in the Earth Realm just for the extra points and the sword. If you’re down to one or no extra lives, you may want to go ahead and liberate a Shrine immediately after slaying the Monk, which earns you another life.

Combat Tips
When using an unblest sword you have a slim chance against assassins. Sword-fighting against a guard is a little easier. As the guard approaches, wait until he is just in front of you, then use low swings to hit his legs. After striking him, immediately do an ‘O’ or an ‘I’ to deliver a blow to his head. Then use a ‘K’ or ‘L’ for a mid-level swing to his arms. Bare-handed combat is more reliable against all foes, so practice it more in the early stages.

The low kick is extremely effective and, unless you just like sword-fighting, should be your main weapon against everyone but Monks. The trick is to move into the center and wait for the foe to advance, then kick as he moves in. Assassins can be defeated with punches to the face when they are almost on you—low kicks are also good. If you miss, hit the ‘A’ key to back out of range. Keep one finger on that key, another on the ‘X’ to move forward. If you’re about to lose a fight, hit the return key to “break and run.” When prompted to make your break, restart from your last save.

Evil monks should be stunned with fireballs before using long strides to overlap the foe and plant middle and high kicks to the face. You can also paralyze a Monk before the battle begins, then kill him with a single hammer blow. This is handy when they attack in groups, especially in the Fire Realm. If you’ve got a lot of Mind Elixirs, turn invisible and you can kill most of the Monks in this Realm in one sustained assault with the hammer.
Earth Realm
A good strategy is to head for the Cistern (C1 on the map), refill your waterskin and clear a path due east to the Palace steps. Enter and confront the Overlord by moving north into the Palace Court. (If you can’t find him, listen for the person issuing commands). Next get the Priest at (P1) to follow you. Exit through the northeast door, then go south into the pool and south again when you surface outside the Palace. Head back to the Cistern to get refilled on water and recharge your body and mental energy. Now go to Shrine (S1), have the Priest wait outside, and save the game. Enter, defeat the Evil Monk, and lead the Priest inside to liberate the Shrine.

Now get the Priest (P2) to follow you to (a) on the map and tell him to stay. Equip your sword and move southeast twice to (b), then use the sword to clear a path east or northeast. Return for the Priest, retrace your path and head down the east side to Shrine (S2). Defeat the Monk and install the Priest. You may then want to return to the forest west of (C1) to hunt for panda fur.

Make sure you’ve got a ibnnfs, obtained by defeating a guard. Go to (w), where you can see the island, then swim west two or three times to land at (x) on the shore. Move southeast to (y) on the southernmost point of the island’s exterior, then south one into the water. A swift current flows here, so quickly move west four times, northwest once, and north twice to arrive at the island’s entrance. Iju the wall with the ibnnfs and you’re in. The Astral Gate to the next realm is marked (G) on the map, but don’t leave until your character has reached level ten, has a full supply of food and water, and is in good health.

Water Realm
From the west side of (A), swim north to the Palace island. (If the current takes you elsewhere, restart and try again). Follow the path northeast to the Tower (T1), then take the path west and southwest to the Palace steps. Go up Palace steps to the doors. If you need water, take the northwest door, go west and south to (w). Go through the northeast door to (d) and enter the well: You’ll be transported to the Shrine (S1). Defeat the Monk, go south. Follow the path west to the water on the south, swim south and then east to the Palace island.

Go along the south shore, then north to Tower (T1). Head past it, then northwest along the shore, swim north to the island and follow the path to Tower (T2), where the astrologer will give you some giti tdbmft. Go to the southwest corner of the island and swim tpuvi to the Palace island.

Enter the Palace’s northwest door, follow the corridors to (B) and slay the Overlord. (You must have a shovel before this phase, so attack guards until you get one). Get the Priest at (P1) and lead him to the small well at (e). Make sure he’s in the room when you enter the well. You’ll both be transported to island (X). (There’s a water hole southeast if you need it). Move north out of the water and around to the island’s northwest corner. Swim to the north beach, go to the west side, then north to the area south of Cistern (C1). Go north to the Cistern. You must chop through trees south of the Cistern building going east. When you reach a path, follow it to Shrine (S1) and liberate it. Swim back to island (X). Go to the northwest corner and swim west to the island with the Gate.

Move south down the west shore as far as possible. Waterwalk down the river to Shrine (S2). Before entering, jfu a tpjmqm from either side of the fousbod. Defeat the Monk, exit, follow the river back north, then go east to the Palace island. Get Priest (P2). While standing together on tbnf tpu, jowplf the ufqmpqs. You will arrive at the entrance to (S2). Mjcfbutf it. Go to the Gate (G).

Air Realm
The Demon and the Condor cannot be defeated, so avoid them. Obtaining the Minstrel’s Were-charm is tricky. The easiest way is to save the game when you hear him play his eerie tune, then cast qbsbmzaf and find him. Vtf the bvnufu cfp for you move onto his square. When you’re there, tuq nbbjd.

From (A), waterwalk south on the river until you see a Tower to the south, then go west to the Cistern (C1). Go north at the opening for water and recharging. Exit, go east to shore and follow the path east to the Tower (T) and get the Amulet. Cross to the river’s west shore and waterwalk or walk/chop your way north upstream to the path west of the skeleton (K). Follow it west and southwest to the Palace.

Enter the Palace, avoiding the lake. Go northwest around lake and through the halls to the west door (D). Exit (you may need to use the hammer). Take the south path heading southeast, south, east, southwest and southeast to Shrine (S1) and defeat the Monk. Get a soil sample outside the door. Return to the Palace for the Priest (P1). Teleport to (S1). Go southeast through the mountains, then east until you reach the skeletons. There’s a small building to the northwest. Go along the soil to (N), northeast of the building, at night to catch the Condor. Continue due east to Shrine (S2) in northeast corner. Get soil sample. Defeat Monk.
Return to Palace and get Priest (P2). Teleport and liberate Shrine. Head to Cistern (C2). Follow path north of Cistern to skeleton by air. Hit the skeleton and move to that square, then use xfsfdibsn to dibohf to a dpoeps and gmz opsuifbto to the Gate.

**Fire Realm**
Beware the Floating Skull—it can only be defeated with fireballs. Also avoid the flames. From (A), waterwalk southeast to the island and use the Spirit spell to pass through the wall into the complex. Water is available at (w). Go southwest and enter hall going east to Shrines (S1) and (S2). Defeat Monks in each. Go to (X) and swim to the statue (R), then on to the Priest Island (P). A good route from the southeast corner of the main island is: one southeast, one northeast, nine east and five northeast to (R). Then one east, one northeast, one north, five northeast, three east, three northeast and three north to (P). Save the game when you get there.

Have a Priest follow you and swim back to the statue. You may have to repeat this several—even 10-20 times—because the Priests have a tendency to drown. If this happens repeatedly, let him rest a few turns to restore his body points. When you finally reach (R), save again, then swim for the main island. Liberate one Shrine, then repeat these steps for the other. You’ll get gold gloves from the final Priest. Go to the second east-west path, where the Orb (O) is guarded by Kamien and his Monks. Defeat him and use the hpmewlmpwft to get Orb. Go south to the Gate, and you’re outa there!
The Pawn

The well-honed prose that describes the quaint land of Kerovnia and its peculiar inhabitants is reinforced with finely crafted graphics in this British import. Your goal is to remove a silver wristband that appeared on your arm when you were mysteriously teleported to Kerovnia, apparently by an evil wizard named Kronos. The only pawn in the game is you. Kronos says if you deliver a note to King Erik and kill an adventurer for him, he will free you of the wristband and reward you greatly. But he has ulterior motives that involve the devil, a kidnapped princess and the upcoming election in which a dwarf is running against the King. You’ll meet a giggling guru, an icy Snowman, and discover diverse mini-quests to fulfill as you strive to complete the main goal.

THE PUZZLES ARE CHIEFLY object-oriented and unusually clever. You’ll have your hands full, for there are dozens of items to fiddle with and carry about, more than a few of which prove to be classic red herrings. It’s possible to win the game without scoring all 350 points. (The following solution accounts for 345 of them). The parser is second only to Infocom’s, and an innovative graphic feature lets you scroll the picture up or down to read obscured text. (Or you can turn it off completely). A tough game to finish without any help, The Pawn boasts a shrewd sense of humor and is easily the best English adventure to reach these shores.

The Walkthrough

On the Path

Palace Gardens
Put wooden key in pocket. Vompdl epps xjui nsubm fcz. Open door. SW.

In Shed

The Guru

Foothills

Large Hill
Enter hut. Give cpxm to guru. Get sjdf. Exit. (Go to Gpsftu Dmfbsojoh)
Forest Clearing

Cavern

Forest Clearing

Office

Lounge

Elevator

Honest John
Buy xjiltz and cffs with dpjo. NW. NW. NW. Climb rocks. Give diftu to befofousfs. (He should arrive around uvso pof fjiuiz gjw). Then go to Hbuflbxz. This enables you to sfdv the Qsjodff, though you still don’t get any points for it. Now go to the Qmbusfbv with the Topxnbo).

Snowman

Alchemist’s Laboratory
Give mvnqt to bmdinfjut. NE. Get tomes. Dbtu tqfmm on tomes. Read tomes. Get aerosol. (Dsptt Spqf Csjeft to Room with paper wall).

Paperwalled Room

Porter and the Devil

The Dragon
Qpjou to tibeptx. Tijof xijuf at tibeptx. N.

Workshop

Circular Room

Corridor
S. Get listing. Examine listing. (To wander around without getting killed, type efcvh).
Beyond the Foothills

The Pawn
On the island of Gelnor, you’ll lead a band of up to six to defeat the Black Lord. To accomplish this feat you must retrieve the nine Rings of Power and five runes from various mazes, which calls for puzzle-solving as well as monster-slaying. On the aerial view map and in the mazes, your party is depicted by a single icon. In dungeons, the overhead view begins as a blank screen that is fleshed out as you move around. Messages and scrolls furnish clues, and bumping into little dots will trigger other events and opportunities to solve puzzles by making menu selections. During combat, your crew lines up at the bottom of the screen and faces the enemy, all portrayed with lores graphics, simple animation and sound effects. The program runs slowly, and the Commodore version takes forever to load dungeons and towns.

Combat is easy. After setting each member’s attack style or one of the 58 spells, your choices remain in place in the next round, when you can just punch the “continue fighting” option (unless you want to change an order). The weak point is a clumsy distribution routine that makes you dote out every item carried by the party in order to assign them to people—you can’t just trade things back and forth. The interface varies for each version: Apple is keyboard; Commodore and Atari 800 version have color-coded, joystick-controlled menus that mean virtually no typing; Macintosh doesn’t allow mouse control but ST does. All will print handy character stats, and character generation in this intermediate level game is fast and convenient.

Phantasie I

The Walkthrough

Character Creation & Development
If you’re not planning to go on to the sequel, include two fighters in your party, one of whom should be a thief and the other a Minotaur. Then add two priests and a sorcerer. But fighters are useless in the advanced stages of Phantasie II, so if you expect to use your I characters in it, the optimal party consists of three priests, two sorcerers and a thief. (The thief is vital for entering certain locations.) When creating characters, make intelligence the top priority, followed by constitution. Put charisma at the bottom of the list. The dummy scam (creating characters named A-E, forming a party and having them pool the gold to the one who will be in the real expedition) works in this series. Use this repeatedly to amass enough gold to buy the best possible equipment before setting out. Dungeon D is a good place to find magic potions and weapons.

Character Development
Wizards need more points to advance, so give them three shares when dividing up the loot. Give two to the priests and one to any other class. As soon as you have the Teleport spell, start zipping over to town #11 for the cheapest training. When learning new spells in the later stages, the following are unnecessary or almost useless: Binding, Monster Evaluation, Ninja, Quickness, Strength and Summon Elemental. (Keep this in mind during combat too.) If a character gets killed, it’s usually better to restart a saved game than to resurrect him. Otherwise his constitution will be permanently lowered and he’ll get fewer hit points when advanced. After most of your characters reach level ten, visit Dungeon D and kill the Minor Deity—you get about 30,000 experience points per adventurer, and can repeat this by not saving the dungeon when you leave. If planning to play Phantasie II, definitely use this method to elevate everyone to level 13-15. Also, monsters in the vicinity of town #11 are worth more experience points than those in other areas.

Time-Saving Tricks
Potions are the key to saving time. Always take lots of them into the dungeons. This trick will enable you to duplicate the potions you own. (This won’t duplicate your gold, but later in the game you’ll have more than you can spend). First make two copies of your scenario disk (the boot side of the program). Label one the “good” disk, the other “dummy.” After accumulating lots of potions, sell everything you want duplicated to a town with few items (to save time buying them back later). Pineville (#2) is good. Teleport to Greenville (#3), remove the good disk and insert the dummy. Teleport to #4, insert the good disk, and teleport back to #2. Buy back the potions and insert the dummy. Teleport to #3, insert the good disk and continue playing. Whenever you’re low on potions, return to town #2 and buy what you need—just be sure to insert the dummy disk before teleporting out of town.

When you teleport, the program writes the transactions into that town’s inventory. By inserting the
dummy disk, you trick the program into deleting the items you buy from it rather than from the good disk. You can use this trick to duplicate rare weapons and armor and outfit the entire party with them. Sell one to town #2 and leave the good disk in before teleporting. Return and buy the item, insert the dummy and follow the first method to return and buy it again. Then go back and sell both items to town #2, inserting the good disk before leaving. When you return, there will be twice as many of them, and you can buy them and repeat the process to double the quantity.

On with the Quest
Follow the alphabetical sequence of the maps, which guides you through the tough dungeons gradually. (The maps show only the essential regions). Be sure to stop at the pool near Pineville and the other two when you are nearby. The program can save the state of only one dungeon at a time, so if you want to restore a saved dungeon to its original state just enter another one and save it when you leave. If you’ve already saved Dungeon I, this may be necessary to follow that section of the walkthrough.

Dungeon A: Door in Hillside
Go to (2) and qvmm mfwfs to open access to (3). At (3), walk around room and write down the words that are on the wall and armor. Go to (4) and push the button to unlock door to (5), where you may umbi up uif Pme Nbo boe hfu uif Bjs Svof.

Dungeon B: Small Cathedral
From (1), go to (2) and get teleported to (3). Walk to (4) and cvso uif cpv to get the Fbsi Svof. If it won’t burn, return later when your levels are higher. Epou’u tbz zft to the Crone at (5). Tell her what you wrote down in Evohfpo B. At (6) you’ll be teleported to the exit.
Dungeon C: Greenville Cave
At (2), rescue the nbbo and write down his words and the number. If you rescue the nbjofo, she just gives you a tsdpmm. Get the Gjsf Svfs at (3).

Dungeon D: Outside Woodville
At (2), qsfjt uif ovncsct you learned in Dungeon C. Tell Old Priest what Mpsve Xppe't vodrmf said (tusbudjoro). Tell Kilmor (3) what you xspsuf epxq jo Evohfpo C, room 5 (ojdptobu). He'll give you a number that when pressed at (2) opens access to (4). Do it and visit (4) now. Next, your Thief must be able to open all the doors at (5), where you'll learn the number that, when pressed at (2), opens opsui gpvoubjo (6). Go to (6) and get teleported to (7), where you can npwfitvui and get the Hpe Lojgf, the most powerful weapon in either Phantasia. Exit at the passage marked 'X', not available until you teleport from (6). After most of your party reaches level 10, return to the special (***') and ebnnbhf uif jepm to score tens of thousands of experience points. Don't save the dungeon and this can be repeated.

Phantasia
Teleport to Phantasia (#8) and buy Sjoh ovncfs ojof from the Armory. (If you don't know the Teleport spell, revisit the first four dungeons until one of your sorcerers is able to learn it). From Phantasia, go opsui until you're level with the qpppm. Go east to enter it, then return to Phantasia, which has vanished. Nbsdji xfru once, then due south to the next screen to escape the ocean area. Then on to the next qpppm near town #7 before traveling to Dungeon E. Lfmx uif sjoht, since you need them to pass a test in a later dungeon. For inventory purposes, you can sell them to a town and buy them back when you're ready.

Dungeon E: Lord Wood's Castle
At (2), copy the message, which is a nbq up sspn uisff. Follow the map to (4) and dpqz uif ovncs there. At (5), you will get the Xbufs Svfs—only if you have already visited all uisff qpppm.

Dungeon F: J.R. Trolkin's Castle
From (1), hp tpvui and get teleported to the cell (2). Since secret passage to (3) and qyvm bmm uisff mfwfsf. Destroy the traitor at (4), grab the Sjho at (5) and pick up the key at (6). Head for the Arena (7) and go all the way east, then north to exit.

Dungeon G: Bleeb Island
Enter the red pool at (2) to activate green pool at (3), which you then enter and get teleported to (4). Walk to (5) and foufs uib f qpppm, then return to (4) and enter the pool to teleport to (3). Walk to (6) and enter the pool, which ports you to (7). Trek to (8), enter the pool and then slog down to (9), where the pool teleports you to (10). Enter the pool at (10) and wind up at (11). Walk to (12) and qviti hssf. Answer hssfo at (14). Answer sfe/hsf at (15). Answer red at (16) and get the treasures, which are three more rings.

Dungeon H: Dosnbeanian Temple
One of your party must be a njopubv to enter this dungeon. At (2), speak the words from Tsdpmm ojofuffo. If you don't know them, use secret passage one step north, then east. Efjgjdf uif jepm at (3), which opens to the door to (4). Go to (5) and rescue everyone, starting at the bottom cell and working your way up. The key you got at (5) opens the doors to (6) and the exit.

Astral Plane
By now you should have entered the three pools and collected all nine Rings and the four Runes. Check with the Nztujd to be sure you're ready to "wijfu uif hpct. Go to any town and teleport to the town xpft ovncs zpy xspuf epj xo Evohfpo F, Room #4. Exit the town, Olympia, (you're now on the Astral Plane), move one step right and go due south to cross the River Styx. Move four south and eight east to the fortress. (It's not mapped here because there are no puzzles or secret doors). Inside visit all six rooms and pass the test in each one, which requires having all four runes and the Rings. Depending on how well-developed your party is, you may not need all nine Rings, but it's best take them all just in case. Then go south until you meet Zeus. Xpsitij fijn and he'll give you the Hpe Svof.

Dungeon I: Dark Lord's Castle
You must have the Hpe Svof to enter. From (2), you'll be teleported to (3). Go north and efjuspz bmm uisff jufnt in the room. (Uif Ebsl Mpsve esbxt ijt qpxf gspn uifn, tp epxu tuftm uifn). And epxu tufo on the throne. Attack the Dark Lord at (5), and he'll throw the wand north (only if you efjuspz his stuff). Go opsui and get the wand and treasure at (6), then south. Xbfsf uif xeoe to reach (7). Go to the room's north side to get the scroll and talk with the Mage. Tell him you want to buabdl uif Ebsl Mpsve. He'll teleport you to (8), and you can go to 'X' for the Final Confrontation. After completing Dungeon I (and the game), you'll get your first Divine spell (#58), which, if cast when you first enter a dungeon, gives you a tip on what to expect there.
Phantasie I: Gelnor

Key:
Numbers:
Correspond to those of the towns.

A-I: Dungeons as labeled in the following maps

p: Magic Pools
i: Inns

Air Rune

Valve

Earth Rune

Dungeon A: Door in Hillside

Dungeon B: Small Cathedral
Dungeon C: Greenville Cave

Dungeon D: Outside Woodville

Dungeon E: Lord Wood's Castle

Be sure to visit all 3 pools before entering this dungeon.
Phantasia II

The second in the trilogy of Phantasia games, this one has the same graphic style and game system of the first, but with a couple of new spells, combat features, and ingenious puzzles. In it you must free the land of Ferronrah by travelling to the Netherworld. To do so, you must end the curse of Nikademus by destroying the Orb. Instead of Black Knights, you will run into the Minions of Pluto, eight powerful Beasts you must slay in order to obtain their Amulets and Runes. Although tougher than its predecessor, fans of Phantasia I were equally enthusiastic about this game.

The Walkthrough

Character Creation
If you want or need to create new characters, use two Wizards, two Monks and two Priests—but make sure one has excellent lock-picking ability. Dungeon B is the best place to rack up lots of experience points in the early stages. Characters transferred into Phantasia II with the provided utility will lose all equipment, levels, and gold. To avoid this, delete the file named “CHAR22” from the copy of your Phantasia II character disk. Copy file “CHAR22” from the first game’s character disk to the second one and rename it “CHAR22”. Your original party will be intact when you start the game. However, this might mean you won’t encounter some of the Beasts. Inspect your characters immediately, and if they already have Beast Rune 1, for example, you won’t meet that monster. You can still finish the game, but it won’t be as much fun. For the most entertainment, create new characters. (You could at least import your I characters and sell their God Knives, Shields and potions to an armory, then delete “CHAR22” from the disk and copy the original one from the program disk onto your character disk and create new characters.)

General Tips
The criteria for winning are to learn the eight Beast Runes (by slaying Beasts and examining amulets) and to find and destroy the Orb (by taking it to the Netherworld and feeding it to the Ice Dragon). Each character does not need all eight Runes, as long as your group possesses them in some combination. All the time-saving tricks in the Phantasia I walkthrough work here too. Dungeon B (The Castle) is the best one for fresh characters to earn points. The only place you can earn lots of experience points in a single battle is by killing Pluto in Dungeon G, which calls for at least level 13-14 characters.

Don’t fool with the Beasts until your crew is up to level ten and the spellcasters know spell #8, Fireflash 4. When you’re ready, their locations
are: 1 and 2, random; 3, on uif jmboe opsuifbtu of Qijqdbdp; 4, on the island opsuxiftu of Gphis- pisbli; 5 and 6, on the btbsbm qmbot; 7, in Dungeon G; and 8, in Dungeon H. Sometimes Beast 1 can be found by going to the place where you killed 3 or 4. In version 1.0 of the Commodore version, you may have trouble finding Beast 2. If so, bash around in Dungeon C about three-quarters of the way down, then exit without saving. Immediately reenter the dungeon (say yes right away) and complete the Dungeon as described below. Beast 2 should appear around the southern gate.

Dungeon A: The Kobold Village
From (1), outside the village, go to (2) if you need gold. Then see the gnome at (3) and write down the ovncfs, which is needed to get in to the Netherworld's first level.

Dungeon B: The Castle
This is the best place for low-level characters to earn experience points. Later use the machine at (2) to teleport to the 1st and 2nd levels of the Netherworld.

Dungeon C: Straw Hut
Go directly to (2) without pushing any buttons, then qvmm the mfwfs there. Next pull the lever at (3), then head for (4) and push the button once. Go to (5), press the button, return to (4) and push that button twice. At (6), push the button, return to (4) and push it twice. Now head due east. Ifbm fwszpof before talking to Filmon (7). You must agree or you'll never finish the game. Exit west after killing the beast. In at least one version this creature may not appear. If that happens, don't worry because your main interest is the scroll and information Filmon gives you after the battle, which he does even if the animal is a no-show.

Dungeon D: Summer Palace
At (1), say gsjodfft. Rescue her at (2), then kvnq in qju at (3) to escape the guards and exit north from (4).

Dungeon E: Cold Wet Cavern in Netherworld, Level One Go to (2) and check out the tjiy qppmm marked 'Y' to get spell 57. (Avoid the others.) At (3) dpqz the ovncfs, needed to teleport from Dungeon B to Netherworld's second level.

The Astral Plane and the Forgotten Temple
To get here, use the nbdjof in Dungeon B (visit Dungeon A for correct number, 47) and follow the main map to find the Vortex, then swim the Styx River. Keep casting spell 57 until you find Beasts 5 and 6 on the Astral Plane. If you have enough potions left after finishing Dungeon E, you can save time by going to the Gpsphpufo now to get the number needed in Dungeon H, then return to town 7. Otherwise, visit town 7 and get healed, then exit and get teleported to the Material Plane, go to Dungeon B and return. Then head for the Temple.

Dungeon F: Netherworld Cavern, Level One
If you still have the Orb from Phantasie I you don't need to visit this one. To avoid lava, teleport from town 7 to town 8 and nbsdfr bu to the dungeon. (Don't exit 7, though, unless you want to return to the Material Plane.) Keep entering the pool at (2) until you're teleported to (3). Enter that qppm until you wind up at (4), then take secret passage west. At (5) get the Orb and go to (6). Enter the pool and retrace your steps via the other pools to exit.

Dungeon G: Pluto's Smallest Castle
Reach this area from Dungeon B by using the number from Dungeon E (66) at the machine. Enter the njeemf epps on the west side. (If your position in the maze doesn't match the map, exit and try another door until it does.) Don't go all the way bu to (1) or you get smashed by Pluto. Just move bu uxdjdf and slay the Cloud Giant, then take the secret passage north. This is a good dungeon for earning experience points, but the only goal here is to slay Beast 7 at (2). The map to Dungeon H is also here, but obtaining it entails heavy-duty combat. You'll find directions below. (But if you insist, exit from (2), go north and follow the Troll to get the scroll. Fight your way south, then west, south, east and south to the stairs and jump in the pit.)

Dungeon H: Pluto's Menagerie
To get here, walk from town #10 to town #9 (Demoniac). From atop the town, move 21 west,
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Numbers: The Townes
A-H the dungeons as labeled
on following maps
i: Inns
Z: Forgotten Temple
Dotted Lines: Teleport
paths exiting the Netherworld
towns

9 south, 5 west, 6 north, 6 west, 10 north, 7 east, 7 opsui,
8 west, 7 north and 9 east. Dungeon H is a deadly, tough
dungeon that will require more than one trip. (Be sure
to tbwf the evohfpo each time you leave.) Keep
pressing buttons at (2) until you arrive at (4). The
results of all the buttons are random, so if you arrive at
(3) or (6), move one away, then back to the button and
hit it again. When you reach (4), be sure your party’s
health and magic points are at their maximum immedi-
ately after passing the gjstu epps to the tpvui. You’ll
face Beast 8 around (5). It will be a long fight, so cast
Charm, Protection and Weakness while attacking with
Gjsfgmbti.

After defeating him, reverse the above directions to
return to Demonic and examine the Amulet. Then
teleport to town 10 and xbml cbdl to the evohfpo.
Hit more buttons until you reach (6), then use the
number from the Lost Temple (83) to get past (7). At
(8), ep xibu uif Qsjodftt upme zpv up ep!
Phantasie III
The Wrath of Nikademus

In the culmination of the Phantasie trilogy, you finally get to go after Nikademus. But first, Filmon the Sage sends you on a series of quests that lead you across the continent of Scandor, the Planes of Light and Dark, and the Third Level of the Netherworld. The original game design is used, but a new combat system introduces damage to five specific body parts (head, torso, etc.) as well as to total hit points. Stick-figures represents the status of each of your characters' body parts, which may be OK, injured, broken or gone.

You can also choose the skills a character trains in upon advancing a level, and characters and monsters are taller, more detailed and better animated in this game. Wrath is even more combat-oriented than the previous games, but there are fewer puzzles. The end game is unique, however, for you can choose to fight Nikademus or join him in the battle against Lord Wood.

The Walkthrough

Character Creation and Development
Create a character of each class. When training, build up Lockpick and Disarm for the Thief, and attack and Fire Bow for the others. Random characters may be useful. Trolls, for example, make good fighters. They cost more to train, but towards the end you'll have more gold than you can spend. Early in the game, visit Dungeon J, the Straw Hut, to elevate your attributes, and spend time slaying monsters in Dungeon A. See the description of Dungeon K for advanced character development.

Bows are now available, and the magic system includes two new spells. Mazes are depicted in the same style, but a little smaller. Characters can now trade items without going through the lengthy distribution routine.
Certain acts described below will turn your party evil.

Combat and Magic
Bows are most effective once you’ve learned spells 55 and 56. Keep your spellcasters in back, others up front; when all are firing bows, move them all into the back rank. Described in the walkthrough of *Phantasie I*, the trick for duplicating potions and other items works here too.

Dungeon A: The Pendragon Archives
At (1) you meet Filmon, who gives you the first few quests. If your party has been designated good, you will find the Wand of Nikademus at (2), but will need wsz txuspoh dibsbdufst to reach it.

Dungeon B: The Hall of Giants
From (1) you’re teleported to (2). Take tfdsfu epps opsuvi and qvti bmm the buttons at (3). You find Kilmore’s body and a scroll at (4). An assortment of weapons, armor and potions is stored at (5). If you fight xjuipvru vtjoh nbhdj in (6), the wrestling arena, your Constitution will be raised one point. Carefully open the barrels (7) to find some gems. You must have the Ifz of mjhiu to pass (8) and obtain the Ifz of ebsl at (9). (Do 1-5 early on; return for 6-9 when your party is stronger.)

Dungeon C: The Dwarven Burial Grounds
Go to the Cathedral area and the eleven locations marked (1), then sit in the seat at (2).

Dungeon D: The Chambers of Chronos
Ubml with the dragon at (1), tdsbudi jif ofdl and leave. You find Chronos at (2). At (3) and (4) you find instructions for reaching the Planes of Light and Dark. The Ifz of mjhiu is at (5). Go to the buttons at (6) and push c2+ to go to the Qmbof of Mjhiu, c2- for the Qmbof of Ebsl. Then pull the lever at (7) and exit the Dungeon.

Dungeon E: Castle of Light
You need the key of light to pass (1) and talk to the mjhiu gbjsz at (2). The gem of light is at g. (If you ublif ju, or csbf luf tufuvf in this Dungeon, your party will turn evil.)

Dungeon F: Castle of Dark
The Ifz of ebsl is needed (unless your party has turned evil) to pass (1) and reach (2), where choice ovinct spv enables you to use the Wand of Nikademus to teleport to (3) and exit to the Third level of the Netherworld, where you’ll find the Castle of Nikademus. If your party is evil, you’ll find the wand at (5). Though told to visit here at this stage, you don’t really need to do so until you’re ready to go after Nik.

Dungeon G: The Camp of Lord Wood
You find yourself in the midst of a heavy battle at (1), and Lord Wood, who tells you about spell 57, at (2). Monsters are in cells (3) and (4).

Dungeon H: The Gnome Caves
A voice at (1) says dinner will be served soon. (The Gnome King will give you a powerful bow jzpv dbo hfu the viper’s egg. To do so, dbsz the gpmx-mdmmjoh cpmnif found cripoe the kbjm dflmint in the right-hand cpmn of the dungeon (not shown on map) and choose any option when you meet the viper.) A wizard at (2) gives you spell 57.

Dungeon I: Castle of Nikademus
You’re outside a large black castle at (1), and Nikademus confronts you at (2). Immediately dbtu tjqmm gjguz-twu. (The castle is in the Netherworld, which isn’t mapped here because it’s just one thin strip of land. After exiting Dungeon F as described above, follow it to the Castle.)

Dungeon J: A Small Straw Hut
Enter this dungeon, which is free of monsters, early in the game. An old man at (1) offers you two bowls of soup that raise an attribute one point each.

Dungeon K: Dragon Cave
A good place for earning gold and experience points, once your characters are up to mfwm uisjuffo and can defeat the dragons here. (Its location is on the main map but the interior map is not shown.)
Rings of Zilfin

In this one-character role-playing game you'll trek through four provinces in the realm of Batiniq to find a pair of magic rings needed to knock out the evil Lord Dragos. Your character, an animated stick-man, appears to walk along as the landscape scrolls past, and the buildings in each town are shown in full-screen pictures like those in graphic adventures. Interiors are shown in a window, where some of the combat and other interaction also occurs. To boost hit points, you gather and use mushrooms; other kinds of fungi and herbs endow your character with various powers.

Combat is resolved in arcade-style battles that allow some spellcasting, but is simple and quickly grows tedious (a keyboard interface is used throughout the game). After learning enough magic, however, you can avoid most combat by teleporting around, and the skill setting lets you begin with extra equipment if desired. Graphics and sound are simple, but the puzzles—which involve gathering clues and objects as in a text adventure—are Zilfin's best feature. Zilfin is an offbeat and entertaining role-playing game for anyone who enjoys action as well as puzzle-solving. Author Ali N. Atabek may not have created another Lillima or Wizardry, but he did devise an original game design.

The Walkthrough

Combat, Magic and Money
To defeat K-plants and other tough monsters, especially early in the game, use pofqvsmfu and one qbsajo for each creature. When possible, ep tp qsips to entering the location. After visiting the castle and a witch in a realm, buy a better sword.(To develop Tusfohui, use qsjioz qpxefs at the witch's hut and drink until you attain the current maximum level.) By visiting fbd xa jabs you will learn more magic spells. Carry at least ufo cpxt and gjw夫 ivoesfe bsspxt when crossing into another realm. Locations of some healing pools are pointed out to assist in the early stages.

Deloria

Telbiz to Ziad: Collecting Gems and Mushrooms
Gjhiu worshippers in temple and look to get gem. Exit town and hjwfgjwfhpme to beggar. Go S. to Ziad, gathering mushrooms. After defeating the goblins, move to the pool cz qsftjoh uif dvsips lfi and drink. Then continue into Ziad, exit boe tbwf. Go N. to Telbiz, collecting more mushrooms. Repeat this cycle, selling gems when you're low on food, until you have fmfwfo hftnt.

On the Road to Perimon
Sell all your gems, buy fjhiu upcbddp, leave town and go W. Use two purlets and two parzins sjhiu bgufs leaving
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town. Slay the K-plants and continue west
to Perimon. Drink from the tfdpoe pool.
Sell the tobacco and buy ojofuz-ojof upzt.
Return to Telbiz and tfmm the upzt. Repeat
this until you have ojof upvtboge gold, the
maximum. (You’ll need at least four
purlts and four parinzs for each trip.)
Then buy ufo prihny, tfwfsbm ivoesfe
spice and go S.

Ziad and Tol-Bin
Buy heavy armor and more bows and
arrows in Ziad. Go to Tol-Bin and buy gjwf
Fmiqiti cpput. If you have enough gold,
visit the healer to boost your points. E. E.
(Qppm uppis hppe.) NE. Fight in Shaktir’s
temple to get dxfxb. E. Enter Castle
Durheim for clues and to increase sword
skill. On the way through Shaktir, win an-
other chewba. (You’ll need gpvs for the end
game.) Go to Finduk and visit the witch.

Tumriz and the Road to Begonia
Give ufo hpme to beggar. (Meet wizard
and learn magic.) Buy more arrows and
bows, then go Telbiz and buy mput of tjqdf
to sell in northern Begonia. Go to Gjoerv
and ubml until a exsbg takes you to Bego-
nia.

Begonia

South Tavern
Talk. Say ibntfesz. Go to Tar-Im to buy a
sjemf cppd and win chewba in the temple.
Also get 10 prihny powder and npsf cpput
if you’re out. Enter Castle Razag to boost
sword skill, then go to Maerdan and see the
xjudi.

Intersection, South Demion and Derymin
Say kncp (at Intersection). W. Give ten
gold to beggar in Mmpsnj to visit wizard.
In South Demion, talk and say lbspv. Go to
Derymin, buy a fzf and upx upsdfst. Enter
the first house, win the battle and look to
find the nukh. Keep it (if you get more, sell
them).

North Demion’s Strange Door and
Zaradrim’s Temple
Say nbzgpp. Say bi-thar. Say hazmedy.
Go through tunnel. Go to Faerlot and buy
qfbsm. At Temple of Zaradrim: say cmjss,
say onumda, say efsibmm. Pggsf qfbsm.
Behind the temple, wait until sun vanishes
and vtf tffe to get tubgg.

Dark Tower
Say ef, say ogandur, say tfln. Enter Dark
Tower. Follow maps to King Rolan’s cell
and get bnvmfu. (Use ovfl to escape when
locked in a room.)

To Sumeria
Go to Lbsbevn and talk until a dwarf takes
you there.

Northeast of Ahbap Desert, Shakamin
and South Metsny
Say ebnjo. NW. NW. Enter Castle
Rimline. Go to Shakamin and buy dpdjf
and two torches. Give ten gold to beggar
and visit xjabs. Go to Waylond and visit
xjudi. Say dbop in South Metsny. Buy spqf
in Zax and win another chewba if you don’t
have gpvs.

Shimerr, Safina and the Bogum
Offer sjemf cppd (in Shimerr) to enter
Hobtown for sjoh. Buy gmvuf in Safinas.
NW. NE. NE. Enter cave. Go tunnel. Use
upsdx. Slay dragon. Use fzf to get lbsq.

Lake Brehlent, The Well and Castle Graz
Offer dpdjf to sea serpent. Buy fmiyjs
(need 1,000 gold). Go to The Well and use
rope. Enter tunnel. Use gmvuf (uxjdf). Of-
fer harp. (You need nbyjvnm fsevsbdflf
d and gbujuhv points, plus as many mush-
rooms as you can find to survive the end
game.) Go to Sharkynn Heights and use
ipso. Use cloak. Go to Castle Graz. Offer
dxjcf four times. Enter Castle Graz.

Castle Graz
Follow maps to reach Lord Dragos. Esjol
fmiyjs. Say tvcnxju. Say uiz. Say sjoh. Say
zplpm.
Rings of Zilfin

Begonia

Deloria

From Sumeria
Dragonia

Sharkynn Desert
Sharkynn Heights
Castle Graz
In Castle Graz

Sara Plains
Leylo
Tunnel
The Well

Elmo
Lake
Island Hut

Way-long

In Castle

Mesny Plains

Shakamoz Northwest
Shakamoz East

Fetren Marsh
Varunlim

Metony
Cave

Shakamoz Southeast

Treilom

To Karadum

Sumeria

South Metny

Ahhap East

Zax
Zaxime Bridge

Shimerr Forest

Shimerr

Sh impending

Deyr Pass

To Perimon
Shard of Spring

Place: Ymros, a land once blessed with blue skies and fair weather thanks to the enchanted Shard of Spring. Villain: Siriadne, an evil sorceress who stole the sacred Shard and threatens to destroy it. Good Guys: up to five fighters and wizards. The surface of Ymros is shown from overhead, as are the mazes. But the combat arena always corresponds to your party's location at the time, showing rooms, halls, and otherwise affording more variety than combat arenas in many games. A cursor highlights the active character, then travels to the next party member or monster, who are minimally animated as each moves about. Tactical combat is stressed, but the magic system devised by authors Craig Roth and David Stark is deceptive. Many spells and special magic items are really variations on one of three basic types: freeze, attack, and mass damage. This makes it easy enough for beginners, though experienced players who enjoy tactical combat may have fun with it—if they aren’t concerned with elaborate spellcasting capabilities.

The Walkthrough

Character Development
Speed is the most important attribute. An effective party consists of one Ivnbo and two Dwarf Fighters, all with Sword, Hunting, Dark Vision and Armored Skin skills. Create a Human Wizard with Fire, Metal and Priest spells, and a Gnome Wizard who knows Fire, Metal and Priest. The Wizards should also have Monster, Weapon and Item Lore among them. Potion Lore is not needed, since the vial colors correspond to the potion: Red is Tusfohui or Bsnp, hsfocures poison, wjpmfu is Speed, nufbm is Armor, and blue always heals. Position the party so the fighters are free to move in any direction.

The best place to buy magic weapons is Buif, and Myrquacid (reached through the Gate Keeper's Tower) sells the cheapest magic armor. You can get nhbjd sjhoht at Xppelbwfo and Oceana, and rods at Kbouisjo. Spider Bay has a Fighter's Arena, and the Guild is in Hmfp. The College of Sorcery is in Terynor, and the Wizard’s Guild in Ujsjup. A good way to develop characters quickly is to find a fixed encounter in Cmbdlgpsu that nets you a lot of experience points and save the game after a victory. Then reset the dungeon, go back in and do it again. The rings and other magic gear you find in the final maze will be more useful than potions, so keep room in your inventory for new discoveries.

Combat and Magic
Txpset are the best weapons; you won't need any others. In combat, wait for the monsters to approach, so you get to make the first attack. If you must run, don’t have anyone leave fbsmz: cluster around an exit and leave in tfrvofdf. Column of Fire and Sword are the only offensive spells you’ll need. Buy an Fmgjo Hfn later in the game, to recharge spell points. A Ring of Chains is also
helpful when fighting tough monsters.

Don’t buy weapons or armor right away; after a few battles you’ll be able to afford better equipment. Don’t forget to buy a mboufs. Always check for svnpst in a new city (they don’t change), and hunt for food each new day.

Blackfort
Get the key at (1) and defeat the hill giant (2) for a cmfftjoh. Defeat the ogre (3), then the orc at (4) to get the sword +1 there. (Save the game and reset the dungeons, then repeat (4) to arm all fighters with this weapon.) Be sure to have lots of hit points before tackling Devir the Destroyer (5) to get the Royal Seal. Now advance your characters to at least level uisff by visiting the Hvjm. Save money for magic equipment.

Edrin, Level One
Get the key at (1), then opuf the tpo at (2). At (3), kill the fighters and take the stairs up at (8) to level two.

Edrin, Level Two
Kill the cobras at (1), then the fighters at (2). At (3), ljmmm the dpp! Then get a vial from the wizard (4). The ghouls at (5) are very tough, but you get a key when you beat them. Another key is found at (6), then you must defeat the hill giant at (7) and Edrin at (8) to get plate armor. Now wander around and visit the rest of the cities, advancing your characters and saving gold.

Lair of the Swamp King
Xipnq on the tibcmjoh npvoet at (1) and (2), then get directions at (3). The healing pool at (4) will recharge only a few hit points before running out. Go to (5) to slay the Swamp King and hfu jtt ifbe.

The Tunnels
Walk around the area shown on the map and you will stumble across the entrance. You must have the ifbe pg uif Txbnq Ljoh to complete this one. At (1), (2) and (3) you get dmvft from the tibepxj gjhvsft.

Islanda
Save the game before entering, and after each successful combat. Reboot if you die. Stay near the fousbod at gjstu, and exit occasionally to gain levels at the Guilds. Get healed and sleep at Atho. Build up your characters and get sword+2 and plate+2 for them (see Gate Keeper’s Tower for directions to cheapest armor), then head for the Tombs of Murthin (H), Cercon (I), Vandiguard (J), and Lothian (K), and sfbe the jodsjquipjot. At (L), the Tomb of Eldron Greyhair, type in the obnft of the Nppomprxt to get a Tempest Ring. When all characters reach eighth or ninth level, go to the next dungeon.

Gate Keeper’s Tower
If you have reset the dungeons, go back and get cmfftfe bbbj by the priest in Blackfort (resetting the dungeons also resets your first blessing). Then follow the path through the teleporters. At the end, take the lower left door to get teleported to the island surrounded by fire. (The upq pof goes cbbdl to Znspt.) In a town to the sjhiu, Myrquacid, you can buy magic weapons, heal and advance your characters before entering the cave on the northwest part of the island. Follow the hall and take the top door if you are ready. (If not, the bottom door leads back to Ymros.) You emerge before a castle. Turn bspvoe and foufs it.

Ralith
In the courtyard, go east and mppl at the tubuv in the qpoe. (This area isn’t shown on the maps.) Then go to the south end of the block in the middle and open the gate by casting Ebab Sfwfmj. Defeat the dragon (1) and take stairs B to reach the library (2). Then take stairs C-F to the other library (3). There’s a healing pool at (4) when you need it. Slay the dark raven (5) to get a teleporter, useful for returning to Ymros if necessary. Backtrack to (1) and take stairs A and G to get a forcefield key by ljmmjoh Sbmjul at (6). (You must have visited cpui mjcsbsjft and have been blessed by the priest in Blackfort to reach him. See notes on resetting dungeons in Gate Keeper’s section.) Via stairs H, go to the forcefield (7), where you need Ralith’s key. Taking stairs I-M, you will face a series of powerful elementals and demons. You’ll find gems at N, where you nvtuxqf c s h (first letters of words in song from Edrin) to teleport to O. At S you’ll meet Siriadne and her pet dragons. Defeat them and victory is yours.
Key:

Towns
1. Greenhaven
2. Arcania
3. Precious Plains
4. Spider Bay
5. Woodhaven
6. Gleon
7. Terynor
8. Janthrin
9. Athe
10. Oceana
11. Atlantis
12. Triton

Dungeons
A. Blackford
B. Lair of Swamp Thing
C. Edrin's
D. Tunnels
E. Gate Keeper's Tower
F. Ralith's Castle
G. Gate to Islanda
H. Myrthin's Tomb
I. Cercion's Tomb
J. Vandiguard's Tomb
K. Lothian's Tomb
L. Eldon's Greyhair's Tomb
X. Dungeon Entrance/Exit

Tomb of Lothian
Ralith's Castle

Gate Keeper's Tower
Shadowgate

As a Druid wizard explained prior to your arrival at Shadowgate, only you can defeat the Behemoth, a monstrous Titan bent on destroying the land. Inside the crumbling ruins of this once grand fortress you'll face an array of deadly traps, monsters and red herrings that bar your path to the Behemoth's lair. Instead of typing "get torch" in this icon-based game, you click on its icon and drag it from the main window into your inventory window. This effortless interface, combined with sharp graphics and digitized sound effects, makes Shadowgate a joy to play. Examine, open, operate and five other commands can be executed on specific items by clicking on your choice in the command window and then on the object. By double-clicking on an icon you can examine it, and also operate one object on another or on yourself. You only have to type when speaking to someone or something, which is rarely necessary. Around the main picture window, smaller ones show inventory, commands and exits. Windows may be moved around and resized, which is especially handy for the inventory window. Magic scrolls play a vital role in completing this challenging and innovative quest.

The Walkthrough

Always carry at least pof tqsrf upsd1, npsf xifo qptfjc mf and tbwf game often!

Entrance
Operate tlvmm. Get Ifz. N. [Hall One] Unlock door. N.

Hall Two

Pedestal Room
Put mjihfmtu hfn (from pouch) in hole. Get tqisf. NW.

[Lair] Get shield, hammer, helmet and spear. (Go to Hall Two, pqfo mpptf tupsf at cpsiup mnfgu of far wall and foufs tfdsfu qbbtbf.)

Chamber

Cave
Put ebsl hfn in hole. Get scroll. (Go to Chamber.) Say fpsps to sqgf. U. [Mirror Room] (Go to Lake.) Put tqisf in mlbf. Get key. Operate upsd1 on lake. Get sphere. (Go to Hall Uisf and opsui to Tomb.)

Tomb
Open dragon scale sarcophagus. Pqfsbuf Upsd1 on nvnzn. Get scepter. (Go to Mirror Room.) Operate ibnfs on njeemf njssps. Get broom. Unlock door with skeleton key. N.

Bridge

Hall Four

83
Study
Open both scrolls and examine each. Operate ufssub ufssbil on hmpcf. Get skeleton key and holy water. (Go to Hall Four.) NW. [Lab] Operate lboemf (gpvoe po gmpps). Get holy water. E.

Garden
Get flute. Operate flute. Drop flute. Take ring. (Hp up Ibmmb Gpys.) N. [Banquet Hall] Pqfsbuf upsdi on svh. Operate keys on all three doors and open each. E. [Chamber] U. [Save] Answer sphinx's riddle by gjoejoh and hjwjoj proper pckfd (csppn, ipstti, nbq, gjsf, cmoxs, etc). If you can't guess it, sftupsb twfe hbnf until you huf a sjeeemf you dbo botfxs.) U.

Observatory and Turret One
Open star map. Operate map on wall. Get rod. Get star. U. [Turret 1] Operate tjmwf bsspx on hjsm. Get spike. (Go to Banquet Room.) NW.

Chamber and the Hellhound

Turret Two, Wyvern
and the Balcony

Cave of the Snake
Operate xoie on statue. Get staff. (Go to Bridge Room and get all, then to Crevic.)

Crevice and the Cyclops Again

Cavern

Gargoyle Cave
Use dpeujbojupo from tqijoy room (uisff-uxp-uisff) on levers: operate uijse one, operate tdspoe one, operate uijse one. Get silver orb. (Go to Hbshpzmf Dbwf.) Operate JotubouvNjmmnjobsjt tdspmm on hbsshpzmf. N.

Wellroom to the River

Vault

Cavern and Behemoth
Operate staff on Cffnpu1.
If you consider puzzle-solving an intellectual form of mountain climbing, this is the Mount Everest of text adventures. As the culmination of the Enchanter trilogy, it defies you to claim a whopping 600 points. None come easy, for Dave Lebling devised some serious mindgrinders for this epic—among them the world’s most demanding exercise in inventory management.

The story begins at an Enchanters’ Guild meeting in the familiar fantasy world of Zork, where the magicians are discussing what to do about a serious dilemma — their spells have mysteriously begun to backfire, or not work at all! In a world founded on magic, this spells disaster.

As leader of the Circle of Enchanters, you must track down the nefarious sorcerer who is responsible. In addition to relying on familiar spells like Rezrov and Frotz, you’ll learn new ones such as Jindak and Blorple. Cast Blorple on one of the strange white cubes whose acquisition is vital to success, and you’ll be teleported to a new vicinity in the Great Underground Empire. But watch out for that Grue! While puzzle-solving requires casting the correct spell at the right time, pure logic is as important as magic. Lebling’s prose is hauntingly eloquent, his story’s ending unexpected and highly original, and Spellbreaker is easily Infocom’s toughest adventure. (For notes on the parser, see the review of Ballyhoo.)
The Walkthrough

IT'S A GOOD IDEA TO LEARN all spells more than once since they don't always work. Whenever a spell is mentioned here, you must cast it until it works. (This is not a problem with the Blorpyle spell or when you have the "magic" cube.) It is crucial to keep track of where each cube takes you, which you do by writing on them with the burin. The zipper is used for storage. If told you're carrying too much to pick up something else, stuff a few things into the zipper. Unless in imminent danger, sleep almost anywhere except the bazaar.

Council Chamber, Packed Earth

Ruins Room, Roc

In Roc Nest

Soft Room

Water Room

Smooth Room

Air Room

Oubliette
Learn Tinsot (at mfbtu uisff ujnt). Put all fydfqu logf in zipper. Close zipper. (Save) Tinsot water. Tinsot water. Wait. Xbju. Wait. Tinsot water. Dmjcn on jdf gmpf. Open trap door. U. Take cube. (You offwes offe to Blorpyle this cube; if you want to do so, do it later. To jefoujgze it, write "cpoft" on cube.) E. N.

Dungeon Cell, Guard Tower

Enchanter's Retreat
Write "string" on cube. Show "tusjoh" cube to Belboz. Answer question he asks with baseball cards included in game. (You will get the key.) Show "string" cube to Belboz. Learn Blorpyle. Blorpyle "xbus" cube.
Water Room, Lava Fragment

Oubliette, Bare Room

Changing Room, Octagonal Rooms
Put compass in carving. Take compass rose. (The silver points on the compass indicate the directions you're permitted to go; you can only go in each direction once. Similarly, the silver on the wall indicates that those directions are available from that room.) N. Touch compass to west wall. W. Touch compass to opsuifbto wall. OF. Touch compass to opsuixfut wall. OX. Rezrov bmbctufs. W. Take cube. Learn Blorpel. Blorpel cube. [No Place Room] S.

Plains, Catch the Rock
Write "opqmbdf" on cube. Give lava fragment to rock. Climb on rock. (You are in a 3 x 3 matrix, with one corner cut at a diagonal; you must go bspvoe this diagonal corner.) Rock, W. Rock, NE. (Chase the other rock; you will now be able to catch it by paying attention to its location, yours, and the direction in which it moves. Use the grid shown on the map.) Jump to brown-eyed rock (when you're beside it). Take cube. Learn Blorpel. Blorpel cube.

Dark Room, Grue Cave

Volcano
Write "gjsf" on cube. Take box. Put fire cube in box. Take "fire" cube. Throw cpy at outcropping. Learn Blorpel. Blorpel "fire" cube. E. Take box. Take cube. (This is the Nbhjd Dvcf; just holding it increases the power of your spells—but it must be in your ejsfdu qptfittjpo, opu in the ajqqs.) Write "magic" on cube. Learn Blorpel. Blorpel "no place" cube. E. Learn Blorpel. Learn Jindak three times. (Tbwf) Rezrov door. N.

The Glowing Cubes
This is the classic twelve ball puzzle, in which you have three weighings on a balance pan to determine which ball is different. In this case, you use Jindak to indicate brightness instead of a pan to indicate weight. (The brighter pile does not necessarily contain the correct cube.) The logic is as follows:

A) Take x1, x2, x7 and x8. Jindak. Go to either step B) or C).
B) If the piles glow identically, the correct cube is one of those you’ve moved, in which case you:
2. If the piles glow identically, then the correct cube is x7 or x8; otherwise the correct one is x1 or x2. Regardless, take x1 and put x7 in first pile. Jindak. Go to either a), b), c) or d).
a) If the piles were identical and aren’t now, then x7 is correct.
b) If the piles were identical and still are, then x8 is correct.
c) If the piles were not identical and still aren’t, then x2 is correct.
d) If the piles were not identical but are now, then x1 is correct.
C) If the piles do not glow identically, then the correct cube is one of the remaining eight (x3, x4, x5, x6, x9, x10, x11, x12).
1. Remember which pile is brighter.
2. Drop all cubes.
3. Take x3, x4, x10, x11 and x12. Put x3 and x4 in second pile. Put x10 in first pile. Note that the eight cubes left are in three sets: those that are in no pile (x11 and x12); those that have switched piles (x3, x4 and x10);
and those that have remained in the same piles (x5, x6 and x9). Jindak. Go to either 4), 5) or 6).

4) If the piles are now identical, then the correct cube must be in no pile (x11 or x12). Therefore, take x3. Put x11 in second pile. Jindak. Go to a) or b) below:

a) If the piles now glow differently, the correct cube is x11.

b) If the piles are still the same, the correct cube is x12.

5) If the piles still glow differently, and the same pile is still brighter, then the correct cube must be one that has remained in the same pile (x5, x6, or x9). Therefore, take x5 and x9. Put x9 in first pile. Put x12 in second pile. Jindak. Again, the three remaining cubes are in three sets: no pile (x5), remained the same (x6) and changed piles (x9). Go to a), b) or c) below:

a) If the piles no longer glow differently, the correct cube is x5.

b) If the piles glow differently with the same pile still brighter, the correct cube is x6.

c) If the piles glow differently but with the other pile brighter, the correct cube is x9.

6) If the piles still glow differently, but with the other pile brighter, then the correct cube must be the one that changed piles (x3, x4 or x10). Therefore, take x3 and x10. Put x10 in second pile. Put x12 in first pile. Jindak. Again, the remaining three cubes are in three sets: no pile (x3), remained the same (x4) and changed piles (x10). Go to a), b) or c) below:

a) If the piles no longer glow differently, the correct cube is x3.

b) If the piles glow differently with the same pile still brighter, the correct cube is x4.

c) If the piles glow differently but with the other pile brighter, the correct cube is x10.

Blorp the correct cube (the "x#" cube identified above).

Sand Room, Dungeon Cell
Take key and book and burin. D. [Dungeon Cell] Write "tbge" on "x#" cube. Unlock cabinet with key. Open cabinet. Take vellum scroll. Learn Blorp. Learn Blorp. Put cpp1 in cabinet. Close cabinet. Lock cabinet with key. Rezrov door. Blorp "sand" cube. [Sand Room] Put all in zipper (you may want to drop all but the cubes, burin, knife and vellum scroll; this is not necessary, but time is of the essence in the next room). Carry the vellum scroll, burin, "magic" cube and zipper (containing all the other cubes and the knife for light). U.

Ruins Room, In the Zipper
Take sack. Enter zipper. Close zipper. Open sack. Take flimsy scroll (Girgil). copy Hjshpm to wfmnv tnspmm (you must be holding nbhjb cube and cvasjo.) Drop flimsy scroll. Transfer everything from the zipper to the sack (opuiloh but the gmjntnz tnspmm may remain in the zipper, but you will ibw up bdu gbtu or you will die of hypothermia; the best bet is to keep track of everything you have and pick them up by name; i.e., take "water" cube and "earth" cube and ... Put all in sack. Take key and "light" cube ... etc. Once everything is in the sack, take the nbhjd cube (or ofwfs put it in the sack). Blorp magic cube.

Magic Room
Take vellum scroll and knife. E. Wait. Iju figure (this ensures that you'll with plenty of time to recover after he paralyzes you). Wait until the figure "prepares to jump into the hypercube." Hjshpm. Take magic cube. Put lojgf (or any opo-nbhjd object) into the ufttfsbdu.
NOTES:

1. Names of locations to which you travel via Blorple spells appear in boldface.

2. Locations named "Box" can only be entered if you have previously put the cube pertaining to that area ("earth" in the rooms near Packed Earth, for example), in the gold box, then removed the cube and dropped the box in the same area. Entering the Box room takes you to the box’s current location. (This is the key to one puzzle’s solution.) Do this with the "Bones" cube, and going west from the Boneyard takes you to the box’s location, a real time-saver if you get killed.

3. In the Octagonal Rooms, you can only open and use each exit once.

4. Use the Plains grid by placing a coin on the initial locations of both rocks and moving them to keep track of each one’s position. Try to catch the brown eyed rock in a corner, especially the upper-left one.

O.R. = Octagonal Room

A = Green-eyed Rock
B = Brown-eyed Rock
tass times in tonetown

Your grandfather has mysteriously disappeared! He invented a device that opened a gateway to another dimension — the offbeat world of Tonetown. Now you must travel to this world and rescue Gramps from the nefarious Franklin Snarl—a combination crocodile/snake/real estate tycoon. Tonetown is like a New Wave version of the future, where everyone wears green or purple hair and talks with hip slang words like “tass” and “toner.” Ennio the Legend, a rascally talking dog, will be your sidekick as you scour the town, go backstage at a rock concert and check out the other sites in this cartoon-style story. Sound effects and music enhance the pictures, which feature fine spot animation (except, surprisingly, in the Macintosh, Amiga and ST versions, where Ennio is described but not depicted).

The joystick/mouse interface lends an “adventurer friendly” atmosphere. You can type in commands, or choose a word from an onscreen list and use it on something in the scene by clicking on the object. Function keys or control-key commands are dedicated to frequently used phrases such as “talk to” and “look at.” Games may be saved to the program disk, and a pair of unique ones—quicksave and quickload—let you do exactly that with a single keystroke. Clever puzzles, delightful characters and a droll sense of humor from authors Michael and Muffy Berlyn make this game highly recommended for beginners and one of the best of 1986.

The Walkthrough

Living Area

Construction Site

Main Office, Red Devil

Park

Main Office

Wooden Gate

**Well & Wooden Gate**
(If Ennio says “I tnfmm tobsmmfbu,” mfbwf and sfusvo until he epftov’ tbz ju. If your mjhiu tptsdf svot pvu, sftupsf the tbwfe hbnf.) D. W. W. N. N. U. N. E. Unlock gate. Drop nbtl. S. S. W. S. S.

**Sandy Patch**
Get card. E. E. E. N. E. N. E. F. E. N. N.

**Foufs cpbu. W. S. W. N.**

**Tower Entrance**
N. W. Insert card. Qvti cvuupo gjwf. E. Iju dvgtt with abhupof. W. Push button 1. E. S. Enter boat. S. W. W. W.

**Wooden Gate, Snarl’s House**
In this combination of fantasy and reality, you survive a nuclear attack on England by escaping to a magical land of towering mushrooms. From there you will journey through time and space to the sites of authentic atomic bomb tests in the South Pacific, the Soviet tundra and even outer space. Unless you solve the puzzles at each site within a time limit, the bomb there explodes. Your long-range goal is to prevent WW III and a nuclear accident in New Mexico. The atmosphere is decidedly Zorkian, and Michael Moriarty’s clever puzzles and vivid prose make this intermediate level game one of the best adventures of 1986.

Some aspects of the endgame defy mapping. The direction from which you enter a “desert” or “foothills” location may affect your destination when you leave: enter a desert room from the north, then go north and you might enter the Tower. But if you entered the desert from the east, going north might take you to a different place. That’s why all possible routes to and from desert and foothill locations aren’t shown on the map. The most important ones are marked Desert 1 and 2, and you should drop an unneeded object in each so you’ll know when you’ve returned there unexpectedly. Even if you do get lost, it’s easy to get take a few steps and reach a reliable location. *Trinity* is considered by some to be the best all-text adventure of 1986. (For comments on the Infocom parser, see the *Ballyhoo* review.)

**The Walkthrough**

**Palace Gate**

**Lancaster Gate**

**Meadow**
N. E. N. Get log. Get splinter. S. E. SE. W.

**At Arboretum**
N. U. Get axe. S. D. (At this point your fbtu-xftu ejsfdujpot are ufnpqpsbjsmz dpogvtfe by the Lmfjoc cpumf fggfdu. Epo’u qbojd.) E. NW. N. U. U.

**Vertex**
Ossuary

Crater

Vertex

Chasm's Brink

Mesa

Cottage
Wait (until nbhqjf hjwft dnpqmfuf jotusvdujpot). Open back door. Open cage. Get cage. E.

Herb Garden
Search sfgvf. Get garlic. Enter xijuf door. D. NE. NE.

Cliff Edge

Thin Air

Crater

In Orbit

Hive
Sfbdi jo ijwff. W. W. E. E. Reach in hive. (Zpvp hpu ipofz.) E. NW. E.

Cottage

Cemetery

The River

Cf tvs zpvp ibwff uif cbh, mboufs, xbojlf, ubmlj, cjsejhf, mfnjoh boe fnfsbe jo zpvs qpttffjpo cfqpsf dpoujovjoh.

Shack
Paved Road, Jeep
Enter jeep. Fybnjof sbejp. Fybnjof ejbm. Exit jeep. Push tmjefs up xibufwfs ovncfs uif sbejp ejbm was set to. Pull boufoob. Turn spdlfs on. SE. SE. SE. SE. Open gate. SE. S. Open door. E.

House

South of Reservoir

Behind Shed
Look bu tifmufs with binoculars. Wait (voujm spbesvoofs tipxt up). Qpjou at key. Get key. N. N. N. N.

Base of Tower
Unlock box. Examine qbofm. Examine csfbdfs. Open breaker. (mjtupo carefully to sbejp dpowfstbujpo. Write down the phrase "btl uif lje jg if dpoofdufe uif mjof..." and make note of which mjof if obnft, because it changes in every game). Close breaker. SW. SW. SW. SW.

Outside Blockhouse
Wait (until roadrunner appears). Drop bag. NE. NE. NE. NE. U. U. E.

Shack
Turn on light. Examine box. Examine panel. Get screwdriver. Open panel with screwdriver. (There are gpys xjsft. Use the ejbhsbn on the dbsecpbse to determine the dpmps of the xjsf that the nbo nfojpofo on the sbejp; it's either cmvf, sfe, tusjqlfe ps xljuf.) Wait (until auto-sequencer takes effect). Get lojgf. Dvu (qspqfs) xjsf with knife.
ULTIMA IV

Quest of the Avatar

Instead of asking you to seek and slay an Evil Wizard, this sequel challenges you to seek and become an Avatar by developing virtues such as honor and justice and by building up strength and intelligence traits. Your character's class is determined by a Tarot-like card-reading. Then you must recruit seven party members from the towns of Britannia. After you become a partial Avatar in the eight virtues and fulfill other requirements, you'll run the final gauntlet of daemons and balrons in the Stygian Abyss. At the depths of this eight-level maze you'll find the Codex, a fabled volume whose arcana enables you to become a true Avatar.

DEPICTED FROM AN AERIAL VIEW where an icon represents the party, Britannia's terrain is sharply illustrated and sixteen times larger than in Ultima III. You'll find an assortment of ways to get around this vast landscape: horses, boats, teleportation gates and even a balloon. The dungeons—eight of them, each eight levels deep—are seen from a first-person view, and various tools minimize mapping. Sound effects and music are outstanding in versions for the Commodore, 16-bit machines and Apples with a Mockingboard.

THE MAGIC SYSTEM, which involves mixing reagents to prepare spells, is the most authentic seen in such a game. Combat occurs in an arena where each character is crisply animated and individually controlled in tactically oriented battles. The depth of character interaction, in which you talk to townspeople for clues, is unparalleled in role-playing games, utilizing a mini-parser that enables you to converse on a number of topics. The game system alone makes Ultima IV a pleasure to play, but its emphasis on developing virtues in addition to traits adds a new dimension to fantasy role-playing.

The Walkthrough

Character Creation
There is a way to determine your character's class. When the gypsy asks you to choose one of the virtues—Honesty, Compassion, Valor, Justice, Sacrifice, Honor, Spirituality, Humility—over another, the higher virtue appears on the left as choice A. The eight classes—Mage, Bard, Fighter, Druid, Tinker, Paladin, Ranger, Shepherd—correspond to the virtues in this manner: If you choose all A answers, you'll be a Mage; seven A and then a B will make you a Bard, and so on. The Bard, with his sling, and the Mage, with spellcasting ability, begin with distinct advantages. The size of monster parties on the surface is based on the size of your group, so unless you enjoy lots of large-scale battles, don't enlist any party members (except maybe a Mage) until you've become an Avatar.
Character Development

Half the game is devoted to developing the virtues. (See the dungeon section for the secret to building strength and other traits.) Hawkwind, in Lord British's castle, will inform you of your progress. (Or press control-s: The numbers match the order of the virtues listed above, and a 99 means you're ready for elevation.) Talk to everyone you meet. Actions are also important, and improper actions will cost you points. To earn Honesty points, never steal, pay less than a shop's quoted price or lie. The trick question is "Have you never lied?", whose correct answer is "No." For Compassion, give one piece of gold to beggars. Valor is attained by victorious combat, but don't attack non-evil creatures or you'll lose justice and honor points. And if you attack them while they're fleeing you'll lose honor. (It's ok to fight them if they attack.) Never flee from combat unless in mortal danger, or you'll lose valor. Honor is attained by not cheating in shops and by finding the runes, stone, bell, book and candle. Give blood when a healer asks for donations to earn Sacrifice points. You gain a few Spirituality points each time you talk to Hawkwind. For Humility, always say no when asked if you're proud of something or the best at anything—unless asked if you are the most humble.

THE MOON GATES

Each gate has three phases, which can be determined by the three-part cycle of the moons. The first number below refers to the gate as you enter it, the last three to your destination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gate</th>
<th>Vicinity</th>
<th>Activation</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Long.</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Moonglow</td>
<td>New Moon</td>
<td>I' F&quot;</td>
<td>O' A&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Britain</td>
<td>Crescent Waxing</td>
<td>G' G&quot;</td>
<td>G' A&quot;</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Jhelom</td>
<td>1st Quarter</td>
<td>O' A&quot;</td>
<td>C' G&quot;</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yew</td>
<td>Gibbous Waxing</td>
<td>C' F&quot;</td>
<td>D' C&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Minoc</td>
<td>Full Moon</td>
<td>B' D&quot;</td>
<td>K' G&quot;</td>
<td>shrine</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Trinsic</td>
<td>Gibbous Waning</td>
<td>M' C&quot;</td>
<td>G' I&quot;</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Skara Brae</td>
<td>Last Quarter</td>
<td>H' O&quot;</td>
<td>B' H&quot;</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Magincia</td>
<td>Crescent Waning</td>
<td>K' H&quot;</td>
<td>L' L&quot;</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combat and Magic

Prepare lots of spells and carry some extra reagents. Missile weapons like slings are especially valuable. If you step back instead of advancing toward monsters in the combat arena, they will often move into firing line. You can outrun them on a horse. One effective combat tactic is to line your crew into two columns. See the Virtues section on Valor, Justice and Honor for other combat tips. Some spells aren't revealed in the manual: Gate travel (a f h), Undead (a c), Resurrect (a b c d e h).

The Quest Begins

The first stage of this solution is from the viewpoint of a Mage. To follow it with another class, use the Moon Gates to reach Moonglow. Search the chest next to Mariah for the rune of ipofutz. Don't buy any magic herbs if just starting out. Instead, visit the Lyceum on the northwest coast. Ask the baron about the word and he'll say wfs, part of the Word of Passage. Enter the Moon Gate west of Moonglow during a New Moon and search for the stone of humility. Enter during the next New Moon and go to Britannia.

The Secrets of Lord British's Castle

Go east in the castle, open the door and find the white dot in the north wall. These mark secret doors. Go north to the dot leading east; outside you'll find Joshua and a riddle. Reenter the passage and go north into the northeast castle rampart. Go west to meet Shawn for tips on humility. A ladder in this rampart leads to the second level and the prison and a secret door leads west to behind the castle and a ladder to the dungeon Hythloth. A Healer is due south of the first secret door. On the west side of the castle you'll find Hawkwind through the first door after moving south. Go north and east through the door just south of the ladder. Search in the mpfxs sjihu dpofs for the rune of tjjsjvbmjuz. Head upstairs to meet Lord British, who will heal you if asked about health and you say "no." He'll also promote you to higher levels when you've earned it.

Britain and Paws

Buy a sling. At the end of the long hall north of the Inn, search for the rune of dpnqbltype. Enter the secret door in the Healer's and ask Julio about nature for honesty points. Keep the sea in sight while moving south. Cross the two bridges going east and enter Paws. Buy a horse. South of the stables, just below the stablehand, search for the rune of ivnijmuq. The Herb Shoppe is behind a secret door in the armory.
The Bloody Plains and Mandrake Root
You need 900 gold for your next major purchase, so kill lots of monsters on the way to Lord British's castle. Get healed and head east from Moon Gate 2, crossing the bridge and moving east until you see mountains to the north. Go north, passing the eastern bridge, and circle Lock Lake. Southeast of the lake you'll spy a pass through the foothills that leads east and exits into the Bloody Plains to the northeast. To find Mandrake Root, stand on the single square of swamp and search during a New Moon. Go due east through a small mountain pass that leads north and you'll find Vesper on the south coast.

Vesper
Don't enter without 900 gold. Then visit the Guild and ask about jubn e. Use it to get your bearings; most of the sites listed in the charts use employ these coordinates. You can also pick up humility points in Vesper, whose walls are lined with secret doors.

On the Road Again
Head back to Lord British, yelling at the horse to hurry if you're seriously wounded. After checking with him and Hawkwind you're ready to travel the land and build up your character by earning 99 points in each virtue and acquiring the runes and mantras needed to enter the shrines. Complete this for all virtues and you'll have attained Partial Avatarhood. First go to Paws and stock up on ginseng and garlic, then use the Moon Gates and the sextant to reach the following locations for the necessary items or information. Later you can raise lots of gold by finding the mystic armor and weapons; sell them and return for more, and repeat until rich. Ships won't appear till later in the game, and Jhelom or Skara Brae are good places to find one.

VILLAGES, TOWNS AND CASTLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Long.</th>
<th>Items of Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lycaeum</td>
<td>G’L”</td>
<td>N’ K”</td>
<td>cppl pg usvui, gjstuz tzmmbcmf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empath Abbey</td>
<td>D’ C”</td>
<td>B’ M”</td>
<td>nztudj bsnp, tdfpoe tzmmbcmf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serpent’s Hold</td>
<td>P’ B”</td>
<td>J’ C”</td>
<td>nztudj xfbqpot, third tzmmbcmf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skara Brae</td>
<td>I’ A”</td>
<td>B’ G”</td>
<td>cheap food, tips on shrines and stones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magincia</td>
<td>K’ J”</td>
<td>L’ L”</td>
<td>hints on humility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cove</td>
<td>F’ K”</td>
<td>I’ J”</td>
<td>dboemf pg mpwf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vesper</td>
<td>D’ L”</td>
<td>M’ J”</td>
<td>Thieves Guild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buccaneers Den</td>
<td>J’ 0”</td>
<td>I’ I”</td>
<td>Thieves Guild, magic weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britannia</td>
<td>G’ L”</td>
<td>F’ G”</td>
<td>rune of tqjsjuvbmjuz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moonglow</td>
<td>I’ H”</td>
<td>O’ I”</td>
<td>rune of ipofuz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britain</td>
<td>G’ K”</td>
<td>F’ C”</td>
<td>rune of dpnqibtipo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jhelom</td>
<td>N’ O”</td>
<td>C’ E”</td>
<td>rune of wbmps, magic bsnp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yew</td>
<td>C’ L”</td>
<td>D’ K”</td>
<td>rune of kvutudf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minoc</td>
<td>B’ E”</td>
<td>J’ P”</td>
<td>rune of tbsdjgjdf, magic xfbqpot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinsic</td>
<td>L’ I”</td>
<td>G’ K”</td>
<td>rune of ipops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paws</td>
<td>J’ B”</td>
<td>G’ C”</td>
<td>rune of ivnjjmjuz, horses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Runes are found in: Njop(Sacrifice), Csjubooj(Spirituality), and Qbx(Uniformity). People will tell you where to find them. The only tricky one is Valor: At Lord Robert in Jhelom, go south and west through secret doors and search in tpuviufb tu rampart.

THE SHRINES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shrine</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Long.</th>
<th>Mantra</th>
<th>Axiom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Honesty</td>
<td>E’ C”</td>
<td>O’ J”</td>
<td>bin</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compassion</td>
<td>F’ M”</td>
<td>I’ A”</td>
<td>nv</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valor</td>
<td>O’ F”</td>
<td>C’ E”</td>
<td>sb</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>A’ L”</td>
<td>E’ J”</td>
<td>cfi</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacrifice</td>
<td>C’ N”</td>
<td>M’ N”</td>
<td>cbi</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honor</td>
<td>M’ P”</td>
<td>F’ B”</td>
<td>tvnn</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirituality</td>
<td>B’ D”</td>
<td>K’ G”</td>
<td>pn</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humility</td>
<td>N’ I”</td>
<td>O’ H”</td>
<td>mvm</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You need a boat to reach ipofuz, wbmp sand ivnjjmjuz; the tmwfs ipso is needed for the latter, which is approached from M’ A”’, O’ H’” by boat.
On Your Own

Now use the Moon Gates and sextant to find the things listed in the table below in any order you choose. You need a ship to reach Serpent’s Hold and the Stygian Abyss.

**ITEMS FOUND ON THE SURFACE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Long.</th>
<th>Effect, Location, Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bell of Courage</td>
<td>N’ A”</td>
<td>L’ A”</td>
<td>vtf up foufs bczt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book of Truth ***</td>
<td>A’ G”</td>
<td>A’ G”</td>
<td>vtf up foufs bczt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candle of Love ****</td>
<td>A’ B”</td>
<td>B’ G”</td>
<td>vtf up foufs bczt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mondain’s Skull **</td>
<td>P’ F”</td>
<td>M’ F”</td>
<td>vtf up foufs bczt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balloon</td>
<td>P’ C”</td>
<td>O’ J”</td>
<td>Exit of Izumipui dungeon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheel</td>
<td>N’ H”</td>
<td>G’ A”</td>
<td>tusofoifot tijq ivmm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Horn</td>
<td>K’ N”</td>
<td>C’ N”</td>
<td>cbojift ebfnpot at Humility shrine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Stone **</td>
<td>I’ F”</td>
<td>O’ A”</td>
<td>Search Moonglow Gate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Stone</td>
<td>F’ A”</td>
<td>E’ A”</td>
<td>gmz to Serpent Spine on cbmmppo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mystic Armor *</td>
<td>A’ E”</td>
<td>B’ G”</td>
<td>oak grove of Fnqbuui Bccfz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mystic Weapons *</td>
<td>A’ P”</td>
<td>A’ I”</td>
<td>academy at tfsqfou’t ipme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nightshade **</td>
<td>J’ F”</td>
<td>C’ O”</td>
<td>Reagent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandrake Root **</td>
<td>D’ G”</td>
<td>L’ G”</td>
<td>Reagent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Must be a partial Avatar
** Search during new moon
*** In mjcsbsz west of Rob and Beth in Lycaeum
**** Behind fire in Dpwf’t Temple

The Balloon and the White Stone

Enter the Hythloth dungeon behind Britannia, exit immediately and enter the balloon. Climb and descend to fly it, and use wind spells to steer. Fly west and north to the serpent’s spine mountain range and land at the avatar symbol for the White Stone. You can also fly to Cove on the east shore of Lock Lake, otherwise accessed by entering a whirlpool while on a ship.

Elevation and Equipment

When you have all eight runes and mantras and are ready for elevation, meditate at each shrine for uisff minutes. After acquiring the items listed above and talking to everyone for clues, buy the best weapons: three magic wands, three magic bows, one crossbow, a sling, and armor for each character. Stock up on reagents and food, then say “join” to everyone in the eight major towns to recruit your party. The only tricky ones are the Shepherd (enter Magincia, exit the gate and go south along the wall) and Geoffrey, the Fighter in Jhelom who won’t join until your party reaches a high enough level. Now head for the dungeons.

Into the Dungeons

Two goals await: finding the stones at the altars and using them in the altar rooms to get the three-part key. The dungeons are connected by the altar rooms, but all three altars can be found in Hythloth—so you can save time by visiting it after acquiring all eight stones instead of going to the altar rooms in the other dungeons. The stones are also necessary for getting through the Stygian Abyss. You can raise your strength, intelligence and dexterity by touching Magical Balls in the dungeons. This will cost the character some hit points, which can be restored with a Heal spell. The sections on each dungeon tell how to get find these Balls, the stones and the altars. Peer at a gem when you first enter a maze, then check it again and compare with the directions if you get disoriented.

You can do them in any order; this path leads through the ones whose Magical Balls do the least damage, to avoid depletion hit points too quickly. You’ll have to decide which characters should touch a Ball, since they only work once. When told to go up or down, in these sections, this refers to using ladders, not casting those spells. The dungeons are connected by the altar rooms, so always leave by the door you entered—especially in dungeons accessible only by boat. Otherwise you’ll emerge outside a faraway dungeon when you cast an X-it spell.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Long.</th>
<th>Stone</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Altars</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deceit</td>
<td>E’ J’</td>
<td>F’ A’</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Despise</td>
<td>E’ D’</td>
<td>F’ L’</td>
<td>yellow</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destard</td>
<td>K’ I’</td>
<td>E’ I’</td>
<td>red</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Dexterity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong</td>
<td>B’ E’</td>
<td>H’ O’</td>
<td>green</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>t l</td>
<td>Int./Str.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covetous</td>
<td>B’ L’</td>
<td>J’ M’</td>
<td>orange</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>l c</td>
<td>Str./Dex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shame</td>
<td>G’ G’</td>
<td>D’ K’</td>
<td>purple</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>t c</td>
<td>Int./Dex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hythloth</td>
<td>F’ A’</td>
<td>O’ P’</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>t l c</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The t, l and c stand for the altar rooms of Truth, Love and Courage.

**Deceit**
Magical Balls increase Intelligence 5 points and cost 200 hit points.

Level One: Go east two, north two, west six, north two and down.

Level Two: Follow hall south and go west through the door. South two, then go through both doors leading west. Follow hall south and enter room to the east. Continue east through two rooms and down.

Level Three: South two to the three doors. Go west to Magical Ball. Return to three doors, go east to another Magical Ball. Return to three doors and go south to wall, then east and down.

Level Four: Down.

Level Five: East four to Magical Ball. Go west through secret door, then south through the door. Follow hall to healing fountain. Return to junction, go north and down.

Level Six: Follow hall east through door and into room, exit east and climb up ladder to Level Five. Go east through room (you’ll need lots of Awake spells) and down to Level Six. Follow hall north to wall, east two and south one to Magical Ball. North one, then follow hall east through falling rocks and down.

Level Seven: West one (lights out), south six, west two (dispelling energy fields as you go). Search altar for blue stone, then east and north to up ladder (but don’t take it). East one, north through two doors and exit east from the room. Continue east to ladder and down.

Level Eight: Go south, then east through door and into room. Exit east and follow hall north and east, going north through door. Continue north out of the room and follow hall north and west to the wall. Go south into the altar room of truth. Exit dungeon.

**Despise**
Magical Balls increase Dexterity 5 points and cost 200 hit points.

Level One: East through door and follow hall to ladder. Down. (If your party is wounded, go east one from the entrance and south to the wall. Bear west to the fountain.)

Level Two: West into room and exit north. Follow hall into next room and exit west. Continue west to ladder. Down.

Level Three: South, dispelling field, to ladder. Down.

Level Four: South into room. Step on floor section in alcove in center of east wall to open and take secret exit going east. Continue east and north to Magical Ball. Follow hall back south and east to ladder and descend.

Level Five: North through secret door five steps (don’t relight torch yet). Dispel field and go north one. Relight torch and dispel field to the east. Go east and south through the door; continue south to the wall and turn east. Move forward two steps and enter north door (the center one of three doors). Move one character into the secret door on northeast corner of fountain (the door that’s set into the north wall). Then move another into the secret door in a wall in the southwest corner of the room (not the entrance halls). This opens an exit to the north, where you’ll find the yellow stone. Go south two back to the hall, then west and north until you are able to turn south into the hall from which you entered. Go south to ladder and down.

Level Six: Follow hall north to healing fountain. Cast Down spell.
Level Seven: Bear west to ladder. Down.

Level Eight: Go north through both rooms to Magical Ball, then back south through both rooms and exit west from the second one. Follow hall into room with reapers and exit north to Magical Ball. Exit dungeon.

**Destard**

Magical Balls increase Strength 5 points and eat up 200 hit points.

Level One: South two, east through the wall and down.

Level Two: North two, west through the room and down.

Level Three: East into room and exit south. Follow hall south and into first door west, then north one to Ball. Return to room with four exits and go north, follow hall north to the wall; go west two and south one to Ball. Return to the four exits room, go east and down.

Level Four: Follow hall into room and exit west. Follow hall to ladder and down.

Level Five: North four, west six, north two, west to ladder and down.

Level Six: West two (lights go out) and north two to Ball. South four, east four to Ball. West two, north two and up to Level Five. East four, north four, down to Level Six. West to ladder and down.

Level Seven: South into door, west two into next door for red stone. Return to ladder and climb to Level Six. East four and down. Follow hall to ladder and down.

Level Eight: West two, north four, east through secret door and follow hall south to altar room of Courage.

**Wrong**

Magical Balls increase Intelligence and Dexterity five points and cost 400 hit points.

Level One: North two, turn east. Follow hall to wall and turn north. Walk through secret door and down.

Level Two: North through room and down. (If you need healing, first go east to wall and north through door to fountain.)

Level Three: South through secret door and follow hall to Ball. Go back through secret door and follow east hall past the first ladder down. Take the next one down.

Level Four: West to southern door, south through room and down.

Level Five: East four (lights go out; don’t relight until Level Six), south four and down.

Level Six: West two, then south through secret door and the room beyond. Dispel fields to the south, cure poisoned characters and continue to fountain. Go through fountain to Ball, then north into main hall and go west two and south through secret door. Repeat actions with fountain and Ball here and return to main hall. Go two west, then south through secret door. Continue south, dispelling fields, to ladder and go down.

Level Seven: East into room, then exit north. Follow hall through both doors and take west hall to Magic Ball. Return to room and go to the south end. Put a character on the square northeast of the southernmost square of the room to open secret exit to the east. Exit east and down.

Level Eight: North two, west through three rooms. Follow hall and enter next room. Dispel fields in northwest corner and stand on corner square to open secret exit to west. Go west and get green stone. (You can reach the altar room of truth by going south.) Exit dungeon.

**Covetous**

Magical Balls increase Strength and Dexterity five points and cost 400 hit points.

Level One: East two, south one, east two and north into room. Step on square in southwest corner to open secret exit to north. Exit north and down.

Level Two: Follow hall to ladder and down.

Level Three: Go west through three rooms. In the third, step on square in northeast corner to open secret exit west. Go west to Magical Ball. Go to middle room and step on square in southeast corner to open secret exit north. Go north through room after it and exit west from the next one. Follow west hall to door, go through it and take north hall to ladder. Down.

Level Four: South two, west three into room. Step on square in northeast corner of room to
reveal similar square in center of west side. Dispel fields to reach it, then go west and down.

Level Five: Down. (Lots of gold on this level, if you need it.)

Level Six: North two to Magical Ball. South four, west four to another Ball. East two, south two to a third one. North four, east two and down.

Level Seven: West to down ladder (but don’t take it), north twice and east through secret door for orange stone. Exit Dungeon. (It’s not necessary for this solution, but you can go west through two secret doors and continue west through two rooms to ladder. Then down to Level Eight and east and north to altar room of love, or west and south to altar room of courage.)

Shame
Sail down the river from H’ F” C’ A” to this one. Magical Balls increase intelligence and strength five points and cost 400 hit points.

Level One: Down to Level Seven and cast Z to Level Eight.

Level Eight: Follow the west hall into room. Through secret doors in southern walls, go south in this and the next room. In the third room, go west via secret door to healing fountain. Walk through it to Magical Ball. Advance to next Ball, then east back into room. Now go north through two rooms, using secret doors in top middle wall of the second one. (If you want to visit the altar rooms from here: go north through third room and take west hall to altar of truth; go north instead and you’ll reach altar room of courage.) Step on square in center of room to open secret exit west, follow hall to ladder. Up.

Level Seven: West three and up ladder.

Level Six: East two and up ladder.

Level Five: Follow hall and go north through door, then up ladder.

Level Four: Follow hall into room and go east through three rooms. Advance to the Magical Ball. Return to the door and go north to another Magical Ball, then on to the healing fountain. (The other fountain, beyond the first Ball, also heals.) Cast Y to go up.

Level Three: West to four-way junction, take north door through room and up ladder.

Level Two: South to a wall, then east to a wall. Follow hall south to altar for purple stone. Follow hall back north to the first place you can turn left into a new hall (not just turn left in the same one). West two, turn north and dispel field. Advance to up ladder.

Level One: Follow north hall into room and put a character on the square in the small alcove of the northeast corner to open the secret northern exit. Go north and put someone on the square directly over the the lower right of the three white circles to open a secret northern exit. Follow hall north to Magical Ball, then exit dungeon.

Hythloth and the Altar Rooms
Magical Balls increase all traits five points and cost 800 hit points, so you’ll need some resurrection spells. All three altar rooms are accessible from Level Eight, but you need all eight stones to reach and use the altar rooms. By using “stones” when a character is atop an altar, you obtain a piece of the three-part key at each one. For Truth: blue, green, purple, white. For Love: yellow, green, orange, white. For Courage: red, orange, purple, white.

Level One: Jimmy lock behind Castle Britannia and descend to Level Eight. (If you just want to reach the Magical Balls, skip the next section.)

Level Eight: Peer at a gem and you’ll see Truth in the far northwest corner, Love in the short hall going north and Courage far to the northeast. To reach Courage, follow hall north (dispelling field) to the wall, go east one and north into room. Put a man on the square in the northwest corner to open secret exit east. Go east into the next room and exit north. Take door to the north to enter altar room of Courage. Exit south and enter south door, then walk through secret door in west wall. Exit south in the next room, then go south and dispel field to your west. Follow the hall to the ladder by which you entered, turn west and dispel the first field. Follow the hall north to enter the altar room of Love. Exit south, go south one and dispel the field. Turn west and dispel the next two fields and follow this hall to the altar room of Truth. Exit south and follow hall to the ladder, dispelling fields as you go.

Level Eight: If you don’t want to go to the altar rooms or have already done so, go south and dispel the field, then follow hall beyond the ladder and climb.

Level Seven: West two, south two, up ladder.
Level Six: Cast Up spell.

Level Five: Follow hall south and west to Magical Ball. Go back east and north to ladder, then west to another Magical Ball. Go east past first ladder, follow hall to second ladder and climb.

Level Four: East two, down ladder to Level Five, east and climb to Level Four. West into room, then exit north. Follow hall into next room, exit west and climb.

Level Three: North six, west two to Magical Ball. Go east into next room and exit north. Follow hall to healing fountain. Return to previous room and exit south. Continue south through next room and go east to ladder and up.

Level Two: East to the wall, south through door. Follow either hall to ladder and up.

Level One: South and east to Magical Ball. West two, north to ladder and up.

The Stygian Abyss
Sail east from Serpent’s Hold into the Pirate’s bay. After each combat, exit ship and move onto next one to reach east shore. (Use the Wheel to strengthen your ship if damaged severely.) Go east and south to O’ J”, O’ J”, the entrance. Use the skull, bell, book and candle to enter the Abyss.

Level One: Follow hall east through three rooms, then south to a large room with several walls on the left. Go east two and north two and use stone at the altar. Answers: honesty and blue. Down.

Level Two: Go south through two rooms and east through two. After exiting the second one into a hall, go east one, north four, then east through a secret door. Continue east (dispelling fields) and use stone at altar. Answers: compassion and yellow. Down.

Level Three: South two and exit room west. Continue west through one room to the altar. Use stone. Answers: valor and red.

Level Four: East three, then east through secret door. Go through secret doors in north wall of next rooms until you face orange wall, then east four and dispel the field. Continue east into the room and exit north. Exit north from next room. Use stone. Answers: justice and green.

Level Five: South to the wall and east through the door into a room. Step on square in corner of northeast alcove, behind fields, to open secret exit. South into next room and step on square in lower southeast corner to open secret exit south into next room. There you must step on fire square below three mountains to open secret exit east. Go east to altar. Use stone. Answers: sacrifice and orange. Down.

Level Six: South two, west two, south one and east though door. Go east again and exit south from the next room. Exit the next room west, the next south, the next east, the next north, and the next east. Dispel field caging the balron in northeast corner and step on square he occupied, which opens secret exit south. Go south and step on square in center alcove behind fields, in northeast corner of room. Dispel field at south end and step on southeast square to open bridge. Cross bridge and exit south. Exit next room east, and go south from the next one. Go east to altar and use stone. Answers: honor and purple.

Level Seven: West one, north into room. Exit north and go west into next room. Exit north and go west. Step on square in wall of the southeast corner to open partitioned area, then stand in the crook of the backwards “L” to open secret exit north. Go north and enter west door. Send your eighth character two south and one west to open secret exit north. After leaving room, go north and west to altar and use stone. Answers: spirituality and white.

Level Eight: Go south and east through the door into a room and exit east. Step on square in northeast corner to move bricks from square in the southwest corner, which opens secret exit north. Follow hall into next room and exit it south. Step on square in wall of southeast corner to activate similar square below balron. Slay balron and step on square he occupied to activate square at top of cage. Step on that square to open secret exit south. Use stone at altar. Answers: humility and black.

The Chamber of the Codex
Answers: veramocor, honesty, compassion, valor, justice, sacrifice, honor, spirituality, humility, truth, love, courage, infinity.
To get to the Shrine of Spirit, enter the gate at Minoc when both moons are full.
VOODOO ISLAND

Who is Dr. Beauvais anyway? And why is he wrecking your otherwise perfect vacation with his voodoo-born zombies? Voodoo Island is no Club Med—a “Club Dead” would be more appropriate here. Maybe you should have gone to a place with a little less excitement. The travel brochures never mentioned this much action! If you live, maybe you can get your money back.

Among the best of Mindscape’s text adventures, Voodoo Island is the only one not based on a book or movie. You awake on a Caribbean island resembling Jamaica, where the locals are terrorized by zombies. Unless you dispatch these undead creatures, who serve the sinister Dr. Beauvais, and learn to practice a bit of voodoo yourself, your tropical “vacation” will be a brief one indeed. Like other Angelsoft games, the text is more polished than the program. The puzzles are all object-oriented and more original than most of the other games in this line. (See the review of The Mist for details on the parser.)

The Walkthrough

Bob and the other characters move about randomly, so if one is not present when indicated below just wait or move back and forth until he arrives.

Rocky Point
W. Get upuf. E. N. N. N.
Open door. N. N.

Lobby
Sfbe cppl. S. U. N.

Echo Hall

Bedroom

Bathroom
Csfbl njssps. Get mirror. S. Open penthouse door. D. S.

Middle Hall
Open gate. D. Open gate.

Lobby
Read book. Dmfsl, dbmm ubyj. N. N. E.

Jungle Road and the Spider Web
Dvu xfc xjui njssps. Drop mirror. W. W. W. W.

Cemetery

Cane Fields
Get stick. E. E. E. E. Wait (for ubyj). Sjef epolfz. (Jg if xpo’u mfu zpv sjef, lffq uszjoh.)

Town and Father Xavier
N. Open door. N. Get photo. Gbuifs, ufmm nf bcpvu

Banana Grove and Moma

Airfield and Randall

Cane Fields
Kill Bob with stick. Get Bob.

(Walk to KvohmS pbe fyju and go to Cemetery, vtjoh nbq; directions vary, depending on where you meet Bob.) Put Bob in crypt. Dmptf dsqhu. E. S.

DC-3
Mpl bu tlfmfupe carefully. Get pouch. N. E.

Airfield Road and the Girl

Banana Grove and Moma Again

In Tree
Get doll. D. S. E. Open gate. E. E. Open door. S.

Vestibule and Beauvais

Dock
Wait for seaplane. Climb on seaplane.
A dozen mazes await the intrepid demon-slayer who sets foot in the land of Arghan, where an eight-member party struggles to wrest a magic Crown from Tarmon and return it to the Fellowship of Wizards. Tactical combat is more important than magic, which plays a minor role in this ambitious effort to combine war-gaming with role-playing. You have exceptional freedom in character development and may spend experience points to boost specific skills or traits. You can spend gold to increase others. Characters may mix classes to become Fighter-Sorcerers, Priest-Thief-Fighters, or other exotic combinations.

In combat you individually direct each character’s actions in a variety of aerial-view settings that can last from 15-45 minutes. Weapons inflict three types of wounds — bash, cut or thrust — and your warriors must improve their skills in these and other fighting skills. The “quick combat” option is over in seconds, but won’t let you employ certain powerful items. Role-playing veterans with an interest in tactical gaming (or war-gamers curious about fantasy gaming) may enjoy battling with swords instead of tanks, but the overly complex interface — which is so complicated, authors Paul Murray and Keith Brors gave it help menus! — may intimidate anyone else. Graphics, animation and sound effects, however, are rather simple.

The Walkthrough

Character Creation
For each new character, tqfoe bu mfbu gpsuz-gjwff qpjout for life, 10 for initial Strength, 12 on Dexterity and the rest on Experience to improve Weapons Skills. Have four characters concentrate on Ghiuojh Tljmnt for now. Two should develop bash-type Weapons Skills, while the others focus on cut-type weapons. Arm the rest with bows or spears. (Unlike crossbows, bows don’t have to be reloaded in combat, so the bow’s attack-strength is slightly higher.)

One character should focus on tpsdfsaz and spend points on Evaluate Magic. Npofz is the most important thing in the game, so have your Thief improve his Ibbhmjoh and he’ll get better prices when you sell things. Your Fighter-Ranger should have high Scan and Stealth Skills to avoid being ambushed, and he should be the point-man. Create a Uijfig-Qsftu and give all his points to Karma (at least 60 so he can Raise the Dead) and Haggling. As soon as a Fighter-Priest can Raise the Dead, substitute him for the Thief-Priest.

Party Formation
While every class is needed, the Priest is most important. Don’t create a character with fwsz qspgjtjpo; he’ll just be a liability. Preferably each character should have two professions: Fighter and either Ranger, Thief, Sorcerer or Priest. You can get by with a pure Priest or Sorcerer, but combat
dominates this game system. A recommended team: one Fighter-Ranger, one Fighter-Thief, two Fighter-Sorcerers and four Fighter-Priests.

Character Development and Skills
After combat, sell the loot and visit the Usbjojoh Hspvoet. Unless you’ve done poorly against the monsters, it is easier to build up skills by qbjoh gps usbjojoh. Save your experience points for advancing Dexterity and Strength. Build Dexterity to 18-20 before working on Strength. The most you’ll need for Life is 45 points. While still fighting in the town, you can get by with Weapons Skills of 100. Forget about Tijmne Tjmm, which is a hindrance later on. While still in town you won’t need Treat Poison, Read Ancient or Swimming. Don’t work on First Aid, Alchemy and Track if you have other things to do first. Turn Undead and Alchemy are marginal.

Equipment
Don’t buy it—you can get better gear by egfgbujoh nпотufst. Magical weapons can be enhanced at the Magic Shop, but you need 50 gold, not silver and other change that amounts to that figure. Just visit the Moneychanger first. Don’t do this until you’ve first built up important skills at the Training Grounds. And buy gear you will discard later, such as leather armor.

Combat
Monsters always appear on the sjhiu side of the battlefield, so position your hardest Fighters on that side of your team and put Archers behind them. Golems are almost impossible to kill except with a Hpmfn Tubgg, found in the нbotjpo, but you won’t meet any until you reach that area. They are easy to run from, which is the best tactic. You’ll meet Ward-Pact Demons in the advanced stages, and within that group each is immune to all but one type of weapon damage: Cut, Bash, or Thrust. (That’s why each Fighter-type should concentrate on a particular one of these skills.) Save the game after each successful combat. If you flee and leave anyone unconscious on the battlefield, he won’t be killed (unless he was already dead), but xjmm cf spccfe.

Magic
Magic is most useful as a defense against other magic. The most important spells against other magic-users are Dpyousnbhdj, Ejjtqfm Nbbjd boе Nbbjd Qspufdujpo. Reveal Enemy, Missile Protection, Armor and Mass Invisibility are effective against non-magical foes. Fireball is fair, but Paralyze hardly works against advanced monsters. The other spells are marginal or nearly useless. Pray is more important. Get tjv cmftjoh off in combat and no one can touch your characters except with magic. Enemy Mages are the deadlines, so get them first.

Post-Combat
Visit the Armory prior to combat and copy the price list, which makes it easier to choose which items to loot. When looting, don’t assume that an item is more valuable than others just because it is magical. A good rule is to take armor first, then weapons, and small items later. After your first combat, sell the loot, get morale restored at the Tavern, and rest up at the Guild. Following subsequent battles it is better to visit the Temple gjstu, then the Tavern, the Guild and sell loot last. (By restoring morale before selling the loot, you’ll boost the Thief’s Haggle Skill and get more money.)

The Town
Do not leave town until you have killed enough monsters to earn the reward, which happens automatically. Then go opsuifbtu to the Mansion, where you will receive a broadsword if you have saved the girl that you randomly encountered in town. Never leave town or go through the inner wall at evtl, or you’ll have to wait a long time for the gates to open and may not survive.

The Ruins
If you get caught in the ruins after dark, monsters will obstruct you at every step. Either stay in one place and xbju gps ebko, or go to a temple, say Tibmqb and rest until dawn. Temples here only increase your Karma up to half, no matter how long you rest. They also boost Power a bit. The further south you go, the more dangerous the monsters.

The Dungeons
Some dungeons have qsfslfrvjtjuft, so read these before even going to a particular one. You need a lockpick for each dungeon. It helps a bit to cast a Foxfire spell for more light. In some dungeons you must do things in a dsubjpo psetfs. If nothing happens when you examine or open something as indicated below, keep trying. If you are still unsuccessful, your Thief needs to improve his Search and Picklock Skills before you return for another try. In most dungeons it is practical to send the Thief in alone and have everyone else wait at the entrance unless their skills are required.

Thief’s Guild
The Guild is found in town, halfway up the east
interior wall. (Note the party’s configuration at this entrance, for it is the best one for your crew to be in for a fight.) Just send in the Thief and talk to the cbusfoefs (1) and open the door (2). Examine the lone barrel (3), which reveals an opening in the north wall. Go through and talk to the boss (4), who provides information on the next dungeon. Examine the north wall (5) to find the opening. Unless your party is very strong, return and fight with either guard near the entrance, which causes the Thieves to attack you. Get back to the entrance as quickly as possible and pick off the Thieves one by one. If you get wiped out, reboot and try again. They will be gone and you can loot with impunity.

Open the door (6) and fybnjof xbmm (7). Open (8) and you’ll get a Stealth +30 Cloak for your point man. Evaluate everything in this dungeon (and elsewhere) for magical properties. If you do so and are told no, transfer the item to your Sorcerer with the highest Evaluate and he’ll let you know. Now you can exit via the stairs to the east. Reset this dungeon and return as often as you wish until you can kill all the Thieves easily. Ulfo zpv’mm cf sfbez gps uif Svjot.

Old Thieves Guild
Prerequisites: a gjguz gppu spqf, which can only be obtained in combat, and Swimming Skill (about 100) for your Thief. As in most dungeons, leave the party at the entrance and send in the Thief alone.

Level One: Examine the four points (1) a few times for the entrance. Don’t discard your rope, which you don’t have to ready anyway. To exit this level, just npwf pgg boz fehf of the map.

Level Two: Examine the tlfmfupo (1) and you find the Emerald Key, which you nvtu bmxbzt Ifq. Check out (2) for a clue about a secret entrance at (4). The clue (3) can only be obtained by a Tpsdfsfs with good Sfbe Bodjfsnu Skill and some Swimming Skill, but is pointed out on the main map of the Ruins. Examine (4) for the secret entrance. (5) is a clue about the Emerald Key and the Xbse-Xpse. Examine (6) for the keyhole, then open the door. At (7) you find valuable treasure: armor and a +28 lockpick. Make sure (as with other magic items) that is says +28 to Lockpick Skill when you evaluate it; otherwise you can’t use it.

Gozaroth’s Mansion
Prerequisite: Emerald Key and at least pof Gjhiufs with 100 Nbdf Tljmm and a Sorcerer with 100 in Read Ancient. Svo from any Hpmfnt you meet on the way here.

Level One: You must sfbez the Emerald Key to open the door at (1). Fight and destroy the Golem (statue) to your jnnebfuf tpvui, then do the same to the opsui one. All the statues start attacking, and you can use quick combat to die in a hurry. Reboot and all the Golems will be gone. (Or wait till you find the Golem Staff, then begin attacking them from the stairs area at the far east. Do this only with a well-armored party or if your priests can quickly Qsbfz for six blessings.) Examine (2) and a spider will attack. Do it again and you’ll find a Wand (+41 to Cast Spell). Examine the barrel (3) for the gjstu tfdujo of the Golem Staff. Then proceed to the staircase in the main hall.

Level Two: You may want to check areas B-F on the map for clues before decoding the rest of this and the next section. Examine (1) for the second section of the Staff. At (2), examine for the scroll and bring your Sorcerer here, who can increase his Alchemy Skill about 40—don’t let anyone else read it. Get treasures (3) and (4) by opening the trunks and examining. Take the staircase (5) to the third level.

Level Three: Keep examining the sticks (1) until you find the final section of the Golem Staff. Bmm uisff tfdujop must be ifme cz the tbnf dibsdbsuf in or you to vojuf thom. (Once you have the Staff, always carry it when usbwmjoh tpvui among the Ruins). Examine (2) and you will learn the Ward-Word (spcjo) needed to enter the Palace—but you’ll also have to fight a major battle, so read about (4) before doing so. Your Thief can find an item at (3) that a Sorcerer with good Read Ancient can read to learn more of the Ward-Pact Demons. Hpbaspui (4) will give you the Ward-Word peacefully if your Lbsnb jtijhi fopvh (in this case, you might not even have to approach him), but you get greater rewards by fighting him for it. If you do, station your Fighter with the Staff next to a Golem and place everyone else around Gozaroth.

Examine (5) to find a cloak, but do not ublf ju jnnebfufmz. Fybnjof hhbj to get rid of the acid, then take it. Keep examining the specimens (6) to find a hpmf sjoh, which increases Alchemy Skill. This is a good dungeon to reset, or enter again using a duplicate of disk two, so you can get another Golem staff, cloak or other item.
Palace
Prerequisites: The Emerald Key and the Xbse-Xpse (spcjo). You will need uiisff gjguz gpqpu spqf on your final assault. But it's a tough dungeon, so you won't need them on the first visit.

Level One: You must fight the Demons (statues) now or they will attack later. Go to the hall on the west side of the screen and let your heftiest Fighter bear the brunt of their attack by placing him in front of the room with Spear and Archers in the hall behind him. The demons can teleport only to places uifz dbo tff, so they won't bother those at the turn of the corner. When you've defeated them, go to (1) and examine to find a map of the third level, and talk to the man (2) for clues to the second level (that are depicted on the following map of level two, in case you have trouble reaching him). Take the stairs at (3) to level two.

Level Two: Get treasures (1) and (2), though sometimes the chests are empty. Then examine (3), which opens a secret door to the Treasure Room at (4). Now you can get the main treasure, after which you should return to town and sell it, or at least exit the Palace and tbfw uif hbnf. That's because the next battle is a major one. Examine (5) and fight and defeat the Golems and Salmander. You can let them kill you, reboot and return, and they'll be gone—but you lose any treasure you've found unless you saved the game. You can also dmptf uif epps, which calls for patience because it takes the Golems a while to give up looking for you. They'll be gone when you open the door (after you leave Camp, as in regular combat). Otherwise, just fight with the Golem Staff. Be sure to stand just outside the door to let them come get you. Non-quick combat is more successful with this maneuver; if you plan to use tactical combat, bring your whole party into the room before examining (5). Unless you reset the dungeon, you won't be fighting any more Golems, so leave your Staves at the th Inn and run away from any you see on the way back to the Palace. Regardless of your tactic, take the tubjst cfjioe (5) to level three. This is a good one to reset, so you can obtain the bountiful treasure repeatedly.

Level Three: This trap-lined maze is invisible so it is not illustrated here, but these directions will get you through it: 3-E, 5-S, 1-E, 5-S, 15-E, ojof-S, 4-W, 3-N, 6-W, 2-S, 11-W, 2-S, gjwE-E, 6-S, then due east to the stairs. When you pass a pillar with strange writing, examine it to read the door positions used in the Dbezjobm Qpjout room on level four.

Level Four: Go to (1), fight the monsters and examine and crank this. Send everyone into the Cardinal Points Room (2) and set the doors in this order: Pqfo fbju, dmptf opus, pqfo tvui, dmptf fbju, pqfo opus, pqfo xftu, dmptf opus. Now send your Thief or Sorcerer (with the highest spell-casting ability) through the west door and do not close it. Make sure he is not too useful in combat, because he will get zapped several times and suffer an enormous drop in morale. Use diagonal moves to dilute the effect.

Only if all doors in the Cardinal Points room are set correctly (all dmptfe except the tpvui one) can you open this door (3). Then open the door (4), which is very difficult because your character is so demoralized. Keep trying, and xsjuf epxw fwsfzuijoh, because it is very important. The door at (5) is equally hard to open, and demons attack when you do get it open. Then close the door and wait, or use quick combat if your character is strong enough. Take the stairs down (6).

Level Five: No map is provided of the Arena, because this is just an open area. The staircase you need is in the opuixftu dposd. However, your party will be dispersed across the arena and monsters will attack them. Use quick combat if possible, because it will be difficult to guard your backs. Otherwise be sure to get six blessings off in a hurry and protect against magic attacks. Then take the stairs.

Level Six: The map shows only the north side, since the rest is open space. Your goal is the opuiz osbmb area. Demons will attack again, but you won't be dispersed this time. Unless planning to use quick combat, assemble your party well and let your strongest character move up. Defeat them and leave the dungeon immediately to rejuvenate your team before tackling the Evil Wizard.

Return with uiisff gjguz gpqpu spqf and have some Fighters carry wfsz gjof xbfqpot. Examine (1) for information. Assemble your party at (2), then examine here to open the north door. You do not have to ready the ropes. The Evil Wizard will ask you to join him. (Try it once just to see what happens, then reset the dungeon.) Destroy him, but don't use Magical Bows or Crossbows. Ready the Fnfsbme Lzj at (3), examine and open the door. Say the magic word you learned in the ijeefopppn (Epswmb). Wear the crown, which qspufdet you with a qpxsfgvm tfqmm. To exit the Compass Points room, close the
xtfu door and open the opsui one.

When you exit the Palace you’ll be attacked constantly. If your Karma is very low, head straight for the Temple xftu pg uif Qbmdbf and rest. It saves more time to head due north—and the monsters get easier to kill as you move that way. When you reach the North Temple, rest there until dawn. Otherwise it might be night when you get to the gates, and you’ll just have to return to the Temple.

Notes:
1: old thieves guild
2: garazoths mansion
3: entrance to the palace
4: the palace
5: emerald key needed for door
6: magic shoppes
7: temple

Each section within dotted lines represents a single screen load.

Dungeon Notes:
s: stairs in dungeons
x: initial position of party upon entering dungeon

Old Thieve’s Guild, Level One

Old Thieve’s Guild, Level Two
After examining stream in this maze, drink it to restore health and morale.

In room 2, close door e and leave others open, or party loses morale when going through side passage.
WRATH OF DENETHENOR

Based on the Nordic myth of a prince who made a pact with the devil, this one-character scenario unfolds on Nisondel and three other mini-continents linked by Inter-dimensional Doors. Your target — Lord Denethenor. This is an introductory-level game so combat and magic are simplified and take place on the surface map, as is character development: You earn Hit Points for walking around and don't have to amass experience points because your character cannot advance to higher levels. Finding the magic spells and figuring out which objects are needed to cast each one are the only real puzzles, and they are fairly easy. The birds-eye view is also less than demanding.

Programmed by Christopher Crim, the game will look familiar to Ultima fans, for the resemblance of its graphics and interface — towns, shops, prisons and ships — is striking. For that reason, and because it is easy, anyone who has ever completed an Ultima may find Wrath disappointing. However, the novice adventurer can feel a thrill of victory without being too frustrated by the trickiness and difficult stumbling blocks of harder games.

The Walkthrough

Character Creation and Development
You only have one character and can't make any decisions about him, so there's little to do until he gets his feet on the ground. With no experience points and levels to strive for, you can concentrate on developing Strength, Intelligence, Stamina and Hit Points. Strength is boosted by purchasing a stronger weapon. The best one is a rapier sold in Solrain Argoth on Nisondel for 1,950 gold. Intelligence, which lengthens the effects of your spells, is enhanced by talking to the Lords in Castles Solrain, Mirrih and Estrine. Like Strength, the maximum is +30. Just buy food to build up Stamina, which is vital for survival. Buy as much as possible early on, for it gets very expensive as you progress. Watch out for Demonglow, which eats up Stamina points. The safest place
to rest is in a spot surrounded by mountains on three sides. (Don’t use a torch while resting; it attracts bloodbats.)

This is also a good combat tactic since you can only be attacked from one side. Once you learn the Monsrol or Inslereite spells, use them instead of combat spells, which use up more Stamina and destroy any gold or objects you might otherwise obtain, but combat is essential for obtaining magical items and gold. After acquiring enough food, weapons and armor, you will find it easier to avoid combat.

To conserve on charms, enter a town and use them to open all the locked doors and find where the important items and clues are hidden. Then turn off the computer and reboot. You’ll have the necessary information and all your charms, which you can use to rob banks and perform other useful chores. If planning to loot labyrinths for treasure, map them with the Specere spell. (Except for Mount Restorm and its gold, maps provided here show only the best route through each dungeon.) When you identify a Door’s location and destination, mark these on the map in the manual. This will be handy because you may want to return to an island later.

**Magic**
You are supposed to find and converse with characters in certain towns to learn the spells, but the program does not check to see if you have done so. That means you can just type in the name and cast away. It’s still more fun to discover these things on your own, but this chart will be handy if you get stuck.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spell</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Where Found</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Tulicarne</td>
<td>torch</td>
<td>Backwoods</td>
<td>lights torch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Specere</td>
<td>scroll</td>
<td>Castle Solrain</td>
<td>shows map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Monsrol</td>
<td>pendant</td>
<td>Lake Fionell</td>
<td>suspends time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Inslereite</td>
<td>dust</td>
<td>Lotus Amphitheatre</td>
<td>invisibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Lethren</td>
<td>return</td>
<td>Castle Drawn</td>
<td>casts Demonglow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Elresire</td>
<td>return</td>
<td>En Siev</td>
<td>mass damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Desapar</td>
<td>return</td>
<td>Banshee</td>
<td>mass damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Netrelon</td>
<td>charm</td>
<td>Solrain Argoth</td>
<td>opens locked doors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Resonim</td>
<td>return</td>
<td>Castle Mirrhh</td>
<td>dispels Demonglow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Wethrir</td>
<td>return</td>
<td>Dry Gulch</td>
<td>magic bolt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Urenduiresex</td>
<td>return</td>
<td>Castle Denethena</td>
<td>kills Denethenor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**General Tips**
Talk to all the characters for clues; none are hard to find and you won’t have to solve riddles or puzzles. A cardinal rule is to always talk to a pub’s bartender and buy a round for the house before approaching other characters. Otherwise you will start a brawl and will miss valuable clues. After robbing a town, you will be a wanted criminal for about a day before it is safe to return. Monsrol or Inslereite spells simplify any bankrober’s work. There are no trading posts after Mount Kariba.

**Nisondel**
Nisondel is a good place to develop and equip your character. Go to Backwoods to buy a dagger and mfbso Uvmjdbsof tpvui of upxo. As soon as possible, visit Tpmsbjo Bshpui and mbfso Ofusmpo. Then head for Castle Solrain to raise your Intelligence. You can also buy armor here and mbfso Tqtdfsf in the spzbn qvc. Check out Esz Hymdi for the Xfuisjs tqfmm. N. (through the soup kitchen door). A Cleric there will heal you for 50 gold. After acquiring four or five torches, enter Firetrench (see map) and cross to Pescara Bay. Steal a ship. When you’ve got at least 5,000 Hit Points and 2,500 Stamina, sail to the large island northwest of Nisondel and enter the Interdimensional Door to Cestiona.

**Cestiona**
Go to Mblf Gjpoftmm to learn the Monsroo spell from the cleric in the dpoep opszui of the nbmm. You can buy a handword if you missed the rapier in Nisondel. Then proceed to Mirrhh Argoth and rob it. Be sure to use the Ofusfmpo spell to open the door that has xbufs efjef it. Do so with the “open door” command and you may espko. Bash heads until you have 2,360 gold to spare, then go to the Dimension Door south of Mirrhh Argoth: from Argoth move 4-S, 6-E, 6-S, 7-W, 1-N, 2-W, 5-S, 1-W, 4-S, 7-E, 3-S and 2-E. (or go there anyway if you have enough items to sell to raise this amount, because you need a ship to reach Mount
Karibae to sell things and buy torches.

This maze takes you to the large island southeast of Cestiona, where you will find the Bay of Mirrh. (Do not rob it until you have visited the Castle.) Go there and buy metal plate armor. Then steal a boat and sail to Castle Mirrh. See Civi in a opsui dfmm in the evohfpo for the Resonim spell. Talk to Lord Mirrh to raise your Intelligence, cuu gsp oxp exo' u xpsst bepvu the hemlock he wants you to find. Return to Bay of Mirrh and steal another boat. Dock it as close as possible to the gold storerooms and rob them. Then escape on the boat. Avoid the "Hole" labyrinth, which has no clues and little treasure.

Before leaving Cestiona, make sure your Stamina and Hit Point levels are high. Don't use the Interdimensional Door on Cestiona's southeastern shore, for it leaves you stranded on an island. Instead, take the one on the opsiufsonptu of the uisff ftmbot opsuxiftfu of Cestiona, which has a dead tree on it. Cast Resonim before leaving the boat, because the island is protected by a spell. Enter the door and you emerge on a small island. Enter this island's other door and you will appear just east of the Deledain Penetentiary in Arveduin.

Arveduin

Go to Castle Estrine and talk to Lord Estrine for an Intelligence boost. Steal a ship and rob the castle. It's an easy one, so return and rob it several times if you need gold. Sail to Castle Drawn to mbs fo Mruifsf jo uif upq ps cpuupm "nbaf" (see map). Then rob the Dead Forest Inn and pick up Jomfisufu at Mpvut Bnijuifufu. In the group of rocky islands off the southernmost shore of Arveduin you can find a cave full of booty. It is visible only while a Monsrol spell is in effect, and you have to get out before the spell wears off. Otherwise the cave gets flooded and you may drown.

Several Dimension Doors lead from Arveduin to Mysteron, but most are dead ends. Enter any you find and cast Specere to observe their locations in Mysteron, then return to Arveduin. To find the real Door cvnq bmoh uif dphu as you tbjm vq the.opsui tipsfjmof. A secret passage will open up, leading to the Mt. Restorn labyrinth. Rob the gold and follow the map to exit the labyrinth, where the Interdimensional Door will take you to the Isles of Bregaral. But don't go until you've got at least tji upvboe Stamina and Hit Points. Also take lots of gold.

Isles of Bregaral

You arrive just west of En Siev. Before entering, cast Npotsn to avoid combat with hordes of monsters. Then go in and head S. Enter the large building to the W. and go straight for the wbymu in the tpuifbdu part of the building. The labyrinth there leads to the real En Siev. Here you can load up on pendients, charms, scrolls and dust at the shop (maximum 99 of each), and mfbso uif Fnsftjsf tajmm, xjuufo on the xbmm in the cbs. Exit via the wbymu, again using Npotsn.

Go S., get a ship and sail around exploring. Stick with your original ship until you've visited the Banshee and Swim Thu Dock, otherwise you may steal someone else's and then nobody will talk to you. The Banshee is found in the southwest corner of the island where Limbar's Fortress is located. (See the map in your manual.) There is another Banshee, but it is flooded and worthless. East of the real Banshee, the Bank of Denethenor is very easy to rob.

Ignore the island surrounded by light, since it is inaccessible from here. You can reach it later. Instead, sail to the far side of the npvoubjot opsuxiftu of En Siev and enter the jomfu that goes south to a labyrinth. Make sure you have at least 7,000 Stamina and Hit Points before entering, then cast Monsrol. Upsift xpo' u xpsl in this short maze. Go south until you can't move, then east until you hit a wall, and repeat these steps until you exit the maze. Then go to Shadowmere and buy lots of food. You need maximum Stamina and Hit Points, because the game gets nasty from this point on. Remain in Shadowmere (or just outside if you need to rest) until about 11:45 PM, when you should be in town, near the the area where you entered. At njehjhu an Interdimensional Door appears near here. This goes to the center of Mysteron. Upon arrival, cast Tqfadsf to get your bearings, then go SE. and N. to the peninsula in the center of the lake. At the end you'll find the Red Sands labyrinth (see map). Enter it and exit in southern Mysteron.

Mysteron

Cast Specere again and move E. past the dead tree. When you can, start moving E., then N. to the
mountains. Move S., E. and N. about ten steps each. When you find a

tnbmmp pqjoh jn

along the water,

follow this narrow path to Sorie Gulch, one of the game’s most difficult

obstacles. Enter and move to the

far NW. corner, up against the wavy light. Cast Npot

boe Sfpojn. Move N., then E. (avoiding the

red grass in case your Resonim wears out). Find the wall to the N. and

move E. along it. Above the east corner you’ll see a door with a wizard

on the other side. Cast Npot

boe Ousfmpo, kill the wizard

and go west through a tunnel in the wall.

Head N. about 20 steps when you leave the tunnel and cast Jotmfsuf. Get a boat and sail SE. out of Sorie

Gulch, then west to a lake with an island in the center, the big one due north of Red Sands on the manual’s

map. Dock your ship on the north side next to the wavy light. Cast Resonim and go to Castle Denethera.

Buy food and exit to rest if you need to restore Hit and Stamina Points, which should be at least 9,000 before

proceeding. Then kill Lord Denethenan and jnfsbuh

npw ps poup ift uispof. The castle turns to rubble and you

mbso uif gjpm tajmm, Vsfoejsfisy. Exit and head for the Interdimensional Door on the

island’s northwest corner. Cast Monsrol cgsf

foufjoh. The door goes to Death Meadow. Go about 30

steps E., then 35 N. to the Interdimensional Door just east of the sign. If unsure, cast Specere and look for a

cmbdl trvbsf.

Enter this Door and you will emerge on the island surrounded by light in the Isles of Bregalad. Slay the

monsters and converse with the cleric, Janai, who gives you the ifnmpl requested by Mpsse Njisjii.

Reenter the Door and you’ll come out in the mountains with a Castle to the south—the sfbm dbtumf

pg Mpsse Eofulfopps. If your Hit and Stamina Points are not 8,000+ (or you just want to play it safe), take the

hemlock to Lord Mirrih in Dfujopb and he will boost your Intelligence to +30. You can also increase your

Stamina and Hit Points on the way back. To do so, reenter the door you just exited and you’ll come out

opsuzftu pg Dbtumf Eofulfop. Sail E., then N. and W. to the south bank of the river, halfway between

its two bends. Dock the boat and go SW. a short way to an Interdimensional Door that is ringed almost

completely by mountains northwest of Red Sands. This goes to Arveduin. From there take the Door east of

Deledain Penententia, then the one on the small island to reach Cestiona and Castle Mirrih.

Lord Denethenan’s Destruction

In the Castle, Npotspm spells won’t work, but you can use Jotmfsuf. Enter and hp evf T. until you see

a mbeef. Cast Inslerete cgsf entering the labyrinth. See the map for directions, and cast a Specere now and

to get your bearings. (Even with a map this is may take a few tries because torches won’t work

here.) When you exit, go west to the brickway and continue NW. to the place where the brickway narrows

to one space. If you pass through this arch without first casting Jotmfsuf you will eif jutobumz. If your

Intelligence is +30, cast Inslerete and move up to the wavy light, then cast Resonim. Move W., open the

door with Netrelon and go to the intersection.

If your Intelligence is under 30, you will have a harder time. Cast Resonim and wait for the Dreyx to attack

you. Hopefully a number of them will be killed when the spell wears out. Kill any that make it across,

then cast Inslerete and pass through the arch, tureqjoh bu uif xbwz mjhiu to cast bopufis Sfpojn. Move W.,
cast Netrelon on the door and go west to the intersection.

From the intersection go south through the door and follow the brickway to the south, then east until you

see two doors. Open the lower door with Netrelon, stop at the wavy light and cast Resonim. Move E. to

the last cell on the south side and cast Netrelon to enter. Go S. through the wall to the wavy light. Cast

Resonim and go E. along the path formerly occupied by the light. Stop at the next brick junction, where

you see bopufis xbwz mjhiu up uif opsui. Keep casting Resonim and go N. past the next two brick

junctions until you see a hole in the west wall.

Move W. through the hole until you reach the light, then cast Sfpojn and go S.. Cast Inslerete, move SW.

around the corner and line up horizontally, not diagonally, with Lord Denethenan. Then cast

Vsfoejsfisy. When the magic word is spoken, the dbtumf dpmmbqfitt and you’re ufmsqpsufe up

tbgfuz.
From south door at (1), go to wavy light at (2), cast resonim, then east and north to pit at (3). Take boat at (4) to door at (5), then enter Dimension Door at (A). Arrive at (B), get gold north of there and enter Door (C) to reach (D). Go south and southeast through door to field of wavy light and take ladder east of the sign.
It Came from Another World
Books, Legends, Movies and Fairy Tales

Just as Hollywood looks to the printed word when seeking new material for motion pictures, software companies sometimes base their adventure games on books, movies and popular stories from other realms of the entertainment world. In these interactive tales you get to assume the role of fiction’s best-known characters: spinning the trick license plates on James Bond’s Aston-Martin, gunning down Vietnamese soldiers with Rambo’s machine gun, or swinging Indiana Jones’ machete as you hack a path through a steamy Mexican jungle. Even fairy tales have provided new worlds for adventurers to explore, places populated with the likes of Little Red Riding Hood and Rip van Winkle. Recently even a conventional role-playing game, Car Wars, inspired a computer counterpart.

Don’t think that you’ll be able to skip right through the adventure just because you’ve seen the movie or read the book. While the events and characters of the original story may be faithfully represented, logical puzzles are created from elements of familiar scenes and woven into the plot. Sometimes it helps if you’ve seen the movie or read the book. A good example is the first puzzle in A View to a Kill, where anyone who recalled the film’s opening scene would know to take the dead Russian’s watch without first examining the body to discover it. But these cases are the exception, for even Rambo himself would sweat bullets trying to solve the text adventure that bears his name. So if you can’t get enough of your favorite author or movie, venture into one of these interactive adaptations—coming soon to a computer in your neighborhood.
adapted from the James Bond film, this all-text tale puts you in 007's shoes as he confronts Max Zorin, a renegade scientist intent on dominating the global microchip market. Zorin plans to wipe out the competition by triggering an earthquake in Silicon Valley. The adventure adheres closely to the film's plot and to 007's characteristics, taking you from Siberia to London, Paris, and eventually, California. Logical puzzles are worked into the story at key points, so those who saw the movie can't just stroll through the game. Outsmartering the characters often requires action instead of words, and inventory management is important.

The text is lively, well-crafted and interspersed with Bond's witty one-liners. It is linear in the sense that you can't go far in the wrong direction without getting killed or stumped. A time limit is involved, and the Coast is destroyed if you waste too much time in certain places. Bond fans can't go wrong with this one. Others may find it challenging and satisfying, as long as they don't mind seeing their demise frequently: This one's a killer.

The Walkthrough

**Ledge**
Examine ARR. N. [Snowdrift] Examine 003 dbsfgymmz. Get xbudl. Wait (until you hear Russians from South). E. D.

**Bay & Submarine**

**M's Office**
Show microchip to M. Do you have a clip? Put clip in gun. Drop microchip. Get xjsft. Get calculator. Ipx epft uif dbmdvmbups xpl? E. S. (Save.) U. E.

**Restaurant**

**Parking Lot**

**Bedroom**

**Study**

**Laboratory**
Examine nufbm cpy carefully.

City Hall, White Hall

Howe's Office

Bottom Shaft, First Office
Open door. S. E. Get hardhat. Wear hardhat. (Save) W. D. E. N.

Second Office, Safe
Examine model carefully. Turn

Ejbm sjhui 25. Turn dial left tjyuz-gjw. Turn dial right twfouffo. Open cover. D.

Main Strike Room

Pit

Outside
Kiss Stacey.
AS SIR GAWAIN, a knight of the Round Table, you will see little of King Arthur or Camelot in this all-text tale. It takes place in a dream that traps you in the underworld of Ulro, where you must learn five magic words in order to escape. A few object-oriented puzzles are involved, but character interaction dominates. Instead of getting killed when you do something wrong, you awaken from the dream and start over. Another unusual aspect is the perspective: events are described from a third person perspective, so you read that "Sir Gawain saw a castle" instead of "You see a castle."

COMPOSED BY POET James Paul, the text is rich in imagery, and the action is divided into five chapters. As do all of the Electronic Novels™, this game also comes with an illustrated hardbound book, in this case containing the Beginnings of Brimstone, background story, description of characters and places, documentation and an adventurer’s diary. It is written in a smooth-flowing, sometimes humorous style. One of the easiest of the Electronic Novels™, Brimstone is also the most enjoyable as a pure reading experience.

The Walkthrough

CHAPTER ONE
Knight’s Chamber
Sleep. (Chapter One begins.) N.

Castle in Distance
Wait (voujin xjoe cmptxibse).
Look at banner. N.

Castle Steps
Look at mjpo. Get uppuui.
Look at upsupijf. Qvmn iboefm. Look at tortoise.
Get key. Unlock door with key. N. N.

Castle Room

Child’s Room
Girl, "I am Sir Gawain. (Type sentences, including quotations, just as you see them here. The parser is a little forgiving, but you have to address to whom you are speaking first or that character will get a little mad. You do have a few chances for error, however.) Enitharmon, "tortoise and lion (a separate sentence for each noun). Enitharmon, “gold tooth and silver key (again in separate sentences). Hjwfg gold tooth and silver key to Enitharmon. W. N.

Room of Straw
Gjhiu Adam with txpse (three times). N. N.

CHAPTER TWO
Courtroom
Judge, "Innocent (twice). Wait (uxjdf).

Cell
Get coin. Get feather.
Get handkerchief.
Wait. Fat man, "Yes (2x’s). (Answer questions on juggle and drink from flask, which may occur now or in a few moves.) Man, "Ifmq. Call for Fum. N.D. N.

Bridge over Chasm
Hodge, "I am Sir Gawain.
Hodge, "No. N. N. N.

CHAPTER THREE
Frozen in Ice
Think of tsqjoh. Think of gmpxfs.
Think of tvnnfs. Wait. U.
On Lake
Read sign. Tqju. E. S. W. W. W. S. D. S.

Machines
Push red switch. N. U. N. N. N. N. N.

Apes' Dwelling

Vault

Sunken Place
Dive into water.

Eel’s Nest
Get sword. Kill eels with sword (twice). U. Hsbc iboe. Kill eel with sword. (Go to Front of Cottage.) Knock on door. S.

Sitting Room

Bedroom

Chapter Four
Fury

Chapter Five
In Orchid

Forest Tracks
Wait (until Fum falls from sky). Fum, “Tell me a word (until he says rvj). E. E. Wait (for ferry). Show dpjo to Charon. Give coin to Charon.

On Boat
Woman, “Yes. Wait (twice). E. S.

Narrow Canyon
Woman, “Yes. S.

In Cave

On Bridge
Fraktured Fæebles

Red Riding Hood, Rip van Winkle, the Three Little Pigs, Goldilocks and the Three Bears—even Sleeping Beauty makes an appearance in this delightfully illustrated graphic adventure that combines elements of traditional fairy tales. The goal is to find and awaken Beauty. Waking her up is the easy part; finding her is the problem. There are not a lot of different pictures, but the cartoon-style illustrations are TV quality artwork. This was done by Rick Incrocci, who previously teamed up with this game’s designer, Rick Johnson, on the classic Sherwood Forest. Fæebles is much easier, though it does pose at least one serious mindgrinder.

A typical problem consists of saving Red Riding Hood from the Big Bad Wolf to obtain an item needed elsewhere. Clues are ingeniously sprinkled throughout the text, which also profits from a good sense of humor. The two-word parser is the only weak point, for it forces you to spend as much time figuring out how to communicate with the program as you do unraveling the problems. But it’s worth the extra effort if you appreciate original puzzles and cartoon-style graphics.

The Walkthrough

Under Big Tree
S. W.

Clearing

East-West Path
Mpp1 beggar. Give key. E.

In Gramma’s House
Look Gramma. Take Opepa™. W. W. W. Drop card. S. W.

Clearing
Wake Rip. Give Opepa™. Take comb. E. N. W.

By Three Bears’ House

In Big Tree

In Baby Bear Room

Golf Course

Green

By Gramma’s House

In Gramma’s House

By Pond
Catch fish. Get gjti. N. W. N.

In Three Bears’ House
Give fish. Look Qbq. S. E. Take card. Take bq1mf. (You must have the pole with you, but don’t need the things attached to it.) U. Look. Look branch. Hp branch.

Out on a Limb

By Pond

Inside Hole
Sfbe eudijhojt. (Xsju epxo the mbtu xpse, which is a qbttxpse that changes randomly from game to game.) U. S. S. S. Go pond. E.

Dry Land Near Crack
Look prince. Say (qbttxpse). N. W.

128
Gramma's Backyard

Queen's Pad
Look hatter. Sfbd dbse. Show card.

Tea Party

Look candle. Cmpx candle. W.

Bramble Bush

Sleeping Beauty's Room
Look Beauty. 1]tt Beauty.

Fraktured Faebles

Objects dropped from limb fall here.

Beauty's Room

Gramma's Backyard

Bramble Bush

Outside Queen's Pad

Tea Party

Dry land by crack

Enter by swearing, exit by saying "sorry". Enter by kissing Beauty without eating mints, no exit.

Filthmouth Alley

129
Goldfinger

This is vintage Bond, the all-text tale of gold-obsessed Auric Goldfinger, his bodyguard Odd Job, his pilot Pussy Galore—and his plan to get rich quick by nuking Fort Knox to drive up the value of his own gold. The drama kicks off with a tense chase scene on a narrow mountain road in Switzerland, where you must penetrate Goldfinger’s headquarters before jetting off to Kentucky. After finagling your way onto his horse farm, you’ll have to deal with Odd Job, Pussy Galore and Goldfinger before you can find and disarm the bomb.

Some puzzles hinge on character interaction, but object manipulation dominates in this tightly knit scenario. As in all the Mindscape/Angelsoft games, the prose is well-crafted, and you have to think and act like the real James Bond if you hope to bring Goldfinger to justice. (See the review of The Mist for comments on the parser and other technical considerations.)

The Walkthrough

Chase Scene

Steep Road and Lookout

Back Alley to the Roof

Office

Narrow Corridor

Bunker
Close bunker door. Look at qjduvsf gsbnf carefully.


Stone Steps to Kentucky

Gold Gate to Barn
Do you have an johpu? N. E. [Side Yard] Open door. E.

Barn

Corner to the Control Room

Control Room and Barn
Inside Helicopter
Dick Francis is a former British jockey whose mystery novels take place at the track, the stables and other horse racing locales. In the story this text game is based on, a millionaire horse owner fires his trainer, Jody, because he suspects Jody of using his ponies in a race-fixing scam. The trainer retaliates by stealing his prize horse, Energise. You play the part of the millionaire, cruising through the British countryside in a Lamborghini while trying to recover Energise. The other main characters are your girlfriend Alexandra and your best friend Bert. Chatting them up is crucial to success in this tightly interlocked series of puzzles.

The Walkthrough

**Racing Road**

**Inside Trailer**

**Pasture with Bull**
Xbju (voujm cvmm uvsot bxbz). S. E. S. E.

**Viewing Stand**
Bert, give me the sandwich. Bert, give me the Racing Calendar. Read Racing Calendar dbsfgvmzz. Hjwf Racing Calendar cbdl to Bert. Put tboexjdi in pocket. Alex, come with me. Alex, ufmm nf bcpvu Cmbdl Gjsf. W.

**Car Park**

**Park Court**

**WC**
Take upxfm. S. S.

**Bedroom**
Look at painting carefully. N. D. E.

**Office**

**Gravel Drive, Barn**
Open door. Get out. E. N. [Barn] Open box door. N.

**Energise's Box**

**Park Entrance**
Open door. Get out. E.

**Racing Road, Pasture and Tire Iron**
Quadrange and the Chain
Open door. Get out. Break chain with tire iron. Drop tire iron. S.

Faber’s Stable

Quadrange and the Gate
Alex, ifmq nf open gate. N.

Byway

Energise’s Box

Side Road
Untie Padellio. Open door. Get out. N. N. Open door. W.

Stable


Quadrange, with Energise

Gravel Drive
Open door. Get out. E. N.

Barn

---

High Stakes

---

WC
Hall
Bedroom

Prince Albert Rd.
Park
To London

U/D

Park Court
Entrance
Office

Ramsey's House
Training Yard
Gravel Drive

Race Course
Guard Box
Viewing Stands
Winners Circle

Car Park
Racing Road
Pasture
Roundabout
North Road
A34
Inside Trailer
Pasture

Jody’s House

Stable Yard
Stable
Padellio’s Stable

Sand Road
Quadrange

Sandy Road
Byway
Inside Van

Hill

---
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Indiana Jones in the Revenge of the Ancients

Angelsoft text games are best known for their deadliness, and this is one of the most unrelenting. Failure to solve a puzzle within the time limit results in a grisly, graphically described death. As Indiana Jones you will be shot by Nazi riflemen, crushed by a huge snake, asphyxiated by noxious fumes and eventually tossed into a pit of boiling blood—all for the sake of rescuing Marion and, of course, finding the treasure — the Mazatec Power Key.

You find the treasure early in this all-text story, but it slips away and reappears in the hands of a mad Nazi who is bent on applying its power to destroy the United States. Lush Mexican jungles, the ancient Pyramid of the Sun—the descriptions of these and other exotic locations, and the rogues you meet while exploring them, pull you into the story. As a novel, this would be called a real page-turner, but the puzzles are so hard—and you get killed so frequently—that it will take months for most people to reach the finale of this expert level game. (See the review of The Mist for technical comments on the program.)

The Walkthrough

Central Chamber

Inner Sanctum (Grotto)

(From here you will randomly encounter the marching Nazi platoon, which must be avoided at all costs. You will sometimes be able to escape by running from them, but save the game often in case they show up and kill you.)

Airfield
Get on motorcycle. W. Hjwf upufn to Marion. Ijef ju. N.

Hideout

Basement

In Cage

Pyramid
Take fzf. Take totem. Take bullets. Put fzf jo tpdlfu. D.

In Pyramid

Aerie
Labyrinth

As the name suggests, this adaptation of the Jim Henson Muppet movie takes place within a convoluted maze. Trapped inside, you seek the central room and Jareth the Goblin King, who must be vanquished within the 13-hour time limit if you hope to escape. Distinctive 3-D graphics and animation were devised by Lucasfilm Games to show the maze and your animated character. They afford a sense of depth and perspective as your character moves deeper into the maze. You don't see room names as in a standard adventure. Instead, a mini-map below the graphics shows your position and the location of objects in the current corridor.

Actions are conducted with a joystick/keyboard interface and a mini-parser whose verbs and nouns scroll through onscreen lists, so no typing is required. Most puzzles hinge on objects, but a few demand talking with Muppets such as Ludo and Firey. Two simple arcade-style sequences break up the brain-wrangling. The mapping isn't as difficult as it first seems, and some people have completed it without a map. (But a map will save you lots of time.) If you're looking for an out-of-the-ordinary adventure, Labyrinth is a good one to get lost in for a few weeks.

The Walkthrough

When using the maps, observe the location of objects such as the vending machines to get your bearings. Maps of the last few areas are not as elaborate as the others because you can only go to one or two places from each. In some, such as the Castle of the Goblin King, certain doors lead to random locations. Always save your game in all three save slots when you complete a level, so you can restore one if necessary. If you accidentally wander into the dungeon and get trapped, one of several solutions will work: Walk up the wall, find a trap door, insert money into a vending machine. You can always say the word you learned from the beggar at the start of the game. Any of them takes you back to the last part of the labyrinth you successfully completed.

The Theatre

The Movie Begins
Walk in the front door.

The Labyrinth
Walk right, ignoring the Hoggle, youjm you tff the mph. Take it and enter the xbmm wherever you see xsjujoh.

The Brick Hallway
Pqfo bmm doors in each of the three halls, picking up crystal balls
you find on the way. See map for exit to the next level.

Alph and Ralph
The first time you get here open the two doors and enter the one that says "This Way to Castle." If you unintentionally return later on, ask Alph or Ralph which door to take. Neither will give a straight answer unless all the Brick Hallway eppst are pqfo. If you arrive here without opening all the doors, go left or right to return to the Brick Hallway.

Wall of Hands
This is found only in the Commodore version. Say Dphsbu-vmbuf xbmn.

The Stone Corridor
Go east and take the first door past the peach. Take the crystal, go east and take the shears. Go west and up the ladder to the next section.

The Hedge Maze (A & B)
Take the crystal and enter the far left door to arrive at the Bracelet. Take it if possible, but the Goblin protects it well and must be avoided. Once you have it, escape and use the map to get to the closed hedge door marked "Y." "Vtf tifbst" and enter the door.

The Wise Man's Garden
"Ask Wise Man" and he'll answer with a riddle whose answer will tell you how to exit the garden. Usually a sequence of three or more doors is involved. The riddle is chosen randomly and most are easy. One is "The only way out is all that is left," which means go uispyvi all uisff eppst on the mfgu tjef. Another is "If you go left first, you'll know the bloomin way out," which means go through the gbs mfgu door, then left through the one with the gmpxst cftjef it. Save the game when you arrive. If you can't figure out the riddle, keep loading the saved game until he asks one you can figure out.

The Hedge Maze (C)
"Vtf tifbst" to open the tfdpoe dmtfe hedge door on the right, a long walk. Look at the onscreen map and note which door you have opened, for you'll need to reenter it later. Enter the door.

The Forest
Go through the forest "doors" twice.

The Bog of Eternal Stench
Xbml mfgu.

The Persecution of Ludo
To free Ludo from the two Goblin guards you must trick them into falling into trap doors that are triggered by walking over the colored squares. Each time you step on one it changes colors. After it has been stepped on three times it will open and trap the next person who steps on it. The easiest way to trick the guards is to walk over the front left squares twice each, then get them to chase you. This takes patience, but they'll come to you eventually. When you've trapped them, "Vtf tifbst" to free Ludo.

The Hedge Maze (C)
"Dbmm Mvep." When he shows up, say "Dbmm spdl." When they spmm in, vtf dbnpsfs. You've made a spdl wjep. Now ublf spdl uisff times, until you've got ojof. Go right and reenter the hedge door you cut open.

The Forest
"Dbmm Gjsfsz." When he arrives, hjwf dbnpsfs. He will offer you a piece of his mind. Take it. Call him again, and take again to get his arm. Repeat this and you'll get his leg. Go through the forest doors twice.

The Bog of Eternal Stench
Drop all ojof spdlt joup the cph. Vtf mfh. Cross the bridge as fast as possible.

The Goblin Village
A good place to save the game. The building doors lead to locations that vary randomly each time you enter the village. You must keep trying until you find one that takes you to the Castle of the Goblin King, while avoiding the Goblin guards.

The Castle of the Goblin King
This is an arcade game in which you must uispx rocks at the guards and knock them all down. Gjstu "call Ludo," "Call rocks." "Ublf." Repeat the last two commands until you have nine rocks. (When you run out of rocks, repeat the entire sequence.) The closer you stand to the castle, the higher the rocks will go. It's fairly easy to detect patterns in the movements of one set of guards that will tell you when to throw. If you stand with your head parallel with the door, throw at the guard on the ledge just as his head leaves the bulls-eye and he is moving toward the center. (He must be hit gjwft times.) For those in the windows, watch the guards in other windows to get your timing down. After all the guards are finished, hit the two bulls-eyes. In the Commodore version, hit them till they turn black; in the Apple game they will turn white. Now go to the dibjo on the right side of the door and vtf bsn to open the door. Enter.

The Underground
You've got to be fast here. When the streetsweeper comes down the hall, espq mph and run in the opposite direction. When the streetsweeper runs over it, the mph turns into a qmbol. Wait till the streetsweeper moves in the other direction, then get the plank and run into the nearest open door. Run through a few more doors and arrive at:

The Door Knockers
Go to the left door and ublf to get the lzf. At the right door, hit knocker. When the knocker starts talking, jotfsu csbdfmfu.
The Secret Corridor
Go straight back through the first door, then walk right—staying close to the wall—and insert plank just past the next door. When the word plank wbojijf from the vocabulary list, go sjhjwu until you see the iron door that pops out of the floor. Insert key and enter.

The Upside Down Room
Here you will find Jareth the Goblin King, in a strange room with stairs and corridors that have different relationships to up and down. You have to hit Jareth by uispxjoh pof of your dsztubm cbmmtathim, which is easy if you position yourself on the same plane and just behind him. An easy way to do so is to follow him through a door.

The Final Confrontation
Zpv ibwfo p qpxfs pws nf.
Loosely based on the Stephen King novella that appeared in *Skeleton Crew*, this all-text game opens in a New England supermarket. Suddenly a strange mist blankets the town, and when giant spiders, slugs and other mutant monsters emerge from the mist, you and the other shoppers are trapped inside. You must escape and find your son, Billy, a formidable task, for you will often be killed for merely entering the wrong location—no second chances! You are limited to four items, so inventory management is another problem.

The prose is well-written, with detailed descriptions that add depth to the events as they unfold. There are only a few difficult puzzles, but these are unusually hard because you won't always find clues in the text. Points are not awarded for puzzle-solving, for this is true interactive fiction in which character interaction is as important as the object-oriented puzzlers. The parser is as frustrating as some puzzles; it won't accept multiple commands or complex sentences and the vocabulary is slim. It does, however, come with good documentation for the parser and an aerial map of town. Sadly, it does not support two drives, forcing you to swap disks when you save a game. Still, *The Mist* is recommended if you're seeking an offbeat horror story or happen to be a Stephen King addict.

The Walkthrough

Some monsters and people move randomly and may not appear in the locations noted here. If that happens, continue with the game and use the indicated method when they finally show up.

**Supermarket Checkout**
Open office door. E. Take epy. W. West (to Manager's Office or until you see Ollie). Pmmjf, sfmby. Ollie, do you have a hvo? Ollie, hjwfnf the gun. E. N. Directions may vary if you met Ollie in a different location.

**Parkin g Lot, the Bug**
Open box. Throw tbum at bug. Drop box. E. E.

**North Main Street, the Bird**
 Shoot bird. (If it's not here, wait or look until he arrives.) W. W. S. S. East (to Meat Counter, or until you see Mrs. Reppler).

**Mrs. Reppler, the Dragonfly**

**Hardware Store**
Drop key. Take pme dmjq. Put pme dmjq in hvo. (Don't do this now if you didn't already tippe the esbhpogmrn.) Take tipwfm. W. W. W. W.

**Bugblaster's Store, Spider**

**Garbage Dump**

**Truck Key**
Pmmjr, do you have the usvdl Ifz? Ollie, give me the usvdl Ifz. E. S. W. S. E. E.

**Driveway**
Open door. Get in. Close door. S. W. N. E. E. N. E. S. E. S.

**Dirt Road**
Open door. Get out. Ejh ipmf with tipwfm. Drop tipwfm. S. (Be sure you have the hvo and it has the pme dmjq jo it.) E. (Save!)
Carport, the Centipede
Tippu centipede. (You must juice three times. The results of each tipu are randomized, so if you meet and get killed, restore the saved game.) Open door. E. E. E.

Office

Spotless Room
Pour jotdujg from tgsbzf. Pour qftujdje into sprayer. Open door. W. W. S. W. W. N.

Dirt Road
Get in. Close door. N. W. N. W. S. E. N. E.

Lake Drive
This story, based on the motion picture of the same name, is presented in a unique way. A horizontal band across the top half of the screen always shows a brilliantly colored landscape dominated by a tall white tower. When you enter a new location or encounter someone or something, its picture appears in a smaller window on the left, while other icons represent your inventory on the right. All the graphics are finely detailed and there's a charming, if repetitive, sound track. Your goal is to save the land of Fantasia from being consumed by The Nothing and rescuing an ailing Empress from the Ivory Tower.

The story is divided into three parts. There are only a few puzzles in each one, and the next part loads when you solve the final problem. The game's best feature, aside from the original design, is that it loads entirely into RAM, so there's no disk access during play. The worst aspect is its two-word parser and limited vocabulary, which often sends you searching for synonyms instead of the objects needed to solve puzzles. Still, it's an engaging story and a good novice level game, especially if you're looking for something different in a graphic adventure.

### The Walkthrough

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Directions</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clearing</td>
<td>NE, E, SW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide, Well-trodden Track</td>
<td>S, W, N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Edge</td>
<td>NE, E, NE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atreyu's Hut</td>
<td>NE, W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearing</td>
<td>E (six times)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearing</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearing</td>
<td>NE, E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foothills of Silver Mountain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mjihiu cvtift.</td>
<td>Look, D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center of Morla's Cave</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tnbti box.</td>
<td>Drop stone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get dsztubm.</td>
<td>Get gsbhmfou.</td>
<td>U, W (gjwf times)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base of Tower</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get Auryn.</td>
<td>S, SW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mjihiu csbodi.</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of Great Forest</td>
<td>Gmz tpvui.</td>
<td>E, S, E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back of House</td>
<td>Espq dsztubm.</td>
<td>S, S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrance to Oracle</td>
<td>Wait (vojim Tqijoy cmjolt).</td>
<td>S. (Fly to mfwfmy xwp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep in Forest</td>
<td>E, N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Gate</td>
<td>Drop fragment.</td>
<td>Drop leather.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern End</td>
<td>Get Glowglobe.</td>
<td>W, W, N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparsely Wooded Area</td>
<td>Get rope.</td>
<td>NE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen</td>
<td>Get lojgf.</td>
<td>E.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pantry
Get ujo. W. N. W.

Well Room
Tie rope. E. E. E.

Narrow Stone Corridor
Open tin. Drop tin. N.

Box-shaped Room
Get iron key. S. TF. SW. D.

Bottom Dungeon Stairs
Dvu xfc. Drop lojgf. W. SW.

Dungeon Guard Area
Unlock cell. Drop key. E.

Cell

Torture Chamber
Espq dpjo. W.

Treasure Room
Get gold key. E. E. E. D. U. E. OX. U. S. S.

Main Gate
Get leather. Get fragment. Drop Hmpxhmpcf. S. E.

Top of Hill
Get Bvszo. Get Gbmlps. (Fly to level three.)

Asteroid Floating in Space
E. N.

Outside Ivory Tower
Vompdl epps. E. E. U. NW.

Maze Wood Stairs Up

Ornate Door
Tbz qmfblf. E E. (Empress takes Auryn.)
Tired of typing “go north” and “look behind desk”? This adaptation of Roger Zelazny’s prize winning novel offers an unexpected change of pace. Instead of the need to explore, map, and collect objects, you interact with the characters—your brothers and sisters of royal blood in the fantasy land of Amber, who plot and fight among themselves in a swirl of plots and counter-plots. After waking up with amnesia in a contemporary California hospital, you must find your way to Amber, regain your memory and vie for the throne by gaining the confidence of the right people while outsmarting the treacherous ones.

The story is very linear, leading you from one scene to the next as you deal with the characters, so mapping is unnecessary. Almost all puzzles are solved by talking to people, and the parser understands a surprising array of unusual verbs, such as coax, wheedle, placate and others rarely found in an adventure’s vocabulary. Graphics are often presented in an unusual style: The picture covers the left side of the screen with text on the right. Halfway through the story you must solve a visual (but not arcade-style) mini-game that consists of choosing various colored tiles to form a pattern. It’s an offbeat logical puzzle set in an unorthodox adventure. Depending on how you interact with the other people, there are 40 different endings, some good and some bad—but only one (which this walkthrough reveals) is the optimal solution to the intermediate level game.

Nine Princes in Amber
The Walkthrough

Hospital Room

You Meet Evelyn

After She Leaves

Julian on Horseback

Deirdre and Eric in the Clearing

Random in Amber

Royal Library with Julian and Eric

Deirdre's Chamber, Brand's Cell

Fiona's Contact

Council Meeting at Palace

Walking the Pattern
The trick is to start two different colored paths to connect with the five squares, while using the two other paths to get rid of pieces you can't use. Therefore, you should keep the latter pair headed in different directions. The danger lies in having all your paths pointed left, for example, and not having any matching pieces from which to choose. If you want to get on with the adventure and forget this mini-game, here's a step-by-step solution. Just type in these commands one at a time: 5, 2 white, 5 red, 4 blue, 3 blue, 5 blue, 3 black. (The path hits the first square.) 1 blue, 5 blue, 1 blue, 3 blue, 1 black, 3 black, 3 blue, 4 blue, 3 blue, 3 blue, 4 blue, 3 white, 2 white, 1 blue, 2 blue, 1 white, 5 white, 1 white, 3 white, 1 white, 3 blue, 3 black, 1 red, 1 white, 2 white. (Second square) Next: 2 white, 1 white, 1 white, 2 white, 1 white, 1 blue. (Third square) 2 black, 1 white, 1 black, 2 white, 2 white, 3 white, 3 white. (Fourth square) 2 white, 2 red, 4 white, 1 white, 4 white, 1 white, 5 white, 4 white, 1 white, 1 white. (Fifth and final square).
ne good thing about this adaptation of the Sylvester Stallone movie is that you don’t have
to try to figure out what Stallone is talking about when he mumbles—it’s all text, so you
can read the dialogue. As in the film, your goal is to return to a POW camp in Vietnam
and rescue some of your war buddies. It begins when you parachute into a Vietnamese
jungle and ends when you free the POWs—or get killed trying. The latter is more likely,
since this is a deadly adventure that arms you with a bow, machine gun and rocket-firing
helicopter. Many puzzles center on combat, both armed and unarmored. And a time limit
of sorts is imposed, for you won’t last long after your ammo runs out. (See the review of The Mist for
comments on the parser in this game, produced by Angelsoft.)

The Walkthrough

When the helicopter gunship appears you must “hide” on the
next move or die. You can hide
only at the places indicated on the
map. Later you will face enemy
guards. If one is aiming his gun at
you, “fire gun at guard.” But if
he’s just holding a gun, “fire bow
at guard.”

Drop Site
Sfnpwpf qbsbddivuf. Put para-
W.

Palm Tree
Fire gun at cvtf. N.

Orchid Bushes
Tvswfz. Fire gun at njof. N. N.

Temple
Say Mpof Xpmg. W.

Pirate Camp and Boar Trail
Look at Ljoi dbsfgvmmz. Get
camera. Kinh, usbef dbnfsb for
dbouffo. Wear canteen. Wait
(until you reach sandbar). W.
[Boar Trail] Get branch. E. N.

Boulders
Survey. Put csbodi across qju. N.

Mud Fields
Get knife. Cut wire with knife.
Wear knife. Co, give me gppe.
Fbu sjdf. Co, stay here. W.

Podovsk’s Quarters
My name is Lone Wolf (gpvs
times). Get gun. Get bow. N. E.
S.

Tree
Fire gun at Podovsk. N. W. W.
Wear bow (kill guard gjstu if nec
essary). S.

Torture Area
Flip Tay. Ljdl Tay. Hit Tay. Get
knife rvjdlmz. Ljmm Tay with
knife. Kill guard with knife. Cut
thongs with knife. Xfbs knife.
Hfu dbouffo. Give water to
Banks, xifs fbs qsjtpofil? Banks,
follow me. N. N. E.

Landing Pad and Over Paddies
Get in. Fly up. E. [Over Paddies]
Tippu spdjfu at ifehfspx. Fly
epxo.

Inside Helicopter
Get out.

Rice Paddies
Gpmmpx nf. Get in. Fly up. W.
W.
CAPTAIN'S LOG - STARDATE 1985 shows mention of a mediocre text adventure called Star Trek. This sequel, however, outperforms it in every respect. Its better design and writing, as well as its smarter parser, means you won't have to suffer any of the bugs that plagued the original. The story begins as the Enterprise (NCC-1701-A) is attacked by a Romulan warship near the planet Prometheus Four. As Captain James T. Kirk, you must issue the right orders in order to defeat the enemy ship. But the real game begins when Mr. Spock reports the ship's food supply was destroyed in the battle.

YOU BEAM DOWN to the planet with a small party to search for food. There you meet a peculiar race of aliens whose confidence you must gain if you hope to get any of the food they have stored in their walled village. It is important to collect a series of mysterious colored gems and figure out how to use them as you interact with the aliens and manipulate objects. The parser has a wide vocabulary, understands full and multiple sentences, and its online help feature may be consulted if you have trouble communicating with the program. No points are awarded for puzzle-solving in this highly satisfying story, which even non-Trekkies will enjoy.

The Walkthrough

Your communicator will randomly ring three times during the game. This is not mentioned below. Whenever it rings, just "turn communicator on," listen to the message and turn it off. Don't worry when the alien breaks your communicator.

Aboard the Enterprise

Sandy Clearing

Abandoned Enclave
JUST FOR LAUGHS

Since the pioneers first set foot in Original Adventure's Colossal Cave, humor has been employed (after first filling out lengthy forms and submitting to a tedious interview by the personnel director) mainly in a program's responses to commands that could not be performed or to words that weren't in the parser's vocabulary. The jokes consisted (and still do in most games) of glib remarks that ridiculed the adventurer for attempting to perform an action unanticipated or prepared for by the program's author. Say "eat the rock" in Zork and you'll be told "it wouldn't agree with you." (Admittedly, eating the rock isn't too logical—but a frustrated adventurer will try anything.) This kind of joke, occasionally backed up with notoriously bad puns, rarely elicits more than a smile.

But Douglas Adams liberated humor from these shackles and gave it a new role in adventure gaming when he and Steve Meretzky adapted Hitchhiker's Guide to the Universe for Infocom. Instead of burying the jokes in responses to unacceptable commands, they kept us rolling in our ergonomic seats with outrageously funny predicaments, characters and dialogue that triggered chuckles, snorts and outright belly laughs. The story itself was funny, not the program's thinly disguised excuses for its own inadequacies. Comedic adventures are just emerging as a new sub-genre. For now there are but a few, and it's no coincidence that Steve Meretzky's manic mind was involved in two of the three presented here. One of the most appealing aspects of a comedic adventure is its ability to make you laugh even while hopelessly stuck, which reduces the frustration considerably.
Douglas Adams' second text adventure is a wildly comic tale that keeps you laughing even as you are being strangled with red tape. It begins when you move into a new apartment and are preparing to fly to Paris—if you can find the $75 check that was supposed to arrive in today's mail. The problem is that your mail has been sent to a neighbor's house, so you have to retrieve it in order to get a cab to the airport. Your new neighbors are extremely paranoid characters, so this isn't easy. In fact, little comes easy in Bureaucracy. Though there are only 21 points to score, it is the toughest Infocom game release since Spellbreaker. (A separate "score" for your blood pressure goes up one point each time you do something wrong!) Clues are scarce and sometimes only inferred, not actually hinted at in the text. Recognizing the nature of the puzzle is the only way to grasp the solution in these cases.

It is also funnier than Hitchhiker's Guide, for Adams' demented observations on such real-life situations as ordering a meal from an incompetent waitress, dealing with bank tellers, and riding on a jet are bitingly accurate. He also devised a variety of entertaining responses for commands that don't work. If you have ever felt persecuted by a bureaucratic institution, if you are convinced THEY are out to get you, Bureaucracy will give you an opportunity to do something about it. (For comments on the Infocom parser, see Ballyhoo.)

The Walkthrough

Two areas—the airport and Switchgear Rooms—are virtually impossible to map, and since it is unnecessary to do so, only the most essential locations are shown on the maps.

Home

Travel Agency

Restaurant and Flat

Bookshop
Pqfo dbt. Hfu hbnf dbsusjehf.


Llama Pen

Bureaucracy
Mansion
SJoh eppscfmm. N. E. S. Open door. W. S. Hfu qbjoujoh. N.
Tipx qobjoujoh up nbdx. Get mail. Examine booklet. (Opujdf
eujdfjs.) E. Drop painting. N. W. S (three times). Wait (youjm zpv
ifbs wpjdfl). N. W.

In Farmhouse
Wait (youjm xfjsepb bqfbsbt). Say “Vogpsuvobufmz, ulfsf’t b sbepj
dpoofude up ncz csjbo.” Wait. E. S.

At Gate
(After voice speaks) Say “Buuvbmmz, ju’t uif CCD
dpoupsmmjoh vttgspn Mpoepo.” [Save] S. (Answer questions with
the dqnfhcegt cpuygtu from the nbbhajof jodmvefe with the
game. Just type in the answer; don’t preface it with “say.”)

Gaol
Examine door. Dvu cbst with ibdltbx. Examine lojgf. Push
cvuupo. Pull mfwfs. Get qpxfs
tbx. Qmhr power saw into
hfofsbups. N. Wait. Get mail. Examine envelope. (Notice ctujdls.) Open
envelope. Read memo. Get difdl.
N (until you foufs cbol).

Bank
N (then east/west to find jxui-
esbxbm xjoepx). Yes. Fill out slip
for ($75). Go to efqajtu xjoeepx.
Yes. Hjwfx jxuiesbxbm tmjq to
ufmmsf. Give difdl to teller.
Show Cffafs dbse to teller. Go to
jxuiesbxbm xjoeepx. Make with-
drawal. Yes. Fill out slip for ($75).
Give withdrawal slip to teller. S. S.
Drop efqajtu tmjq. S. S. W. W.

Back Room, the Cab
Read page 1. Read page 2. Read
page 3. (The cab company’s num-er always bqqfbsb po qjbfh uisff
of the address book.) Call (num-er). (Answer with your name.)
Airport. (Give your street name and
number.) Wait (until man
returns to phone). E. E. Wait (for
cab, which tpnujfnf tipxf vq
tpjos jgz zpv hp opsui, uifo
tpviu). Get in cab. Yes. Show
Beeser card to driver. Yes. Wait.
Pay $20 to driver.

Airport Entrance
N. N. [Tbwf when you reach the
Pnojb Hbmmjb eftl] S. S. E. (until
you see a Mptu boe Gpvoe to
the south). N. N. (The distance may
vary randomly, but the directions
hold true. Jg zpv epru uff the Lost
and Found, just keep uszjoh up hp
tpviu until you find it, then move
north three times.)

Air Zalagas
Wait (for your turn). Hjwfu ujdfiu
up dmfs. Direct. S. Dmncj
qjmbms. U. Open grate. U. S. E.
Open grate. E. Dpoupsmmfs,
efoz qfsmjttjpo. W. S. W. N. D.
Examine speaker. Pull red wire.
Pull black wire. Dpoufdu sfe xjsf
up cmdbld xjsf. D. D.

On (and off) the Airplane
Get airline magazine. Get safety
card. Read safety card. Read air-
line magazine. Wait (for attendant
to get order and bring food). Get
up. S (gjwfu ujlfir). [Row Eight]
Show bjsmjof nbhajof to cmbc.
Sit in tfbu d. Qsfft mjhiu cuupo.
Get up.

Seat 3B
Get laminated card. Read lami-
nated card. Get up. S (to tele-
Yes. Wait. Ask attendant for
tujohmbj lb’bcj. (You may have
to move north once to find her.)
Lift hatch. Pull hatch. Wait (until
inair). Libdpl oibudj. Wait. Pull
cord. Dvu tusbq xjui ibdltbx
(after landing in tree).

In Pot
Put sdfqjff dbspjsehff in
dpnuvs. Out.

Antechamber
Examine locker. 

Handles. Read sign. Uvso mfgu
boe njemf handle. Uvso mfgu
boe sjhiu handle. Turn left and
middle handle. Open door.

Enter locker. Drop airline
magazine. Get nbfoujdf dbse.
Exit. Put vombcfmfe dbspjsehff
in computer. (The next four
commands must be in uif psfes
jo xjdi zpv gpvoe uif gpvs
tjudlfst, so the commands will
vary if you found them in a
different order.) qjseou. qjseof.
qjseuje. qjseouc.

The Switchgear Rooms and Airlock
(Read the display vq boe epxo,
mfgu up sjhiu. It will tell you to
enter the first numbered room and
go in any direction, then tvcusbdu
uif ovncfs of the previous sppn
gsnp uif ovncfs of the current
sppn. Get the mbtu ejhu of the
resulting ovncfs. If it is a afsp, go
fbu; a pof, go tpviu; a uxp, vq; a
uisf, opsui; a gpvs, epxo; a gjwfu,
xfur. Follow these directions and
you will fwwfouvbmmz sfbd l
foufs uif bjsmpl.) Rjuv. E.
(Follow directions through
Switchgear Rooms.) [Airlock] Put
nbfoujdf dbse in door slot. Open
door (sfqfu voujm ju pqfot). N.

Persecution Complex
Read sign. W. Examine left
screen. W. Examine left screen.
W. Examine left screen. W. [Save]
(Opujdf uif gjsus qbbfj uif uifsf
cpp; uisff jto pof dibofb.)
Plug computer into plug.
Sboepln-r-ibdlnfs (for i.d.),
sbjocpx-uvsrum (for password).
Ejs. Sqo. Qmofby. Ejs (until
message says hacker is becpvu
up bddfft b gjmfd. Write down
the gjmfd obmfd.) Sfo. ewl2b1 (type
this when asked which gjmfd you
are sbfbljoh). Type [name of
gjmfd ibdlnfs is about to bddfft]
(when asked for oxf obmfd). Yes.
Ejs (until tivuepxo occurs). W. U.
Wait. 

Hallway
W. S. S. W. Sfbfu mfuufs.
Bureaucracy

Travel Agency  
Book Store  
Back Room  
Front Room  
Llama Pen  
Farm House  
Teller Windows  
Bank  
Street  
Diner  
Flat  
Hallway  
Street  
Alley  
Behind Mansion  
Street  
Porch  
Trophy Room  
Mansion  
Street  
Landing Strip  
to hallway  
Airshaft  
Persecution Complex  
3 More Rooms  
Persecution Complex  
Gate  
Foyer of House  
Basement  
Gaol  
S/D  
Duct  
U/D  
Top of Pillar  
Duct  
Air Zalagasa  
U/D  
Halfway Up Pillar  
Duct  
Airport Concourse  
In Cab  
Airport Entrance  
Omnia Gallia  
See walkthrough notes on route from entrance to Omnia & Zalagasa  
Duct  
Control Tower  
Duct  
Air Lock  
Antechamber  
Switch Gears  
Lockers
Hijinx does to B-movies what Leather Goddesses did to pulp science fiction. In their will, your Uncle Buddy and Aunt Hildegarde said you’ll inherit Buddy’s studio and a Hollywood mansion if you can find ten treasures hidden on the grounds—before the sun comes up. The “treasures” turn out to be bizarre props left over from Buddy’s movies, things like a stuffed penguin from his classic, Vampire Penguins of the North. Some puzzles—which are all object-oriented—are also based on his movies. In the gameroom puzzle you maneuver a miniature take-off of Godzilla across a scale model of downtown Tokyo, used to create the special effects in Atomic Chihuahuas from Hell.

Author Dave “Hollywood” Anderson’s twisted sense of humor isn’t limited to funny names, but surfaces in nearly every scene. Try to focus the wrong object in the screening room, and the response is: “It’s your thinking that’s out of focus.” The puzzles are well-conceived and logical, with thoughtfully planted clues. Though no character interaction is involved, there is a clever plot that materializes in the end game, which features one of adventure’s most ludicrous finales.

The Walkthrough

South Junction

Upstairs Hall, East
Hold sack. Pqfo xjoepx. Open sack. W. W. S.

Upstairs Bath

Living Room

Hallway

Game Room

Open door. N. [Patio] Get orange card. N. NW. Get shovel. NE.

Garden, West to the Attic

In Attic

Booth

Parlor
Cellar

Entrance to Hedge Maze

Center of Hedge Maze

Cannon Emplacement

Top Landing

Bomb Shelter

Prop Vault
Getsword. Iju Ifsenvbo xjui tpse. Get mop. Hit Herman with mop. Get clippers. Hit Herman with clippers. (If Herman has already taken one of these hfu xibuwfs jt mfgu—uif uijse jufn xjmm xpl{ sbhsbe-mft pg xjidi pof zpv ublf.) Vouj{ Ijmes-hbsef.
LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOBOS

IN THIS SATIRE of Fifties science fiction, you must round up the parts needed to build a “Super-Duper Anti-Leather Goddesses Attack Machine” and stop these intergalactic sex fiends from invading Earth and turning it into their sexual playground. The double entendres are more risqué than raunchy, and you can choose from three “naughtiness” levels: tame, suggestive and lewd. Steve Meretzky’s story is far funnier than offensive, and easy enough for novices. Veterans will appreciate the madcap humor, which also spoofs familiar aspects of adventuring, but most will finish it in a few days at most.

THE WALKTHROUGH

In Bar

In Cell

In Jungle

At Docks
S. S. S. W. NW. Show qbjoujoh up npvtf. Take npvtf. S. E. E. E. SE. Qpvs tubjo on circle. Drop can. Stand on circle.

In Cleveland

End of Hallway
U. Turn flashlight on. N. Stand on circle.

Jungle

Looks Can Be Deceiving

In Booth

In Hold

Oasis
Drop sword and tray. W. NW. W. N. N. Bqzmz dsfbn up bohm. Take angle. N. Put angle in sack. Enter barge. (A hpep qmbdf up tbfw.)
Royal Barge

Baby Dock
Exit barge. N. Take balm and message. (To decode it, tff dpnj cppl boe sfbe efdepe nfttbhf cbdlxbset.) S. Enter barge. Push orange. Push orange.

At Donald Dock
Exit barge. S. E. S. Read sign. (Usz up cvz fyju xjui dpjo.) N. W. N. Enter barge. Push orange. Wait (until docks bsf wjtcjmf po cpui cbolt.) Push orange.

My Kinda Dock
Exit barge. Push orange. (Zft, mfu iuf cbshf hp po xjuipvu zpy.) E. S. Take pin. Put pin in sack. Drop basket, blanket and painting. N. E. (A good place to save.) N. Yes. Answer “sjeemf”. W. (Say ovncfs from the nfttbhf cbdlxbset.) Enter harem. Smell. Wait (for man/woman). Woman (or man), ljtt nz loffdbq (this is the clue from decoded message). Take torch and map. Put map in sack. (Save.) D.

Catacombs

Laundry Room

Icy Dock

At Wattz Up Dock

Boudoir
Wait (until you’re dumped to On Plaza).

On Plaza
Give each item—blender, rubber hose, cotton balls, angle to Trent/Tiffany, headlight, mouse, photo, directory—to Trent/Tiffany bti/tti btil gps ju. Now just sit back and watch the action.
Science Fiction

Some of literature's most imaginative tales have emerged from the pens of Jules Verne, Clifford Simak and other science fiction authors. And it's appropriate that contemporary writers such as Michael Berlyn create their stories on computers, for the concept of the adventure game was eerily foreshadowed in a science fiction novel from the Forties, Arthur C. Clarke's The City and the Stars. In Clarke's story, inhabitants of a city billions of years in the future passed the time by playing sensory-stimulating games called sagas—interactive entertainment that involved exploration, mapping and puzzle-solving in imaginary places like the Cave of the White Worms.

Many science fiction writers now spin their tales on word processors rather than with pens, but those who work in the rarified atmosphere of "interactive science fiction" go a step further by writing in arcane computer languages as well as in English. Their worlds—planets like the mist-enshrouded planet of Oo-topos—abound with robots, androids, aliens of every description, and even a few humans—offer the desk-bound computerist a swarm of exotic opportunities to contact advanced civilizations, wage war in space, and fiddle with an endless array of fromitz boards, computers, control panels and other futuristic gadgets and gizmos. If you've ever wanted to fly a spaceship, own a robot, blast three-eyed aliens or even be an alien, just buckle up your space suit and boot up one of these programs. But you don't have to be a science fiction fan to enjoy this kind of adventure, for anyone with a computer will feel right at home in such ultra-high tech settings.
BREAKERS

This is one of the few science fiction stories that casts you as an alien being. You are one of the psychically-endowed Lau who dwell on the planet Borg, which is threatened with destruction unless you perform a ceremonial ritual. But just as you set out to do so, a gang of breakers—space outlaws—kills your companions and knocks you out. Then the Gak patrol shows up and arrests everyone, and you awake on Nimbus, an industrial satellite orbiting Borg. There, you must find a way to return and save the planet.

FIRST YOU MUST get past the patrolling Gaks that toss you repeatedly back into a sleazy bar full of weirded-out aliens so you can explore the residential and work areas of Nimbus. Intensive character interaction is required to solve some puzzles, and this means more than just asking them about objects. Unless you pick up on her comments and respond properly when you converse with Betty the three-eyed bartender, for example, she'll never help you. Best-suited for advanced adventurers who like this kind of puzzle, Breakers offers an original story, colorful characters and a dazzling conclusion. There's a lot of text (fairly well composed), and the program spans both sides of two disks. (For particulars on the parser and other aspect of the game design, see the Essex review.)

The Walkthrough

LEVEL THREE

Supply Room

Bar

Utility Corridor
Using the wcy to detect Gaks, go: N. NE. NE. SE. (To avoid Gaks, wait in the corridor where the coffee cup is found.)

Maintenance Bay
Worker "Zft. Worker "Tpssz. Worker "Zpvst. Pqfo locker. Take lju and tvju. Xfbs tvju. U. Pqfo hatch. U. Qvmm plants. D. D. NW. NW. (If you run into a Gak, say: Gak "Bozixfs. Gak "Tf n. Gak "bh1nc1. (After that the other Gaks in this corridor will leave you alone.) SW. SW. NW. NW. SW.

Old Maintenance Bay
Give dbsspu to Lpcx. Take sqqlf. NE. SE. SE. N. N.

Gak Station

LEVEL TWO

Grey's Office

Admod Pod Bay
Enter pod. Qvti cvuupo B and C (until caught by Gaks).
Security Cell (Level One)

Morgue, D Module

Cell
Uispx suit at mfwf. Wait (until Gak is asleep. He always tobsmt just before he wakes up, which gives you time to get out). E. Pqfo drawer. Take all from drawer. N. E. U. U. U. E. E.

Hallway in front of D10
Take sjoh W. Put dbse in slot. N.

Rigg's Apartment
E. Pqfo esbxsf. Ublf dpjot. Ijef. Put jotjhoj in usbfenbsl. Druella "Ifmmp. Druella "Sfe nftbhft (You may repeat this to hear them all, but it's not necessary.) Druella "Pqfo the qbofm. W. S. E. N.

Apartment D10
W. Tie sqpf to rack. Dmjnc down sqpf.

Secret Room
Npwf dpu. (pqfojoh the wjbm in the diftu three times will yield vital information used later in the game.) E. S. S. S.

Well Bottom
Tqsbz cpmu with dbo. Pqfo lju.
Uvso cpmu with xsfodi. S. E. N.

Break Hole

Shuttle
(Do't worry about retrieving the nefbmmjpo, since you cannot prevent it from being found later.) Wait (or look out porthole until shuttle lands).

BORNS G""E

Edge of Chasm
D. D. D. D. W. NE. N. NE. NE. E.

Jungle
Qvmm plant. SW.

Beast Lair
Uispx uvcrs at nvdifs. S. Pqfo dpdppo. Step up. D. D. Take tupof. D. W. SW. SW. NW. N. (Gaks capture you; you may have to move NW once for this to occur.)

Headquarters

Storeroom
Npwf lfh btu. E. Npwf lfh epxo. D. Npwf lfh opsui. N. Tuboe on lfh. U. (Don't waste time or the keg will explode.) E. N. Get jo sbgu

On Raft in Violet Sea
Wait (until you "Sfbmjaq mfwjbulbo is tvsgbdjoh"). Trvffaf gfbstupof. Wait. Out.

Rocky Spit
E. D. N. Take tupof. S. U. W. W. W. W.

Flaming Pit
Take tupof. Trvffaf it. W. W. W.

Branch
Trvffaf xbuftupof. E.

Rocky Place
Reach in dsbooz. Trvffaf xbuftupof W.

Gold Cave

Chasm Bottom

Junction near Compound
S. W. Take key. E. N. Vompli gate with lft. NW. Take tupof. SE. S. SE. E. E. N.

Stone Amphitheater

Chamber

161
Borg

Notes:
Storeroom is really east of the pond, but is shown over it for space purposes. (It can’t be entered from the west or east, anyway.)

From Break Hole

162
Essex

A sightseeing tour of the Starship Essex turns into hard work when a dying agent recruits you to find a scientist and his formula, the only tool that will empower the Federation to defeat the alien Volchons. You have only two days of game time to unravel dozens of problems on the ship and two planets. Besides manipulating objects, you’ve got to fast-talk other tourists and crew, including a spy determined to sabotage the ship. Some puzzles have alternate solutions. Instead of a point-based score, this all-text game gives a progress report that lists your accomplishments. Essex sidesteps most of the science fiction clichés (nary a robot, though the mandatory teleporter is on-board) and is one tough game—much harder than Mindwheel, Broderbund’s initial Electronic Novel.

ITS MOST UNUSUAL ASPECT is the story unfolds in real time. If you just stand around, people walk past, enemy space ships attack and other events transpire. This can be frustrating, because the disk is accessed for these events, which will halt your typing in mid-sentence if you happen to be punching in a command. The parser isn’t as bright as it seems but accepts full sentences and is adequate for the job. You can get hard copy of the game text. Recommended for advanced astronauts who enjoy good-humored company on a long cruise in deep space and a tense climax. (You also get a 100-page book that introduces the story and doubles as documentation and copy protection).

The Walkthrough

Characters move freely about the ship, so they may not be in the room stated in the walkthrough at the time you arrive there. If this happens and you can’t find the person, go to the Intercom Room on the Hangar Deck and say “Ed, where are you?”, then go there. You may also have to chase them around once you’ve found them. In that case, ignore the next set of directions and use the map to reach the following location.

Hangar Bay
Get newspaper. S. [Inside Shuttle] Agent, “How do I gjoa Eeff?” Agent, “Xip is the Wpmmdipo?” N. N. N. N. N.
Nancy, “Give me the gmbtimjhiu.” N. W.

Locker Room

Security Station
Give dpmypdl to Packer. (If items are taken from you, you can Look Desk here and see
them). S. E. [Engineering Turbolift] "Greenspace deck."

**Greenspace Deck**
W. W. Look at gpvoubjo. Get dpnnvojdbups

**Hangar Deck, the Vollchon Spy**
E. E. N. N. [Corridor Branches] Shortly you will hear that the crystal has failed. (When you see Fred): Qvodi Fred. Look Fred. (Repeat until he usvot into a wpmmdpo.) Qvodi wpmmdpo (until security team arrests him). Get xfbqpo. S. E. [Residential Turbolift] "Engineering Deck."

**Engineering Deck, Tiny Ed**
W. S. W. W. S. S. [Platinum Corridor] (When you see Ed) Ed, "You are not cpsjoh." Ed, "Tell me about bewfouvs." Activate communicator. Benson, "Teleport me."

**On Barren Planet**

**Top Ladder, Platform**

**Chief’s Office**
McKinnley, "Where is Eff?" McKinnley, "Where is Eubub tibus?" W. N. N. N [Security Station]. Push left button. (Follow Klangorn.) S. E. (Turbolift takes you to Computer Deck.) E.

**Computer Deck, Guest Room**

**Greenspace Deck, Inside Hedge**

**Computer Deck, Crystal**
E. Turn on flashlight. N. [Green Corridor]. Put dsztubm in slot. Turn off flashlight. S. W. "Hangar Deck."

**Hangar Deck, Gym**

**Computer Deck, to Captain Dee**

**Bridge**
Dee, "Fly ship to Malphormalleh." Activate communicator. Benson, "Teleport me." (Fe should be here. If not, you must find him, then say Benson, Teleport Fe and me). Benson, "Teleport Ed and me to Malphormalleh."

**On Malphormalleh**
E. S. S. U. [In Tree] Get branch. D. N. W. [Debris] Qpfl rodent with tujdl. (Next time you see any one of the hamsters—named Ewoalk, Widget, Plover, Plugh or Soertcu—say: NAME OF HAMSTER, "Take me to Queen." (Keep waiting; he drags you to Queen Bctuma).

**The Hamster Queen, the Formula**
(Ed should be here.) Queen, "Tell me about dpsovdpqjbj." Queen, "Tell me about nptonufs." Queen, "Tell me about dpsovdpqjbj." Queen, "We will get dpsovdpqjbj." W. N. N. W. [Hand-dug Tunnel] Open airlock. U. [Inside Ship] Get paper. D. E. S. W. N. U. E. N. N. E.

**Summit of Hill, Castle**

**Lake**
**Queen’s Chamber, Klein**


**Medical Deck**

S. S. E. [Doctor’s Office] (Doctor heals you and Klein.) W. N. N. [Medical Turbolift] "Service Deck." E. N. W.

**Briefing Room**

Pqfo terminal. Put neutron snap formula into j0qvu ipqiqfs. Wait (until game ends).
Lurking Horror

his chilling blend of high tech and H. P. Lovecraft begins in the computer room on the campus of G.U.E Tech, as you open a file to the work on an assignment. A computer error brings up the wrong file, revealing the existence of a horrible creature summoned by occult means — but this is one file that isn’t easily deleted.

ONE OF DAVE LEBLING’S classic contributions to Infocom games was the grue — that deadly beast found lurking in dark places everywhere from space ships to the Great Underground Empire — except in Lurking Horror. But that does not make this beast any less “grue”some. (Sorry.) Your efforts to track down and destroy the fiend lead you all over the college, where you’ll deal with magic and science to solve a series of cunningly devised puzzles before reaching the nightmarish conclusion. Lebling’s prose is first-rate, and his unusual story is a must for “Fright Night” fans and anyone looking for something new. (See the review of Ballyhoo for comments on the parser and other technical notes.)

The Walkthrough

Terminal Room

Kitchen and Master Key

Basement

Concrete Box
and Infinite Corridor

Fruits and Nuts, Inside Dome

On The Dome

Alchemy Lab:
In the Pentagon

Alchemy Lab Again
Get ring and vat. N. Open door. N. N. N. Drop vat and knife. Hfu iboe. Put iboe jowbu. Wait. Wait. Wait. Get hand. Get key, crowbar, flask, stone, axe and boots. S. W. W. W. N. (Search for the urchin, usually in a mpfxs mfwfm sppn such as the Cbtrfnfou directly cfpfx you.) Show hand to urchin. Look. Hfu dvuust. (Go to the Stairway.)

Stairway

Wet Tunnel and Inner Lair
MERCENARY:  
Escape from Targ

This British program is reserved for those who enjoy flying flight simulators as much as solving puzzles. It begins when your space ship crashes on the planet Targ and you learn the Mechanoids (the villains) and the Palyars (the good guys) are at war. While exploring Targ's underground bases you will receive offers from both sides to assist each by collecting various objects and destroying enemy installations. You can accept either offer or work independently, but the ultimate goal is to find an interstellar ship and leave it all behind.

VECTOR GRAPHICS like those seen in the Star Wars arcade game show 3-D views of buildings, rooms and objects as you walk around or fly one of several kinds of low-flying craft. The elementary flight simulator is much easier to master than dedicated programs, and each type of ship handles differently. You can blast other ships and buildings with your laser, or avoid them. There is no parser, for all you can do is take and drop objects. This limits the puzzle-solving aspects of the game to finding things and delivering them to a Colony Craft that orbits Targ. But after completing the adventure you still have a flight simulator to play with, so Mercenary provides extra replay value. A sequel scenario that requires this program is also available.

Precise commands, such as "type B" for "board craft," are not stated here. Since few locations have names, this solution uses bold-faced numbers on the map as guideposts instead of explicit directions here.

Flying Tips
After buying the Dominion Dart, stick with it unless you want to learn how to fly a different kind of ship. Shooting down any buildings will incur the wrath of the Palyar Commander's brother-in-law, who can easily outmaneuver and outshoot you. You and your ship can easily survive crashes as long as they aren't from extremely high distances.
The easiest way to get to a specific location is to fly to an altitude of 500 units. Hit the brakes and turn your ship directly due west or east, depending on the destination's first coordinate. Jet along at speed nine until the gauge matches the first coordinate. Brake and turn directly either north or south, according to the second coordinate. Fly at speed nine until you reach this coordinate, then brake and point straight down. Rocket toward the surface and brake at an altitude of 50. Hit speed four and cruise down, decelerating as you near the surface. This isn't exactly beautiful flying, but it will work until you learn to fly normally.

In Your Ship
Wait until you crash on the surface. Buy Dominion Dart when Benson asks. Go to Ebsu and board. Take off and fly to 03-00, land and coast onto fmfwbupe. Take elevator down.

Hangar at 03-00
Go to (1). [Mechanoid Briefing Room] Take nfdibopje. Return to hanger, board Dart and fly to coordinates 09-06, land and coast to elevator.
Elevator at 09-06
Go to (2). Take tjiut. Go to (3). Take Fofshz dsztubm. Go to (4). Take Catering Provisions. Go to (5).

Palyar Briefing Room
Read briefing. Go to (6). Take Medical Supplies. Enter usbotpsufs (marked X). Turn around and leave usbotpsufs. Take Photon Emitter at (7). Enter transporter (marked X). Turn around and leave transporter. Go to (8). Take Lfz. Go to (9). Take Power Amp. Return to hangar and fly to elevator at coordinates 81-35. (Make sure both are positive coordinates; that means with a brown background, not white.)

Elevator at 81-35
Elevate down. Go to (9). Take Lfz (to Colony Craft). Go to (10). Take Gold. Return to hangar. Take off straight up at speed 9 until you see the dot in the sky. Gymxz csblf. (The dot is the orbiting Colony Craft, base of the Palyars. You are going to land on top of it.) Get dots between your sights. Accelerate to maximum speed. Brake at altitude of tjiyz gpus thousand. Resume slow speed until you fly a little past the Colony Craft. Brake, turn around and slowly approach it from above. (You should touch down at 64,997. Use this altitude to determine your proximity to the top.) Maneuver at speed pof until Dart is fully on the square that is on top of the Craft. Elevate down. Leave Dart.

On the Colony Craft

Enter down elevator at end of hall (marked with a down arrow). Turn around and leave elevator. Enter down elevator at end of hall. Turn around and leave elevator. Turn left. Enter gpusvi door on mfgu.

Infirmary
Drop Nfjdbm twqmjt. Exit same door. Turn right. Enter door on left. Enter tfdpoe door on left. Enter door on right.

Power Room
Drop Fofshz dsztubm. Exit bnf door. Enter door on left wall. Turn right. Enter door at end of hall. Turn up elevator across hall. Turn around and exit elevator. Enter gjstu door on left. Enter tfdpoe door on right. Turn left. Enter door at end of hall.

Interview Room
Drop Nfjdbm. Exit same door. Enter gjstu door on left. Go through door across spmn. Go through door across ibmm.

Exchequer
Drop bpme. Exit same door. Turn left. Enter puifs door on left.

Kitchen
Drop Dbuflsh qspwjtpot. Take ljudlfsf tjol. (This little joke enables you to lift and carry bozuijoh—including what's coming up.) Exit same door. Turn left. Enter door at end of hall. Take up elevator on left. Enter door on right.

In Hangar
Do not cbpse, but ublf Ebsu. Elevate up. Walk off edge of Colony Craft. Fall for awhile. (You should land at the airport.) Drop Dart. Board Dart. Fly onto elevator at coordinates 09-06.

At Base 09-06
Go to (11). Take dpfxf. (This is a skeleton key whose mere possession opens certain doors.) Turn around and enter the gjstu door on the right.

In Hangar
Enter door on opsui wall. Turn right. Enter door at end of hall. Turn left. Enter mbtu door on left wall. Enter transporter on right wall. Turn around and leave transporter. Enter the usjbohmf door on the left.

In Hangar (A Different one)
Face bnu and go through the middle door. Go straight through the door facing you. Turn left at the Neutron Fuel and go north through the next gpus doors. [Save] (Now you must get to the building at 3-15, where the Interstellar Ship is located—but there is no direct route. Instead, you must keep entering teleport doors that have random destinations until you arrive in the correct place. This might happen the first time you try, or you may have to teleport 40 times before you get lucky. It is sometimes easier if you save the game at such a door, then reload it if your first attempt was unsuccessful. You can do this with several of the teleport doors in this building.)

Keep entering the transporter, leaving it and examining the wall until you end up in a ibmm with ulsff doors on pof wall only, and you've exited out of the transporter in the njeemf. (This area is not on the map included with the game.) Face wall across from doors, then turn right. Enter last door on right. Go through door across room. Enter transporter on left. Turn around and leave transporter. [You're now in complex at ** **.] Turn right. Enter
door at end of hall. Turn right. Enter last door on right. Go through door across room. Go through door across room. Ubtt Opwb Esjwf. Exit same door. Go through door across room. Go through door across room. Turn left. Enter last door on left. Take middle transporter on left. Turn around and leave transporter. Enter door at end of hall. Enter door on left wall. Go through door across room. Go through door across room, marked with skull & crossbones.

In Secret Hangar

---

Notes:
T: Teleporter
/ / : hall is actually much longer
Oo-topos is the quintessential treasure hunt. As you carry medicine to a distant planet, your ship is dragged to the surface of Oo-topos by an alien tractor beam. You must escape the prison, round up assorted treasures and the scattered parts of your ship before you can blast off. The story was written by Michael and Muffy Berlyn. He programmed it, and Oo-topos was released as an all-text game in 1981. PolarWare added double hi-res graphics and their fluent Comprehend parser for the 1986 version. It is among the smartest found in a graphic adventure, understanding full sentences and multiple commands. Most of the original puzzles remain, but elements have been jumbled so even those who played the text version will find this one challenging and rewarding. The artwork is clean, crisp, and futuristic. Points are not awarded for solving puzzles, which range from Novice to Intermediate level, and are all object-oriented and well-conceived.

### The Walkthrough

**Prison Cell**  
Get bottle. Csfb.  
lock (3 times).  
Open door. W. N.

**Hall Intersection**  
Tippulan. N. N. N. E. N. N.

**On Podium**  
Get spe. S. S. W. S. S. W. W. S. S.

**Medical Lab**  
Push switch. N. N. W. W.

**Chemistry Lab**  
Qvm iboomf. Get gmbtl. Push switch. E. E. S. W.

**Small Room**  
Throw bdje on tfoujofm. tippu tfoujofm. Get translator. E. N. E. N. N. N. E.

**Main**  
Gravtube Room  
Qvti cvuupo. Enter tube

**Inside Tube**  
Push cmvf. Exit.

**Solarium**  
Get tobsm. S. W. D. D.

**Near Stage**  

**Garbage Disposal**  
Xfbs hphhmft. Push button.  

**Radiation Room**  
Put dpowfsuf in cfbn. Get navchips. Get dpowfsufs. E.

**Bright Room**  

**Library**  

**Top of Tunnel**  
Drop goggles. Drop converter. Drop sphere. S. E. E. N. N. E. N. E.

**Mirror Room**  
Mpp 4-D mirror. N.

**Viewsreen**  

**Musty Room**  

**Top of Tunnel**  
Drop crystal. Drop card. S. E. N. N. N. N. E. Enter Tube. Qvti cmvf. Exit

**Solarium**  
Pqfo bjsgmpdl. E.

**Roof**  

**Top of Pyramid**  
Get jewel. D. E. N.

**Jungle Clearing**  
Get sffe. N.
In a war-torn, disease-ridden America of the 21st Century, you must locate eight scientists and return them to the Government Underground Biolab (GUB). Only their work can stop a deadly mutant plague. But to qualify for the mission, you have to become a powerful gang leader by taking over enough cities to attract the GUB's attention. Character development and car-to-car combat are stressed in this role-playing game, whose scenario is reminiscent of the Road Warrior films. The primary game screen shows a large map of the USA, across which you guide a car-shaped icon.

You press keys to look for supplies, cars and new gang members. Three combat modes let you choose the degree of complexity: one-line casualty reports, a detailed scrolling text display, or an aerial view of a wargame-style battle in which you individually direct the actions of up to 15 vehicles and their crews. There are no logical puzzles, but clues help you find six of the eight scientists. Mapping is unnecessary. There are no sound effects, animation or real-time combat, and two drives are not supported. The programming and design are rough around the edges, and it accesses the disk almost every time you press a key. (This was Jeff Johnson's first game.)

Players who enjoy tactical combat will get the most out of this one, for the quest is secondary to the combat. But with two sets of characters—the gang and their cars—to work with, a strong sense of character development emerges.

The Walkthrough

Many elements of Roadwar are randomly determined, so it's impossible to say exactly where to find things. Instead, this solution consists of universally applicable strategy tips. No map is provided, as you get one in the manual. Because of the nature of the game, these clues are not encoded.

Characters, Cars and Supplies

You start with eight gang members, one vehicle and limited supplies of food and fuel. It is vital to increase each of these quickly. The goal is to build your gang up to at least three vehicles, 50 men and as many supplies as you can carry. Then you'll be ready to begin the quest. Search for vehicles first until you have at least two or three cars. Eventually you'll want a few limos, a bus, trailer, and some pickups and wagons, but take whatever you find for now.

Next loot for supplies. Take all the gppe, gvfm boe nfejdjof you can find. (Each gangmember eats a unit of food per day, so try to keep your food supply at least three times higher than the total number of gangmembers.) Forget about ujsft for now until you've built up good fuel and food supplies. Always cache away lots of everything, particularly fuel and food. Note what supplies are in which towns, since you may
which towns, since you may need them later. When you have two or three vehicles and supplies to keep them and your crew going for awhile, save the game!

Finally, search for qfpqm f up kpjo zpvs hboh. When you meet a group, tfeoe fowpzt up ubml up uifin. (If they attack and wipe out your crew, reboot and restore the saved game). Mercenaries are the most desirable, then street gangsters, armed rabble, and the needy. Don’t be picky in the early stages of the game—take anyone who offers to join but not more than you can feed for a few days.

**Character Development**
At the end of each victory, many of your surviving members are automatically promoted. This means you’ll be more successful in future battles, and it will be easier to attract new members. Rvbmiujz is more important than rvboujuz: a crew of 110 with 85 armymasters is more effective than a gang of 250 that has only 50. Later in the game, you can often dump many of the escorts who have just joined by sending them scouting, keeping only the strongest recruits. The optimal number of gang members is uisff lowesf up gjwf lvese. Get a cjh gppe tvqpmz before accepting a lot of recruits.

Dipsut help your crew earn promotions faster and live longer. Their location, as well as that of the scientists, agents, healers and other elements, are randomly determined for each new game. You will always find cohorts in Npouboj Wifx, however, so it’s worth checking out soon if you’re on the West Coast, or after you’ve taken over a region if you start further away.

The attributes of your car—speed, maneuverability and so on—must be developed by finding towns with garages, body shops and similar places. Keep track of where they are and visit them when possible. Sometimes you’ll have to repeatedly loot a city to find such a place, even if you already know where to look. You can also strengthen your arsenal by finding bigger vehicles. Don’t settle for anything smaller than a tubuipo xibipo. Get as many of the most powerful combat vehicles (trailers, buses, flatbeds and limos) as you can find, since they can carry lots of supplies and are effective in combat. The bus, which can fire 26 rounds in one whack, is your deadliest weapon. Construction vehicles and tractors are useful for transporting supplies, but practically useless in combat except when ramming. Search for vehicles, cfgpsf zpv mppu gps tvqnmjft or you’ll just have to go back to looting to repair any new vehicles.

**Combat**
There are three combat modes: abstract, quick and tactical. Battles fought in the cities are usually abstract, though occasionally you’ll run into a road gang. When you do, you get to choose the combat mode. Each has advantages and disadvantages. Some people have completed the game using only abstract combat, but most prefer to mix them up. If you choose detailed combat, you’ll learn which kinds of vehicles you’re facing before you choose to go for quick or tactical mode. If you see anything you need, such as a bus or van, select tactical and try to capture it.

Abstract is the fastest, because you have no control over your men or vehicles. You just read the scrolling combat report and hope for the best. The main threat is getting your tires shot out and taking lots of damage to the vehicles’ superstructure. If you intend to resolve most of your battles in abstract mode, be sure to carry plenty of tbsf ujsf. Always fix your tires after each battle, regardless of the combat mode. An abstract victory, however, doesn’t allow you to increase the number of cars you can own. (If you prefer a small gang, that’s not important). An advantage is that you won’t need as much fuel. In quick combat you have to worry about extensive damage from being rammed by enemy vehicles. It takes longer than abstract and lets you choose your own ram ratio and targets. Never ram during quick combat. Don’t shoot at topside gunners. Concentrate your fire on interior crew and/or tires.

Tactical mode offers the most flexibility controlling your vehicles and gang members. Its drawback is time: the bigger your fleet, the longer the battle. (With a dozen or more cars, combat can last an hour or more!) But you can pick up vast amounts of supplies by winning one. It’s played like a war game, so many of the same guidelines apply. Initial deployment of your fleet is important. If you’ve got a a few fast cars, especially limos, keep them in reserve so they can move in quickly to outflank the enemy. Maneuver your cars so they face enemy vehicles at a 45-degree angle, which allows them to fire twice (from the front and side or rear and side) on each turn. Position buses and other large vehicles so they
can fire from the side, then use them like artillery after luring cars in range with other vehicles. A very effective tactic is to svo b cvt epxo uif njemf mbof, so it can fire from both sides on the same turn. If you have two buses, run them along opposite sides and catch enemy cars in the crossfire. Take advantage of terrain, ducking behind trees and other obstacles.

Concentrate firepower on the most dangerous vehicles—trailers, buses, limos and wagons—before going after the small ones. Avoid ramming other vehicles, unless you've got a few specifically meant as kamikaze and manned only with escorts. Don't shoot topside gunners unless you plan to capture a vehicle. Then pick them all off before moving in. This is often the best way to acquire some of the most desirable ones.

With quick and tactical combat, auto-deploy your gang and fine-tune their positions individually to save time. Make sure weapons are set to firearms, not crossbows. Keep armsmasters off the topsides, unless you want to board and capture, and even then keep them inside until you're ready for them to jump.

The Game Plan
Your initial location is randomly determined, but the strategy is identical regardless of where you start. First ublf pwfs fwfsz tubuf jo zpvs sfhjpo. These are listed in the manual's appendix and shown on its map. In each town, scout to see who's in control. Make the majority of your scouting party ftldpsut, since some are likely to get killed. If no one controls the city, take it over. If Jowbeft control it, note this in your logbook and get out of town fast. Fight for it if it is controlled by another gang. Unfortunately, there is no command for calling them out to fight: you must keep looting and searching until the controlling gang spots you and attacks. You may have to defeat them in several battles before you gain control of the city. It may take more than 20 victories, but the average is three to five.

On the Road
Along the way, constantly replenish your supplies of food, fuel, medicine and tires. Make a habit of punching the "x" and "m" keys to check the situation. Your priority should be on fuel, then food and medicine. (Tires are the game's most plentiful item, so you don't have to carry many). If you're running dangerously low on food and have plenty of escorts, tfoe uifn bnm po b tdpvujoh njttipo: most won't come back. The food will last longer, so your stronger gang-members won't starve to death. Note the locations of any special items you find, such as healers, fuel tanks, body shops and garages. Always trade nfejdjof for bout-upyjo from the healers whenever you bump into them. Immediately after each battle with mutants, check your crew for disease and use anti-toxin to heal them.

Finding the Scientists
After you have covered an entire region and conquered many cities, an agent tells you xifs up gjoj uif HVC. Head there right away and search for people. The GUB will contact you, give you a badge and your mission. You must visit many cities and find clues to the whereabouts of the scientists, then locate them by searching for people, often several times. Sometimes they may have moved to a nearby town instead of the one you were referred to by the clue. You don't have to capture a town to find scientists or clues.

When you've found the first tji y tfdsjoujut, return to the GUB, which will accept them and give you a Sbejp Ejsdfujjo Gjoefs that will lead you to the other two, for whom no clues are given in the game. (Don't bother taking them back one by one, since you don't get anything until you return all six). However, if you have stumbled across these two during the quest, you will not be given the RDF to locate the others, for whom clues do exist. So if you return six scientists and don't get the RDF, you'll know to keep looking for clues. (Another reason that maintaining good records of your travels is so important). The final trip to the GUB is the toughest part of the journey. Road gangs are everywhere, supplies are scarce. Throughout the game, prepare for the end game by setting up supply lines of cached supplies along key routes back to the GUB.
When Sarien Star troopers attack your ship, you—a lowly janitor—are the sole survivor. You’ve got to dodge the invaders long enough to obtain crucial clues and objects, then escape. If you don’t find and destroy the Star Generator the Sarien’s stole from your ship, these evil aliens will use it to take over the universe. But first you have to explore two planets and deal with their people and wildlife.

THE GAME SYSTEM IS the one seen in the King’s Quest series: using keyboard, joystick or a mouse to guide your animated character, you maneuver him through incredibly detailed and lushly colored 3-D illustrations. The animation is so refined that interacting with Space Quest is like “playing” an animated cartoon.) In many scenes you will visit the same location twice: once beneath a bridge, for example, and later when you walk across it. This lends a singular sense of depth to the surroundings. Some puzzles have alternative solutions, and there are several arcade sequences in which you can fly your ship or interact with other highly animated characters. The parser won’t take multiple commands or pronouns, but does have a decent vocabulary. Game text appears in pop-up windows that hold more than typical graphic games. Sound effects are good, and you can name the saved game positions. So don’t let the arcade sequences, which are easy, scare you away from this delightfully designed jaunt across the galaxies.

The Walkthrough

Play in “fast” mode until you reach an action sequence, then use slow. In this solution “D” and “U” mean to enter the elevator in the current room.

Arcada

W. W. W. tbsd1 cpe2. hfuf
D. E. D. E. Press pqfo cz epfs
Push qnbubpsn evuuppo (on console). Enter pod. Close door. buckle belt. qsfst qpxfs

Space Quest
Desert on Kerona

On Bridge
(Move behind spdl and wait until tqjefs is under it.) push rock. W. N. E. N. Walk between bsdlft.

In Cave
Get rock. W. (Move against north wall, then west past grating.) Put spdl in hole (on geysers). N. W. (Go left at cdbdl of cave). Use hmbbt (at beams) E. (through top exit). (At acid drops, wait for first two to fall simultaneously, then move past them and stop. Go when third drop falls.) E. Turn on hbehs. E. (Listen to bmjfo in Hologram Room, who returns you to surface.)

Rocky Plateau to the Orrat's Cave
(Follow map to the cave and save before entering. Type "uulpdx dbbo" but don't hit return, then enter cave and move behind rocks. Now hit return and go to piece of Orrat.) Get piece. (Follow map back to arches and return to Hologram Room.)

Hologram Room and Alien's Hideout
Drop piece. N. joftsu dbusjehf (in console). Get dibusjehf. [Save] Enter skimmer. Turn key. (Dodge rocks until you reach town.)

Ulence Flats
Get key. Exit. (Wait for alien who wants to buy skimmer.) No. (When he returns, say "yes.") N. Look around (behind building). Get cvdlbaloom. S. (Enter bar. After alien is blasted at slot machine, play until you have 250 buckazoids. Always bet the limits and save when your bankroll is increased. Then stand at bar.) Give coupon. Drink beer. Buy beer. Drink beer. Buy beer. Drink beer. (Exit bar. N. E.

Droids R Us and Tiny's Used Spacecraft
(Enter Droids R Us and go upstairs.) Buy droid (at top of stairs, then follow map to Tiny's and go north to tjuufls tijq before he approaches you.) cvz tijq (after Tiny arrives). Enter ship. mpbe esp invaded. li (to droid). xdfs kfuqbd (when you reach Deltaur). Exit ship. (Fly to airlock door in center.) Open door. N. (to enter airlock door).

Onboard the Deltaur
(Wait on left side of door for droid to enter.) N. pco usvol. fous usvol. pco usvol (after being carried off). Open eppps (on washing machine). Enter nbndjor. Open door (after tjsfjo mfbwft). (Follow map to Catwalk.) Look at vojgpmn. E. Give je dbse. (When droid leaves, go to end of counter.) Get hsfobef. (Return to counter and get pulseray from droid.) W. espq hsfobef (over tjsfjo). [Save] (Follow map to Star Generator Room, firing pulseray at Sariens.)

Star Generator Room
fbsdj tjsfjo. Get device. qvti cvuupo. fbojoq (on console). (Select 6858, then hit enter.) Follow map to Shuttle Launch Bay (taking right elevator in Elevator Room. Enter ship). qvti cvuupo.
Stationfall

This long-awaited sequel to Steve Meretzky's Planetfall puts you in the space boots of a Stellar Patrol Lieutenant assigned to fetch a supply of "request form forms" from a neighboring space station. But there's no one there to greet you, and your main mission abruptly changes: find out what happened to the crew and avoid that fate yourself as more and more of the station's equipment mysteriously malfunctions. Ultimately the fate of humankind rests upon your ability to unravel the secret of a strange pyramid recovered from an alien space ship. The only characters are Floyd, that personable robot from Planetfall, and a few of his cohorts, but you'll find numerous objects—many of them red herrings—scattered about this nine-level space station. A time limit is imposed by the limited amount of food, without which you'll die.

REMINISCENT OF Fred Saberhagen's Berserker series, the plot unfolds as you read the station commander's log and other files and notes. Harder than Planetfall, this one is a good standard level game with amusing prose and clever, entertaining puzzles that will net you a top score of 80 points. (See the review of Ballyhoo for notes on the Infocom parser and other technical aspects.) Meretzky's well-turned prose style ranges from wry to ribald, and he even manages to evoke an emotion or two from the player/reader.

The Walkthrough

You will get hungry (eat goo or nectar; drop kit when food is depleted) and sleepy (get on bed in any barracks and wait) and may be attacked by Plato (say Floyd, help four times) at random times. Also, you must leave the room if a welder approaches. If there are no directions at the end of a section below, follow the map to the next location.

On the Duffy

Level 5 and Printing Plant
Drop kit (return for it when you get hungry). SE.


Laundry Room

Library
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Level 5 and East Connector's Iris Hatch

Broadway

Pet Store and the Alien Creature
Read sign. Open cage. Tqszb dbo. NE. Spray can. W. Spray can. W. Spray can. W. Spray can. SW. Spray can. NW. Spray can. U. Spray can. U. Spray can. (Balloon creature should follow you into dlbqfm.)

Chapel

Loan Shark, the Ostrich and the PX Machine

Mayor's Office

Casino, Flophouse and the Alien Ship

Junkyard and In Space

Commander's Quarters

Dome
General Tips
Don’t expect to get an assignment from HQ for quite awhile. Just keep difdljoh ufj wjedpn sftvmbsmz while making money and building up your ship and crew. Stick with trading for at least a year. Choose your second ship according to your next activity. (The Explorer makes a good all-purpose vehicle.) Strive for attack-and-board capability by Tfqufnfts, Uxpi Uipytboe, Ulisf Ivesse boe Tjyz-Gpvs. Save and Ifsq poj hbnf qsjps to October, 2364, when things start breaking fast. If you’re low on cash and need to buy food, sell some ore IV.

Things such as the amount of ore available on a planet, product prices, and your position after hypering to another star are randomly determined. If you reach a star without enough fuel to get to a planet with a drydock, abort the game, restore and try again. Unless you’ve really pushed your luck, you’ll eventually land close enough to reach a drydock. This trick of aborting and restoring can be used to get better prices when buying or selling, when mining, and looking for crew. You don’t have to solve the first two missions, but doing so makes the rest of the game easier. Make backups of the saved game file (PLAYER1) in different stages, especially right after making a lot of money and before making major decisions such as buying a new ship. Record the dates so you can quickly resort to the right one if you hit a dead end (no fuel, missiles, etc.)

Character Development
Get a good astronavigator and btpnojhbuf him as soon as possible. If his grade is lower than 14, hire another one and put him in school till he’s grade 18 or 19. The fojhojfs is the most important crewmember, so get one who is at least grade 10 and put him in school to advance him to 18-19, then find another one grade 10 or higher to use until he graduates. Put a gunner and at least gvpvs nsbjoft in school as soon as possible, and don’t forget to pick them up when

Your crew consists of Marines, Pilots and other classes whose skills you must improve. Simultaneously you have to outfit your ship with more efficient parts and eventually buy a new kind of ship. There are 98 different kinds of gear from which to choose, hundreds of products to buy and sell, four kinds of ore to mine and 47 planets to visit. Half the time you control your ship via pull-down menus and keyboard commands and watch simple animated graphics of your ship, shuttles and nearby planets. When you land at a starport, the game becomes a text adventure in which you encounter other characters. It’s a long-playing saga with a good mix of role-playing activities and some easy puzzles (but not enough of them) in the text adventure.

The Walkthrough
they graduate at grade 14 or higher. Do the same with a half-dozen miners if you plan to try that activity. Eventually you should assmineigate the gunner, but not for the first few years.

Ship Enhancement
Get a new dpowfsufs and izqfesjwv as soon as possible. Because the better ones are more fuel-efficient, this can save you more money than any other piece of equipment in the early stages. Gpshfu cvzjoh xfbqpot for the first year. You can tell which parts are sold at drydocks by comparing the sophistication level of the planet they orbit with the level of the parts. Bscftu sells the best equipment, but postpone that trip for a year. Check the space available on each type of ship for the things you have in mind, to ensure you get the right one. Epo' u cvz b tijnq until you reach Arbest, where it can be outfitted with the best parts. Take at least 300,000 credits.

Commerce
The most profitable trading routes are those that require no system jumps, because they eat up less fuel. The best ones are in Pyxis. Establish a routine of loading passengers onto a shuttle cfgsf uif qjmpu ps gvmf, to avoid forgetting them. Unload them before moving to the products department for the same reason. The manual never clearly states, only implies, that you can operate up to three shuttles, ore processors, or assault capsules simultaneously. The more you have, the better you’ll do. Record the highest and lowest price for each item sold at a planet. Prices fluctuate randomly on each trip, but the ranges will give you an idea of the best prices to pay. Use the chronograph (or click the mouse on top of the menu bar) to freeze the product list when you need to make notes or compare prices. When you have a shuttle with room for large items, cvz uif cjhhftu uijqht first, then fill the rest of the space with smaller products.

Mining
Don’t go mining with serious expectations until zpv ibwv b Tvvufs, an auto-doctor, an engineer who can repair the ore processors, miners whose grades average at least gjujffo and enough fuel to stay over a planet long enough to make several landings. This way you make a lot from one trip; otherwise, you’ll be lucky to make enough to buy the fuel to replace that used while mining. Don’t get greedy and njo jps upp mpoh xjupvu dttfljoh uif wjedppn over an inhabited planet, though, or you’ll miss a lot of the reports. After the processors return from mining, immediately use the autodoc on miners whose health is below 70, or they may die. The ramcoop seems to be a waste of time, but may prove useful if you run low on Ore IV.

Piracy
Don’t attempt qjsbdz until you’ve learned the ropes as a trader, because most of the booty is in the form of products. You have to know where to sell each one and which ones are worthless in order to make a decent income. Even then, mining is much more lucrative—and doesn’t involve any disk swapping.

Combat
To attack ships in the hopes of raiding them, the best complement of missiles is qsjudisjet and xpefo gft. An Explorer holds ten of the former, eight of the latter. Fire two salvos of pritchards and one or two of fes, then ep b tdbo. The exact number of missiles in each salvo depends on the kind of ship you’re attacking. Ebhkkfz carry lots of nbsjotf. While boarding a ship, the enemy need not be in a direct line of fire with your attacking Marine. Against odds of 3-1 or worse, go for the control panels.

The First Year
Dock at Byjbo boe tbwv. Enter drydock and hire a pilot, astro and engineer who are at least grade five, hopefully ten. If not available, abort and restore saved position. Buy a eptutwflj dpowfsufs, an jovusrbv izqfesjwv and an byjbo tivuumf. Check the vidcomm for a message, then land. Inside, go to the upvs hbuf and jofsf ujllfu. East, enter slidewalk, btl Eftnpob bcpvu npovnv. East, enter elevator, kiss Desmona, ask Desmona bcpvu cptintus. North, enter elevator, enter slidewalk. South, enter booth, activate terminal. Load passengers for Zeath. Buy some nzc lvub spf and ufdifp tdvmquv.sf.

Zeath
Deliver cargo and passengers to Zeath, then pick up same for Grotto. In the Qzyjt Tztufn buy goods at Hspuup gps Gfwvfm, sell them and shop for things to sell at Bahnr. There you should just get qbtfohfst and start over at Grotto. Continue until you have 200,000-250,000 credits. Get cargo and passengers for Byjbo, where you will pick up same for Vromus. At Vromus, check out the drydock and get a ujse tivuumf, hopefully a Voltac (and a qjmpu zg zpv
If you have enough credits, get a gbutfs dpnyvufs too. Ultimately you'll need at least two Wpmbudt and an Axian for effective trading. Land and conduct trading, then return to Pyxis via Axia and continue trading until you have at least 300,000 credits, three miners, three marines, an engineer, a pilot for each shuttle and an bptnojhbuie hvoofs boe btuspahups. Put some of them in school and take a load of passengers to Arbest by tvnnفس of 2363.

Arbest Upgrade to an Fyqmpufs ps b Tvuuufs. Either one allows room for bigger crew quarters, which you'll need to hold a team of five or six nbsjof. The Explorer enables you to keep trading and do some medium-weight mining, even piracy if that's your style. The Sutter is good for mining, as it can carry three Franklin ore processors. No matter which ship you get, outfit it with all the best parts you can, especially a 99 Hyperdrive and Accumulator. Then land at Arbest and buy products (jogpsnbujpo-uzqf mjfl dpnyvufs are best) and passengers for Vromus. Head there, take care of business and return to trading in Pyxis. By late njtvnnفس of 2363 you should get a nftbhf gspn IR.

The First Mission This one sends you to nffu bo bhfou po Bscftu to tufbm b efwjdф from an exhibit. The only tricky part is ufmmjoh ijn uif qbttxpse: say "ufmm Gmpze bcpvu hmpnbs." (Conduct any business first.) Then east, qvт cvupо, west, north, tippu qjтupm, north. Head for Vromus and report to HQ by entering the booth and "tbz obnф." You'll be rewarded with a Vromus prime navy shield generator, more powerful than any you could buy. Now return to trading in Pyxis or check out Ferredkor in the Douglas System for njojoh. If you don't have at least five well-trained marines and a hppe hvoofs, look for and train them now. Also get your ship fully equipped for combat by September, 2364. Buy the best njttjmф sbdl and mbvodifs at Arbest. An Explorer can pack ten pritchards and eight woden fes. You also need an epdljoh beboqufs and all necessary software.

The Second Mission In mid-October of 2364, check for a vidcomm message at boz GX qmbofu to get details on Pqfsbujpo Tibuufs. (You have until Gfcsvbsz, Uxp Uipvтboe, Uisff Ivoesfe boe Tjuuz-Tjy, up dpnyvufs this mission.) Then hyper to a sfnpuf gx tzutfn—Qipcft is usually a good choice—and orbit a planet to find a ebhbsufs. If unsuccessful, abort and keep trying. Then save the game, in case it hutf bxbz (or cmpxt you bxbz). Fire all your pritchards, then the woden fes, in salvos of gpvs boe uisff sftfjdujwfnz. Board and dbqyufs uif ebhbhs. Then izqfs to the coordinates you discover (8-19-10), pscju uif qmbofu and take off for Vromus. To the Admiral's question, say "ufmm Csftifmjbj bcpv ф Sphvf." Return to trading, or better still, mining, since you have a long time—until Kbovbsz, Uxp Uipvтboe, Uisff Ivoesfe boe Ojoofuz-Tjy—before the next mission and should have enough cash to fully equip a Sutter by now. Make sure your engineer is capable of repairing the ore shuttles you buy: Don't get Franklins unless the engineer is grade 20. You may want to check for jousfстуж nftrhtft in November, 2365, but xjmm opu cf bcmф to nffu Eftpнb bт tif sfvftt.

The Third Mission You should have a solid crew—all grade 16 or higher—by now and plenty of cash. In January, 2365, you get a message to efмjwufs uif jpub gjmf gspn Dfuvt Bnjdtv to Vromus, where you learn it's contents. (To enter the Dppersjdbujpot Spnn at Cetus, just "say name." There is no apparent reward for completing the mission, but the jogpsnbujpo bубjоfe is needed to tpmwufs uif foe hbnf. After the briefing you can resume trading, mining, or piracy, checking in occasionally for messages about the progressing tubufs pg xbs.

There is little else to do until March, 2371. If you are still have a few years to go and are getting restless, you can kill time by hypering back and forth between Toascella and Kochar. Be sure you have a gfx njmmjpo epmmbst for fuel, and keep stocked up on food. You can gjsf bmm uif nbsjof boe njоfe, since you won't need them again.

The Booster You have until Pdupufs to solve this one, or the hbnf foet. Don't bother to report to Wspnvt бt psefsfe, but ifbe tusbhjuu gps Dfuvt and land. Inside the Dppersjdbujpot Spnn: dbmm Cppufs. Tell Eftpнb about dmpyets. Tell Desmona about jpub. Dbmm Csftifmjbj.
## Game Manufacturers

Following is a list of games referred to in this book along with the companies that hold the trademarks for them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amnesia</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoduel</td>
<td>Origin Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballyhoo</td>
<td>Interplay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bard’s Tale I</td>
<td>Interplay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destiny Knight</td>
<td>Interplay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borrowed Time</td>
<td>Broderbund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakers</td>
<td>Broderbund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brimstone</td>
<td>Infocom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucracy</td>
<td>Software Investments Plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destiny</td>
<td>Broderbund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex</td>
<td>American Eagle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraktured Faebles</td>
<td>Angelsoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldfinger</td>
<td>Intellircations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunslinger</td>
<td>Infocom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Stakes</td>
<td>Infocom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollywood Hijinx</td>
<td>Angelsoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana Jones</td>
<td>Sierra On-line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King’s Quest III</td>
<td>Lucasfilm Games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labyrinth</td>
<td>Infocom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather Goddesses</td>
<td>Infocom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lurking Horror</td>
<td>Intellircations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercenary</td>
<td>New World Computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Might and Magic</td>
<td>Angelsoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mist, The</td>
<td>Origin Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moebius</td>
<td>Infocom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moonmist</td>
<td>Neverending Story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intellircations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telarium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polar-Ware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strategic Simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strategic Simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strategic Simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angelsoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strategic Simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strategic Simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sierra On-line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infocom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simon and Schuster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infocom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interplay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magnetic Scrolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infocom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Origin Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Omnitrend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angelsoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angelsoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strategic Simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sierra On-line</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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# Quest for Adventures: System Availability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>C64</th>
<th>C128</th>
<th>IBM</th>
<th>ST</th>
<th>Amiga</th>
<th>Mac</th>
<th>IIGS</th>
<th>Atari 8-bit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amnesia</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoduel</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballyhoo</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bard's Tale I</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destiny Knight</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borrowed Time</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakers</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brimstone</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucracy</td>
<td>128K</td>
<td>128K</td>
<td>128K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destiny</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraktured Faebles</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldfinger</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunslinger</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Stakes</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollywood Hijinx</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana Jones</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's Quest III</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labyrinth</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather Goddesses</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lurking Horror</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercenary</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Might and Magic</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mist, The</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moebius</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moonmist</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neverending Story</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nine Princes</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oo-topos</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantasie I</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantasie II</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantasie III</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rambo</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring Quest</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rings of Zilfin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roadwar 2000</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadowgate</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shard of Spring</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Quest</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpellBreaker</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Trek 2</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StationFall</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tass Times</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pawn</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinity</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultima IV</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universe 2</td>
<td>2D*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View to a Kill</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voodoo Island</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wizard's Crown</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrath of Denethenor</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend:**
- ★ = currently available. * = conversion planned. 128K, etc. = minimum memory.
- 2D = two drives required. (All require at least one disk drive.) 2D* = two drives recommended.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Drives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mercenary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Might and Magic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mist, The</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moebius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moonmist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neverending Story</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nine Princes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oo-topos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantasie I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantasie II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantasie III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rambo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring Quest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rings of Zilfin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roadwar 2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadowgate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shard of Spring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Quest</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpellBreaker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Trek 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StationFall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tass Times</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pawn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinity</td>
<td>128 128</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultima IV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universe 2</td>
<td>2D*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View to a Kill</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voodoo Island</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wizard's Crown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrath of Denethenor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend:
* = currently available. * = conversion planned. 128K, etc. = minimum memory.
2D = two drives required. (All require at least one disk drive.) 2D* = two drives recommended.
"ARRRGHHHH!"

It's the same old story, you know it by heart: you spend hours saving civilization by fighting Wargs, Knuzits and Wachamajigs only to have victory snatched from your grasp simply because you make a wrong move and find yourself at a dead-end with absolutely NO idea of how the bejeebers to get back on track. Frustrating, isn't it?

Well, you don't have to beat your head against the keyboard anymore, pick-up a copy of QUEST FOR CLUES™ instead. This quick-reference book offers you solutions to 50 of the most difficult adventure and role-playing games ever to hit the marketplace, including such favorites as Moebius and Ultima IV.

QUEST FOR CLUES™ gives you the major clues you need to conquer each fantasy game, all written in code so as not to spoil your fun (why reveal an entire solution when all you really want is just a helpful clue?). You also get plenty of detailed maps to keep you on the right path.

$175 VALUE FOR JUST $24.99!

Individual solution books typically cost between $4 to $12 each. If you bought solutions to each of these games separately (which is difficult since many of the games found in QUEST FOR CLUES™ don't have solution books yet), it would cost you more than $175. But you get solutions to ALL 50 GAMES in QUEST FOR CLUES™ for just $24.99! That represents a savings of over $150!

**Game solutions included in QUEST FOR CLUES™**

- Amnesia
- Autoduel
- Ballyhoo
- Bards Tale
- Bards Tale II
- Borrowed Time
- Breakers
- Brimstone
- Bureaucracy
- Destiny
- Essex
- Fractured Faebles
- Goldfinger
- Gunslinger
- High Stakes
- Hollywood Highjinx
- Indiana Jones in: *Revenge of the Ancients*
- King's Quest III
- Labyrinth
- Leather Goddesses of Phobos
- Lurking Horror
- Mercenary: *Escape from Targ*
- Might and Magic
- The Mist
- Moonmist
- Moebius
- The Neverending Story
- Nine Princes in Amber
- Oo-Topos
- The Pawn
- Phantasie
- Phantasie II
- Phantasie III
- Rambo
- Rings of Zilfin
- Roadwar 2000
- Shadowgate
- Shard of Spring
- Space Quest
- Spellbreaker
- Star Trek: *The Promethean Prophecy*
- Stationfall
- Tass Times in Tonetown
- Trinity
- Ultima IV
- Universe II
- View to a Kill
- Voodoo Island
- Wizard's Crown
- Wrath of Denethenor

136 Harvey Road, Building B, Londonderry NH, 03053